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Abstract 
Prediction of pedestrians’ steering behaviours within the built environments 
under normal and non-panic situations is useful for a wide range of 
applications, which include social science, psychology, architecture, and 
computer graphics. This thesis describes research undertaken in pedestrian 
steering behaviour modelling within the built environments. In particular, the 
relationship between spatial dynamics of pedestrian-environment interactions 
during normal conditions is emphasised. The main focus is on prediction of the 
pedestrian walking paths and the influences from the surrounding environment 
from the engineering point of view.  
In this thesis, the pedestrian steering behaviour is investigated with a top-
down approach in two levels of abstraction, i.e. both macroscopic (global) and 
microscopic (local) perspectives. In the first stage, the problem is examined 
from the macroscopic perspective by considering the global pedestrian steering 
behaviour within the built environment. A list of waypoints within the built 
environment, i.e. an itinerary list to navigate from the origin to the destination, 
is developed. The rationale is that a pedestrian moves between consequent 
waypoints according to an itinerary list. A novel algorithm employing dynamic 
programming to find the optimum path is proposed for developing the itinerary 
list. The first contribution of this thesis is on the development of a network 
using constrained Delaunay triangulation to discretise the environment and 
implementation of dynamic programming for itinerary list generation. The 
proposed approach generates a list of intermediate waypoints to move from the 
origin to the destination within the built environment. To gain a deeper 
realisation of the developed algorithm and to benchmark the results, the A* 
search algorithm is also implemented. The experimental results show that the 
proposed algorithm improves the average walking distance by 6.12% as 
compared with that from the A* search algorithm, but at the expense of a 
longer simulation time, i.e. 7.4% longer than that of the A* search algorithm.   
In the second stage, a microscopic level is adopted to deal with the 
pedestrian walking behaviour within each segment of the path. At this level, 
the pedestrian steering behaviour in each segment is analysed by including the 
effects from the surrounding objects. This leads to another contribution of this 
research, i.e., the incorporation of subjective and imprecise aspects of the 
pedestrian’s spatial perception into the model by employing a fuzzy logic-
based model.  The proposed fuzzy model accepts the pedestrian’s 
environmental perception, speed, and step-length as the inputs, and yields the 
pedestrian walking trajectory as the output. The environmental perception is 
quantified by using the Helbing’s Social Force Model, which includes the 
attractive or repulsive stimulation from the surroundings. To assess the model 
performance, four different scenarios are examined, and the results are 
compared with those from a set of real data. Accordingly, the fourth scenario 
with various speed and step-length is able to produce the results that are close 
to the real data. The small error measurements from the fourth scenario, i.e., 
the average mean square errors of 0.02m2, signify the lowest discrepancy 
between the real data and the experimental results, amongst different scenarios.     
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To further improve the robustness of the fuzzy model, this research 
undertakes estimation of the parameters associated with the fuzzy membership 
functions (MFs). As a result, a Genetic Fuzzy System (GFS) is proposed, 
whereby the genetic algorithm is applied to tune the MF parameters. The cost 
function aims to minimise the error rate between the GFS predicted outputs and 
the real data. The trajectory data sets collected by employing a motion capture 
device, namely the OptiTrack system, are utilised. The reverse cross validation 
and the bootstrap analysis methods are deployed to assess and quantify the 
results statistically. The results reveal that the generated walking path by the 
GFS model is more closely correlated to the real data than that from the 
initially proposed fuzzy model. The average improvement of the mean square 
error for the optimised GFS model is 7.4% compared with that from the 
original fuzzy model. 
In summary, the key contribution of this research is a pedestrian steering 
prediction model that encompasses both global and local perspectives. On one 
hand, the global perspective leads to generating subsequent intermediate 
waypoints in a path from the origin to the destination. On the other hand, the 
local perspective focuses on one segment of the generated path, which is the 
outcome of the global problem. Another key contribution of this research is the 
incorporation of environmental effects and pedestrians’ perception from 
environmental stimuli into the novel fuzzy model. The GA is used to validate 
the model, which is a new contribution in the field of pedestrian walking path 
prediction research. 
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Research Contributions 
The contribution of this research towards the study of pedestrian steering 
behaviour modelling and simulation is multi-fold. The key contributions are: 
x Proposed a novel algorithm to generate a list of subsequent waypoints 
within a built environment as an itinerary list. The developed approach 
discretise the environment by constrained Delaunay triangulation to develop 
a network and implement dynamic programming to generate itinerary list 
according to developed stochastic utility function.  
x Developed an innovative approach to predict pedestrian steering behaviour 
between two subsequent waypoints developed in global level of 
investigation. The influences from environmental effects incorporated into 
the model to develop local behaviour. The inherently vague, uncertain, and 
subjective aspect of heterogeneous pedestrians’ perceptions from the 
surroundings is associated with the behaviour by employing fuzzy logic 
technique. 
x Devised an integrated framework to link different concepts of 
environmental stimuli, pedestrian’s perception from environmental stimuli, 
internal motivation, and psycho-sociological steering forces with pedestrian 
steering behaviour. Social force model is employed to quantify the 
environmental stimuli as pedestrian internal motivation by psycho-
sociological forces. Consequently, an interrelationship among 
environmental layout and walking path trajectory is generated. 
x Generated a simulation-based optimisation approach to tune and optimise 
unknown membership functions parameters according to real data. Genetic 
fuzzy system developed to evolve the initial fuzzy model and to validate the 
prediction model using real trajectory data sets. Fitness function minimises 
the average error between the output of proposed genetic fuzzy system and 
real data included in training samples. N-fold cross validation is 
implemented to involve data sets in both training and test procedure. The 
genetic fuzzy system produces more closely correlated outputs to the real 
data than the initial fuzzy model. 
These contributions fulfil the research objectives explained in Section 1.5. 
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C H A P T E R  O N E  
1. Introduction 
 
This chapter presents an overview of the thesis. The motivation of the 
research is first introduced and the background of the research is described. 
The problem statement, research scope, research objectives, and research 
significance are then explained, before the structure of the thesis is presented.  
1.1 Motivation 
Steering and navigation activity through the environment is a crucial 
practice in our daily lives, i.e., as pedestrians. The most influencing factor that 
is involved in this task is the surrounding physical environment. Investigation 
towards recognising an appropriate engineering framework that has the 
potential to incorporate environmental influences into the pedestrian steering 
behaviour and development of a synthetic approach are the dominant 
motivation underpinning this study. 
In the literature, a large body of knowledge relates to human behaviours in 
terms of interactions with the surroundings, whether natural or built 
environments. In this thesis, the focus is on pedestrian steering behaviour and 
its influences from the surrounding environment. While this has been an active 
field of research for many years, there is much room for improvement, with the 
objective to provide a clear understanding of environmental interactions 
involved in pedestrian steering activities.  
The fundamental question considered in this research is centred on “Is there 
a pattern in the pedestrian steering behaviour with respect to environmental 
effects?”. Different fields of study such as psychology, architecture, computer 
science, and urban planning have attempted to investigate this question from 
their own perspectives. Most researches have focused on panic or emergency 
situations [3, 7]. However, it is equally important to understand pedestrian 
steering behaviours under normal and non-panic conditions, which is useful for 
designing, optimisation, and decision-making for public environment 
operations. 
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In this thesis, the problem is approached from the engineering point of 
view, and the aim is to find an answer to the abovementioned question using 
engineering techniques. From the engineering perspective, developing a 
comprehensive conceptual model of pedestrian steering behaviour, which is 
able to predict the associated behaviour, is an important research topic that 
contributes towards multiple applications. It is of prime importance to study 
normal and non-panic situations for the pedestrian steering behaviour from the 
engineering perspective, and to develop a new technique that is able to predict 
the walking trajectory of pedestrians within built environments. The success of 
this research will lead to useful computational models that are able to assist 
decision-makers and designers to increase the quality of indoor spaces in terms 
of floor layout. 
1.2 Pedestrian Steering Behaviour 
Pedestrian behavioural studies reveal that the spatial ability of pedestrians 
allows them to find a path from the current location to a destination [8]. Local 
path determination, which is commonly known as steering, is a spatial 
behaviour that is based upon the cognitive process of a pedestrian for choosing 
the next step location. This spatial cognition is important, as it enables a 
pedestrian to perform activities in relation to the environment, specifically in 
steering and navigation tasks. The process includes obtaining sensory 
information from surroundings and interpreting the information to understand 
the environment in order to perform the necessary action. 
A pedestrian carries the immediate sensation and perceives information 
from the surrounding environment to implement spatial action [9]. In fact, 
steering involves a combination of abilities known as environmental 
perception, internal interpretation of surroundings, decision making, and 
execution of the chosen counter-measure [10]. All these variables are 
intangible, as they are hardly measurable quantities.  
In line with the aim of this research, steering behaviour is deemed as a 
spatial behaviour that reflects the pedestrian path determination by choosing 
the next step location and speed in relation to the environment while avoiding 
obstacles. In the context of the pedestrian steering behaviour, while it involves 
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interaction between pedestrians and the environment, complex systems theories 
come to scene to find the behavioural patterns. Researchers in various area 
such as cognitive science, architecture, geo-positioning, and artificial 
intelligence have developed a wide range of models in relation to the 
environmental effects on wayfinding, path-planning, and steering [11, 12]. 
Accurate prediction of pedestrian walking paths is a fundamental 
requirement to facilitate urban public area design, and has recently attracted 
attention from researchers across multiple disciplines. More so, pedestrian-
environment interactions with respect to environmental layout and individual 
characteristics should also be addressed. Research in the pedestrian steering 
behaviour has common boundaries or similarities in other fields, including 
architectural wayfinding, psychological cognitive map, robot path planning, 
and artificial life steering. Although these fields seem to be distinct, some 
overlaps exist that need to be discussed. An explanation is provided in the 
following sections.  
1.2.1 Wayfinding in Architectural Studies  
According to [9], pedestrian wayfinding is based on “a consistent use and 
organisation of definite sensory cues from the external environment”. 
Wayfinding is a spatial behaviour that reflects the cognitive process of 
choosing a route from an origin to a target. It refers to the spatial abilities of a 
pedestrian to find a path from the current location to a destination [8]. 
Three pioneers who popularised and coined the term wayfinding are Kevin 
Lynch, Romedi Passini, and Paul Arthur. In 1960, urban planner Kevin Lynch 
defined wayfinding as the process of forming a picture in mind from the 
environment based on sensation and memory [8, 9]. Twenty years later, 
Romedi Passini explained wayfinding from the architecture point of view, and 
probed this term deeper. In 1992, Paul Arthur, a Canadian professor who was 
interested in Lynch’s observations, made advances in the field by conducting 
projects in wayfinding.  He also coined the term “signage” [8].   
1.2.2 Cognitive Map in Psychological Studies 
A cognitive map refers to an environmental image, which is a perceived 
mental picture of the exterior physical environment by its inhabitants [9]. This 
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image is the result of a two-way interaction between an individual observer and 
the surrounding environment. It is an abstract of the environment that is 
produced by immediate sensation of elements and past experienced memory [9]. 
A cognitive map is an important link to interpret the environment and identify 
the features in the environment that lead to an action.  
Wayfinding is the initial function of a cognitive map, whereby an individual 
attaches the knowledge and emotion of the surrounding space to it. It plays the 
role of “reference” in wayfinding, in addition to acting as a map to find the 
movement directions [9]. A wayfinding task is defined as a goal-driven 
reasoning chain [13], and further actions would take place until a specific goal 
is achieved. Wayfinding encompasses different elements such as individual 
spatial ability, spatial behaviour, and cognitive aspects. The basic process that 
represents different stages of wayfinding is shown in Figure 1.1. 
 
Figure  1-1: Consequent stages of wayfinding consist of extensive procedure.  It begins with 
interaction with the environment and perceptual information from the environment. This 
procedure succeeds with development of cognitive map and spatial knowledge from the 
surroundings that lead to decision making and wayfinding task.  
 
1.2.3 Path Planning in Robotic Studies 
The ability to determine an optimal path through the environment is a 
challenging problem in robotics and artificial intelligence. Path planning and 
path finding are two well-known concepts. Path planning relates to the internal 
expression of terrain by forming a cognitive map of the surrounding and 
planning how to travel [9]. Path finding, on the other hand, is the process of 
executing the plan in a sequence of movements between the origin and the 
destination in the environment [14]. Viewing from another perspective, path 
planning is a static mode of routing activity whereas path finding is performed 
in a real time and dynamic mode [15]. Therefore, a bidirectional relation 
Environment Perceptual Information 
Cognitive 
Map 
Spatial 
Knowledge 
Decision 
Making 
Way-
finding 
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between path planner and path finder is essential to provide the feedback to a 
robot regarding traversable or obstructed paths. 
1.2.4 Steering in Artificial Life Studies 
Reynolds developed a group motion in flock of birds or school of fish by 
proposing a distributed behavioural model, namely the boids model [16]. The 
boids model is similar to the particle systems that are used to model a large 
number of particles such as smoke, fire, and cloud. However, the boids model 
is more complex than the particle systems. One aspect of complexity is owing 
to the possession of the geometrical shape of individuals in the boids model, 
which produces orientation features. More so, the behaviour of boids is more 
complicated than particles. Besides, boids interact with each other to develop a 
flock, whereas particles have no interaction [16]. In the boids model, the 
interaction of autonomous characters are defined by specific steering activities 
such as pursuit, evasion, seek, arrival, wander, and obstacle avoidance [2]. 
1.2.5 Existing Pedestrian Behaviour Models  
Pedestrian behaviour dynamics are subject to environmental conditions.  
Steering behaviour under panic and stressed situations is totally different from 
that in normal and stable conditions [17]. In safety-critical conditions, the only 
major objective is saving one’s own life, and all behaviours, which sometimes 
are irrational, are dictated by instinct following this specific goal [18, 19]. While 
under the normal conditions, it is a mixture of routine-based and subconscious 
utility maximisation actions that depends on the circumstances [20, 21]. 
Therefore, modelling the pedestrian steering behaviour under normal and stable 
conditions is dependent on different fields and applications.  
Owing to its application in a vast spectrum of domains, including computer 
graphics, architecture, psychology, urban planning, and robotics [22, 23], this 
problem has attracted attentions from multiple disciplines. Various modelling 
and simulation methodologies such as continuous or discrete, time-based or 
event-based, micro or macro abstraction have been proposed [7, 24]. In some of 
the models, pedestrians have been considered as a flow, while others assume 
pedestrians as a set of individuals or agents.  
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From the literature review (as detailed in Chapter 2), various methods to 
model pedestrian behaviours in either individual or crowd situations have been 
proposed. Pedestrian behaviours have been considered from different points of 
view. Among them, route choice, steering or navigation, wayfinding, and 
crossing intersections are the most dominant methods [24]. Moreover, the 
focus of many investigations is on modelling the behaviour under panic 
situations, such as crowd evacuation due to fire, natural disasters, or terrorism 
attack [7, 25]. To provide an overview of the existing modelling methods, three 
widely used approaches are explained i.e., the social force model (SFM) [26], 
cellular automata (CA) [6], and agent-based model (ABM) [27]. A 
comprehensive review on different approaches is also provided in Chapter 2.  
The SFM by Helbing describes the behaviour of pedestrians with a 
mathematical model of attractive and repulsive effects from the surrounding 
environment with respect to speed and movement direction [26, 28, 29]. 
Contradictory socio-psychological forces within the environment motivate the 
entity to move towards a desired destination, and acquire an ideal speed. The 
SFM describes the pedestrian behaviour in a microscopic scale with a 
continuous deterministic approach.  
On the other hand, CA expresses the pedestrian flow by a discrete 
arrangement of the floor into a grid of equal cells. According to the CA 
principles, pedestrian dynamics models provide a transition matrix that indicates 
the preferences to move from one cell to neighbouring cells [6, 30]. This 
method expresses the pedestrian flow in a discrete stochastic framework; 
therefore, time and space are considered as discrete elements in CA. 
The recent approach of ABM replicates the behaviour of an individual 
pedestrian by an agent with different levels of intelligence [1]. A set of if-then 
rules is used to govern the steering behaviour. The key feature of ABM is the 
capability of representing heterogeneity in the pedestrian steering behaviour. 
During the last two decades, ABM has become an increasingly important 
approach for modelling the dynamics of complex systems in multiple 
applications [27]. Chapter 2 explains an extensive range of existing modelling 
approaches in details.   
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In this thesis, a two-scale (i.e. macro and micro) simulation approach to 
model pedestrian steering behaviours in indoor environments is undertaken. 
There are a few studies that propose two-level approaches to model the crowd 
behaviour in virtual environments. Koh and Zhou [31] proposed a two-level 
navigation model for crowds using an agent-based approach. The macro level 
computes a path based on influences from the agent’s knowledge, habits, and 
other individuals differences, whereas the micro level calculates the agent’s 
steering parameters for obstacle avoidance. 
Contrary to the proposed model in this research, the model in [31] does not 
specify the rules for steering behaviour. Steering parameters are changed based 
on constraints that are predefined by the modeler, rather than steering rules. In 
addition, the steering parameters are initialised by random variables within a 
specific range [31], while the proposed model in this research applies real 
world data to estimate the model parameters. This model [31] represented the 
behaviour of heterogeneous pedestrians in a large gathering. It addressed a link 
between pedestrian studies in physio-sociological areas and automated agents 
in computer animation and games. 
In a similar study by Lamarche and Donikian [32], a two-level approach 
was proposed to provide a model for behavioural animation of a virtual crowd. 
At the first level, a path finding approach according to a computed topological 
structure was developed. At the next stage, a reactive navigation algorithm was 
used to direct the population of virtual human to follow the path and implement 
collision avoidance. The group behaviour of an animated crowd is represented 
using a two-level hierarchical framework by Lee, Choi, Hong and Lee [33]. A 
high level behavioural model comprises low level action models. The transition 
between low level action models is considered according to a high level 
behavioural model, and leads to a global pattern for group behaviour of a 
crowd. 
On the other hand, the behaviour of agents in a virtual crowd was simulated 
in a two-level architecture by Sung, Gleicher and Chenney [34]. At a higher 
level, a situation-based mechanism controls the behaviour of agents when 
confronting with specific events. At a lower level, which is for behaviour 
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composition, the behaviour is combined with a probabilistic scheme to select 
the next action. 
In this thesis, a macroscopic model is formulated in the first stage. The 
pedestrian behaviour is treated as a target-oriented behaviour that is built upon a 
set or network of intermediate waypoints towards a destination. To decompose 
the environment, a network-based approach using constrained Delaunay 
triangulation (CDT) is examined. A utility measure consists of three pedestrian 
criteria for path finding is considered. To devise a solution for this multistage 
decision process, a utility-based algorithm employing dynamic programming 
(DP) is also proposed. 
The simulation conducted in this research generates a global list of 
intermediate waypoints. This provides an itinerary list of subsequent waypoints 
to follow within a built environment, which is based on the optimum path from 
the origin to the destination. To gain a deeper insight into the performance of 
the proposed algorithm, the path finding A* search algorithm [35] is 
implemented for comparison purposes. The results show that the predicted path 
by the proposed algorithm outperforms the A* results. However, the simulation 
time in the A* search algorithm is slightly less than that of the proposed 
algorithm. The outcome of this first stage of modelling is a predecessor for the 
next stage, which is at the microscopic level.   
In the second stage, the focus is on one segment of the predicted path that 
connects two consecutive waypoints. Microscopic modelling looks at the 
problem from the local perspective, and predicts the walking path between two 
subsequent waypoints by considering the effects from the environmental design. 
The fuzzy logic technique is applied to represent the concept of pedestrian 
perception from the surroundings. By applying the fuzzy logic technique, 
vagueness, imprecision, and subjective features inherent in this problem can be 
incorporated efficiently into the model. 
Then, optimisation using the genetic algorithm (GA) to fine-tune the 
membership function parameters according to the real trajectory data sets is 
implemented. As a summary, the problem of modelling the pedestrian steering 
behaviour in this research is approached from the top view by first providing a 
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global view of the path. Then, investigations into one segment of the path to 
examine the effects of the environmental objects on the walking path and to 
perform optimisation with real data are carried out. Figure 1.2 depicts the 
proposed two-scale approach to modelling of the pedestrian steering behaviour 
in this research. The next section discusses the background of the research on 
pedestrian performance in relation to the interaction with the environmental 
design.  
To predict a realistic walking path 
between two way points
 in microscopic model
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Figure  1-2: A diagram that represents the proposed two-scale approach to model pedestrian 
steering behaviour.  (a) In the first stage, a macroscopic-scale model first generates a rough 
path within a large environment. The generated path comprises subsequent waypoints within 
the environment. This macroscopic model provides a global view of the path within the 
environment. (b) In the second stage, two subsequent waypoints from the macroscopic model 
is further examined in detail in order to achieve a realistic path within the environment. A 
microscopic-scale model is developed, whereby the local environmental stimuli are 
incorporated into the model to realise a local view of the pedestrian steering behaviour.  
 
1.3 Background of the Research 
Pedestrian steering behaviours can be divided into two main categories, i.e., 
the spatial and implicit behaviours [36, 37]. The spatial behaviour is related to 
the physical movement of pedestrians over the floor or some distance, and can 
be expressed with equations of velocity, flow, density. On the other hand, the 
implicit behaviour is an action that is not physically performed by pedestrians, 
such as delay time, waiting time to do an action, distribution of the delay time 
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or reaction towards other pedestrians [36]. The implicit behaviour relates to 
thinking and decision making during movements. 
A specific research gap in pedestrian steering behaviour is deficiency in 
modelling how a pedestrian chooses the next step position and speed when 
exposing to specific environment conditions in the normal situations. This 
aspect is mostly related to the implicit behaviour; hence, the need for 
behavioural theory in movement modelling is highlighted in this research. 
Moreover, there exists a gap in the area of pedestrian movement predictions, 
i.e., efficient and effective methods to model how a pedestrian finds a route 
within a known built environment during the normal conditions. In other words, 
there is an absence of a comprehensive theory on how a pedestrian steers in a 
built environment under the normal conditions. 
One of the dominant limitations in modelling of pedestrian steering is that 
the current models consider only the behavioural facts, which are insufficient as 
they partially illustrate the action, rather than a complete behavioural concept.  
In addition, behavioural concepts are not applied to replicate the effects of 
environmental design on the steering behaviour. Ma, Song, Fang, Lo, and Liao 
[38] stated that studies on the impacts of the environment on individual 
pedestrians have been explored less intensively. A conceptual behaviour 
algorithm to be used in modelling and simulation of pedestrian movement under 
the normal circumstances is needed. Therefore, an innovative model that takes 
into consideration of pedestrian perception from the surroundings to provide a 
realistic model that predicts the walking path of pedestrians and produces 
accurate results is proposed in this thesis.  
To generate more life-like and natural-looking behaviours, an important 
feature is the impacts of the environment on pedestrian movement, or known as 
human-environment interaction. It is essential to understand dynamics of the 
behaviour and to consider a measure in terms of the interaction with the 
environment under spatial and implicit constraints. The next section describes 
these pedestrian-environment interactions.  
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1.3.1 Pedestrian-Environment Interactions 
Pedestrian steering behaviour is a spatial task which is affected by the 
spatial configuration of the environment. According to [39, 40], studies on 
pedestrian-environment interactions are largely based upon empirical 
investigations that examine how various environmental characteristics 
influence the behaviour. As an example, space configuration has a direct effect 
on pedestrian movement. In fact, space configuration is the key element that 
directly influences its occupants [41]. However, there is a lack of knowledge on 
how a pedestrian walks during normal movement in association with the spatial 
dynamics/design.  
Similarly, floor layout is a spatial component that plays an important role in the 
operation of built environments. In terms of designing indoor areas, operating 
efficiency is a matter of concern that needs to be addressed [42]. Researchers 
rarely consider the inter-relationship between the walking path and the internal 
state of individual pedestrians in terms of the perception from the 
environmental design [43, 44]. Nevertheless, pedestrian-environment 
interactions with regards to environmental design or layout, spatial behaviour, 
and steering performance need to be addressed. The impetus underlying this 
thesis is on the development of a novel model that incorporates the relationship 
between environmental design or layout and the pedestrian walking trajectory.  
Cognitive Levels of Environmental Interactions 
Pedestrians perform activities at three levels of interaction with their 
environment, namely following instinct or skill-based, following experience or 
rule-based, and bounded rationality or knowledge-based [20, 45]. Following 
instinct (skill-based) behaviours are concerned with processes that are 
performed with little or no conscious effort. In this case, pedestrians react to the 
surrounding situation automatically by instinct. The automatic reaction is 
extended as a result of learning from trial-and-error experiences. Following 
instinct is a dominant decision-making criterion that generally happens during 
panic situation. 
At the following experience (rule-based) level, the decision making process 
over a specific situation is performed based on personal experience that happens 
repetitively and that develops a set of routines (rules), which is stored in a 
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pedestrian’s memory. Interaction at the bounded rationality (knowledge-based) 
level happens when a pedestrian is confronted with a new task, which needs to 
have a new representation of the task. The concept of bounded rationality 
reflects the situation whereby a rational decision making process according to 
limited knowledge is required. Pedestrians choose an alternative in terms of 
their preferences in spite of uncertainty and unknown consequences involved in 
decision making.   
In this research, the pedestrian steering behaviour is modeled at two scales. 
At the macroscopic scale, bounded rationality is investigated at the cognitive 
level of behaviour to choose alternative options using utility optimisation. At 
the microscopic scale, the interaction is investigated at the following experience 
(rule-based) level, which is performed based on spatial perception captured 
from the interaction with the surrounding environment. The environmental 
effect is a critical feature that can vary significantly over time and space, and 
causes a pedestrian to modify his/her walking path according to the rules. 
Conditions are changed based on the characteristics of an individual pedestrian 
and the characteristics of the environment. There is a fundamental question that 
needs to be explored comprehensively  [46, 47], i.e.,  
i. How do the effects of the spatial configuration relate to the walking path of 
the pedestrian? or   
ii. What is the relationship between the physical elements within the 
environment and pedestrian steering task?  
1.3.2 Pedestrian Spatial Perception 
Steering or path determination is based upon the cognitive process for 
choosing the next step location. Spatial cognition is an important ability of a 
pedestrian to perform activities in relation to the environment, specifically in 
steering and navigation tasks. It is a process that consists of obtaining sensory 
information from the surroundings and interpreting the information to 
understand the environment in order to perform certain actions. Psychologists 
named the outcome of this cognitive process spatial perception [12]. The lack of 
knowledge in how pedestrians perceive their surroundings during normal and 
non-panic conditions is a central shortcoming. Specifically, at the microscopic 
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scale, the scarcity is how environmental perception leads to choosing the 
direction or orientation through the steering process within the environment. 
The process by which physical energy from physical objects received by the 
pedestrian and converted into perception of physical items [48] such as desks, 
couches, walls, and buildings is still an open question. 
1.4 Problem Statement 
The focus of this thesis is on prediction of pedestrian steering behaviours 
within built environments under normal and non-panic conditions, as discussed 
in the previous sections. The aim is to address the effects of the environmental 
layout or spatial layout on the steering behaviour. Although the effect of the 
environmental layout, which is an indoor environmental factor, on spatial 
perception and steering behaviours has been evaluated, the main issue with 
respect to how and to what extent the environmental layout and spatial 
configuration influence the pedestrian steering behaviour remains unknown 
[44]. The specific problems are as follows:  
x How to generate a realistic prediction of the pedestrian steering behaviour 
that links the environmental layout as a stimulus to the pedestrian walking 
path? 
x How do the physical elements within the interior space influence the 
pedestrian walking path?    
Although the aforementioned questions are distinct, there are similarities in 
terms of unknown relationships between spatial layout and spatial behaviours. 
This thesis aims to develop a realistic and human-like computer simulation 
model of the pedestrian steering behaviour with the inclusion of effects from 
spatial layout or design to predict the pedestrian walking path within built 
environments during normal and non-panic conditions. The following sub-
sections describe the scope of the problem. 
1.4.1 Indoor versus Outdoor Environments  
Due to significant differences between indoor and outdoor spaces, spatial 
activities such as steering, navigation, and wayfinding in indoor and outdoor 
environments are different. In other words, there are a variety of differences 
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between indoor and outdoor spatial tasks [15, 49, 50]. Karimi [51] extensively 
categorised the major characteristics of outdoor versus indoor environments. 
Outdoor areas comprise road and sidewalk networks with different modes of 
travel, such as driving, biking, and walking. Subsequently, the routing criteria 
are concerned with the shortest and the quickest paths, as well as less 
intersection, more comfortable, or more scenic paths. Therefore, the problem 
scope is large, and it leads to a degree of high complexity in computation. 
Additionally, unavoidable factors like weather, traffic, and road construction 
could impact the spatial behaviour. 
On the other hand, in the indoor spaces, the travel mode is walking, and the 
points of interest in indoor environments are room, exit, and restroom. The 
routing criteria are based on the shortest path and accessibility. Generally, the 
problem space is defined by a small network with a low degree of 
computational complexity, which is not as large as that in the outdoor 
environment [51]. More so, the indoor space is simply represented by a network 
of geometric data supported in AutoCAD drawing file format [45, 52]. 
Richter, Winter, and Santosa [53] highlighted a few differences amongst the 
indoor and outdoor spaces.  Indoor environments have more fragmented and 
clustered physical structures. From the steering and navigation point of view, 
the indoor environment is a ground floor with two-dimensional elements, while 
the outdoor area is represented by a one-dimensional element network. 
Accordingly, the indoor environment is distinguished by functional and social 
structures.   
1.4.2 Normal versus Panic and Emergency Conditions  
During past decades, researchers have shown an increased interest in crowd 
dynamics and evacuation behaviours in panic conditions under stressed and 
dangerous situations. However, steering behaviours under normal and stable 
conditions and the associated measurements have seldom been considered. As 
shown in the existing publications, individual and group level pedestrian 
spatial behaviours under normal circumstances have been studied less 
intensively than others. 
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Much research has been undertaken over the past decade to improve the 
understanding of pedestrian steering behaviours. The majority of such work is 
devoted to empirical studies of crowd evacuation behaviours under stressed and 
panic conditions. Consequently, crowd dynamics under panic situations is well 
understood, but spatial behaviours and their metrics have been investigated 
rather less intensively.  
The focus of panic-related situations is on congested conditions such as 
bottleneck for evacuation, bidirectional flow, and public gathering. In these 
environments, qualitative measurements such as crowd velocity distribution 
have been proposed by Henderson [54], and more recently by Weidmann [55]. 
Under normal circumstances, different effective factors such as personal factors, 
trip characteristics, route characteristics, and socio-economic factors [56] can 
also be considered. 
The pedestrian steering objective under normal conditions is different from 
that under panic situations. In safety critical situations, the pedestrians’ primary 
objective is to save their own lives, and their behaviours, which can sometimes 
be irrational, are dictated by this goal. Therefore, there is a vivid and essential 
need to study the pedestrian steering behaviour under normal conditions. 
1.4.3 Global Perception versus Local Interactions  
In the literature, pedestrian steering and navigation under normal conditions 
has been considered as a combination of subconscious, routine, and utility 
maximisation criteria [20, 21]. However, depending on the circumstances, the 
effectiveness of these aspects varies. Therefore, modelling such a system 
depends entirely on the application. In this research, a pedestrian is viewed as a 
decision-maker who possesses the global perception or idea from the entire 
environment, and implements local interaction during the steering activity. 
To deal with this assumption, the problem is tackled from the global 
perspective by developing a macroscopic scale model that generates the 
waypoints within the entire building from the origin to the destination according 
to optimisation of the stochastic utility function. Consequently, the problem is 
divided into multiple segments of paths. At this stage, local environmental 
interactions are incorporated into the model as stimuli for choosing the future 
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position. Details of the two-scale modelling approach are explained in Chapters 
4 and 5.        
1.5 Research Objectives 
The aforementioned problem statement leads to the following inspiring 
issues that constitute the objectives of this research:  
x To generate waypoints of pedestrian steering tasks within a built 
environment by using a macroscopic scale approach.  
x To develop a model that estimates the environmental effects on the local 
steering behaviour despite the uncertainties and incomplete or vague 
knowledge on pedestrian environmental interactions.  
x To model the local steering behaviour by incorporating the diverse and 
subjective aspects of pedestrian perceptions and spatial reactions towards 
the environmental stimuli. 
x To validate the results of the computer simulation by real pedestrian 
trajectory data sets, and to develop an optimum simulation model according 
to real data.  
1.6 Significance of the Research 
The pedestrian steering behaviour is an active research topic. Scientific 
publications are spread over different disciplines such as social science, 
computer science, architecture, engineering, and urban planner; hence 
providing a wide spectrum for research. Clearly, this is an interdisciplinary 
research problem. Developing a comprehensive conceptual model of the 
pedestrian routing/steering activity, with accurate prediction of flows, has high 
practical values in the abovementioned disciplines. 
In the literature, pedestrian movement is described from different 
perspectives, which is dependent on the application domains, for example in 
environmental psychology [44, 57-59], computer graphics [60-63], architectural 
design [23, 42, 64, 65], flow management and evacuation [30, 66-68], robot 
path planning [69-71], and geo-positioning, routing and navigation [15, 49, 51]. 
Recent research in the field of pedestrian steering puts emphasis on the 
trajectory prediction to provide rich context information [72] and location-based 
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information services to complete path finding activities [73]. Another 
application domain is indoor routing and navigation for pedestrians with 
disabilities, or the elderly who have special preferences [49].  
The main aim of this research is to develop a novel model to predict the 
pedestrian steering behaviour with the inclusion of effects from perceived 
stimuli from the surrounding layout. Simulation of the pedestrian walking path 
through an indoor environment is beneficial in order to control and manage the 
movement in buildings. In other words, simulation of the pedestrian steering 
behaviour assists decision makers and planners to understand how to arrange 
the furniture layout for improving operation efficiency of the environment. 
More so, it has the potential to assist designers on how to lead pedestrians to a 
desired place within shopping or public areas like airport or hospital. Similarly, 
the success of the proposed model helps designers to understand where the 
optimum place is for advertisement boards or signage.  
1.7 Thesis Structure 
This thesis is structured as follows. 
x Chapter 2 A detailed literature review of different modelling scales 
and existing modelling approaches is presented with a critical discussion. A 
general review on psychological concepts in pedestrian spatial behaviour 
with the focus on environmental effective factors is provided. Also, 
application of fuzzy logic approach in this problem is justified.  
x Chapter 3 Two main sections are included in this chapter. First section 
explores different methods in pedestrian behaviour studies, simulation 
software packages, data collection and position-tracking techniques. The 
research methodology of this thesis including simulation design, laboratory 
experiment, and data analysis is described in the second section.  
x Chapter 4 A utility-based method for prediction of the optimum 
pedestrian route choice within a familiar built environment is presented. 
Properties important to develop a macroscopic model that generate an 
itinerary list of subsequent waypoints within the indoor environment are 
explored.    
x Chapter 5 This chapter focuses on the microscopic scale of the 
pedestrian steering model, which includes the effects of the surrounding 
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environment on the steering behaviour between two consequent waypoints 
acquired from the macro-scale model, as presented in Chapter 4. A novel 
approach with inclusion of uncertain and imprecise aspects of 
environmental stimuli employing fuzzy logic technique is presented.  
x Chapter 6 A genetic fuzzy system for tuning the membership function 
parameters of the fuzzy model presented in Chapter 5 is proposed. To 
validate the simulation results, the reverse cross validation method 
employing real trajectory data is implemented. 
x Chapter 7 The chapter draws together the findings of this research, 
outlook for future research and possible extensions of the model. 
Figure 1.3 indicates the structure of the thesis. 
 
 
Figure  1-3: Structure of the thesis represents the relation between 
chapters and location of contributions. 
C H A P T E R  T W O  
2. Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
Pedestrian spatial behaviour is a multi-disciplinary research that requires a 
thorough literature review in different fields in order to investigate the 
problem. Researchers from different fields, which include spatial cognition, 
architecture, robotic, computer graphics and spatial analysis, treat pedestrian 
spatial behaviours with different terminologies and with slightly different 
meanings, such as wayfinding, path planning, route choice, steering, and 
navigation as explained in Chapter one (sections 1.2.1 to 1.2.4). 
In this chapter different modelling approaches in pedestrian behaviour are 
explored. Then a critical discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of the 
models is presented, which leads to identification of the research gap in this 
problem. A few spatial psychological concepts related to pedestrian-
environment interaction are presented. Finally, how the fuzzy logic system 
(FLS) can be exploited as a useful approach to tackle the problem is explained.   
2.2 Pedestrian Movement Behaviour 
In the context of pedestrian movement behaviour, various behaviours that 
have been identified in the literature include activity choice; destination choice; 
transportation mode choice; choice among stairways; escalators or elevators, 
route choice; choice of the next step or choice of the speed in walking 
behaviour; interactions amongst pedestrians and with the environment; and 
self-organised behaviours [74]. Figure 2.1 shows a hierarchical classification of 
different behavioural levels relating to pedestrian activities. It represents a 
hierarchy asserted by Hoogendoorn, Bovy and Daamen [74], which describes 
the movement behaviour of pedestrians in three different levels, viz., 
operational, tactical, and strategic. Activities are classified as “off road” or “on 
road”. “Off road” and “on-road” activities are actions that take place before 
and during the trip, respectively.   
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2.3 Modelling Scales in Pedestrian Flow 
Three main strategies identified for modelling of pedestrian flow are: 
macroscopic; mesoscopic, and microscopic [75]. Each strategy considers a 
different level of abstraction. The details are as follows. 
2.3.1 Microscopic Models 
At the microscopic scale, pedestrians are typically considered as a set of 
active particles that have different attributes and intentions, and interact with 
each other. They have the ability to perform obstacle avoidance manoeuvres as 
well as velocity variations, and move in a bounded or unbounded space. The 
microscopic state of the particles can be defined by geometrical variables such 
as position, mechanical variables such as velocity, and activity variables such 
as the discomfort level due to closeness to the obstacles or moving elements. 
These activity variables can be used to imply priorities of the pedestrian in the 
wayfinding activity. Helbing [28] discussed that all of these individual 
behavioural dynamics follow certain regularities, and can be determined by 
partly stochastic models in the microscopic level. The mathematical 
formulation of stochastic models leads to a stochastic master equation that is 
extremely complicated and is hard to solve either analytically or by a computer 
[28]. However, approximation of stochastic equations to mean value equations 
Figure  2-1: Hierarchical classification of pedestrian activities. 
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is an effective solution approach [76]. Lovas [77] presented a microscopic 
stochastic model for pedestrian traffic flow by employing the Markovian 
process.  
2.3.2 Mesoscopic Models 
Mesoscopic models apply gas kinetic equations to describe pedestrian flow 
[78, 79]. There are similarities between pedestrian behaviours and ordinary gas 
properties that can be formulated by Boltzmann-like equations. According to 
Paveri-Fontana [78], Boltzmann-like equations have the ability to describe 
pedestrian behaviours in terms of interactions between individuals and also 
transition from the current state to the next state induced by external factors. 
Two well-known examples illustrating this similarity are “behaviour on a 
dance floor” and “separation of opposite directions of motion” [28]. On the 
dance floor, two types of motion can be observed; dancers with high velocity 
movement and spectators with low velocity. Consequently, the dance area has 
a lower density than the spectator’s area. The second example describes the 
similarity of a normal lane formation in the opposite direction movement along 
a street with gas kinetics. While pedestrians move in opposite directions, it is 
advantageous to move in two separate lanes. In another study, Henderson [54] 
developed the idea that crowd velocity distribution follows the Maxwall-
Boltzmann gas distribution. Three different crowds, i.e., students, pedestrians, 
and children, were examined to measure their velocity distributions. The 
acquired measurements agree with the Maxwell-Boltzmann theory. 
2.3.3 Macroscopic Models 
The macroscopic level of formulation treats a crowd as a fluid flow. Hence, 
the rules that govern the pedestrian flow have fluid-like properties, especially 
in high crowd densities [80]. It has been proven that partial differential 
equations such as Navier-Stokes equations are able to estimate the motion of 
high density crowds. An alternative approach is proposed by Hughes [80] to 
describe the relation between density and velocity of a single type crowd by 
means of ‘the continuity equation’. Thus, two physical rules that are dominant 
on the macroscopic state of the system are conservation of mass and linear 
momentum equilibrium. In a study by AlGadhi and Mahnassani [81], a 
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numeric simulation approach to solve partial differential equations, which 
model the heavy crowd behaviour in three functions during the Jamarat system, 
was proposed. The approach aims to study and improve the efficiency and 
safety aspects during the operation of big events [81]. 
There are some aggregated approaches that take into account both 
macroscopic and microscopic levels of modelling. In the model proposed in 
[82], a movement surface in the macroscopic level is a cell-based area that 
represents the most probable cells to choose for movement. Based on the 
movement surface, an individual trajectory is predicted using the utility 
maximization approach. The movement surface applies the analogy of water 
flow in gravity models. Three phases are considered to conceptualize the model 
framework i.e. exploration, reasoning, and prediction. This model aims to 
predict the trajectory of visitors moving in a natural park, while the movement 
is influenced by aggregated factors such as environmental attributes, individual 
preferences, and different events.    
In summary, modelling the microscopic state of the active particles and 
adding the activity variables to the current variables could be a remarkable 
improvement to capture the individual behaviour and the corresponding 
collective behaviour of the system. Moreover, considering the kinetic theory as 
a framework for modelling the discrete space of a microscopic state can be a 
remarkable research perspective.  
2.4 Review of Modelling Approaches for Pedestrian Flow 
Behaviour  
Much research has been undertaken over the past decade to improve the 
understanding of pedestrian behaviour. Researchers have considered pedestrian 
flow from different points of view. Among various continuous deterministic 
models, the Helbing social force model [29] was introduced to describe the 
behaviour by forces that motivate the pedestrians to move, rather than to 
directly induce the pedestrians, while cellular automata were proposed by Blue 
and Adler [30] to describe pedestrian flow with a discrete stochastic 
framework. Løvås [77] applied an event-based queuing method to model 
pedestrian traffic flow. Besides, utility-based approaches such as decision field 
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theory [83] and discrete choice models [84] were adopted to model decision 
making under uncertainty. Recently, the agent-based paradigm was used as a 
method to simulate heterogeneous characters of pedestrians [7, 85].  
In regards to crowd evacuation modelling, a comprehensive study presented 
in [7] identified a number of prevailing methods and categorized the methods 
by six specific features. The features highlighted the most dominant aspects of 
modelling such as heterogeneity, scale of modelling, space and time steps, and 
condition. Crowd-related models concentrate on qualitative measurements like 
crowd flow, density, and velocity as the model dynamics. In this aspect, 
qualitative measurements, such as crowd velocity distribution, were proposed 
by Henderson [54], and more recently by Weidmann [55].  
In view of multiple approaches that are available in the literature, this thesis 
examines seven key paradigms , i.e. fluid dynamics (FD), social force model 
(SFM), cellular automata (CA), discrete choice model (DCM), agent-based 
modelling (ABM), Reynolds’ Boids model (BM), and space syntax analysis 
(SSA). A summary of the significant elements/features of the approaches is 
provided in the following sections. 
2.4.1 Fluid Dynamics and Gas Kinetic  
This type of model was first introduced by Henderson in 1971 [54]. 
Henderson assumed that crowd motion has a similarity with gas and fluid 
properties. The idea of defining the crowd velocity distribution by Maxwell-
Boltzmann theory was developed to represent the crowd characteristics with 
gas behaviour [54]. Crowd is characterized as fluid properties, and partial 
differential equations are applied to define the relation between density and 
velocity over time. In the same context, Hughes [80] assumed the relation 
between two central variables of pedestrian flow, i.e., density and velocity, by 
“the continuity equation” in fluid mechanics, as follows, 
                                        డఘడ௧ ൅
డ
డ௫ ሺߩݑሻ ൅
డ
డ௬ ሺߩݒሻ ൌ Ͳ, (2. 1) 
where ɏ is pedestrian density, velocity at time ݐ is represented by ሺǡ ሻ and 
location by ሺǡ ሻ. Three hypotheses, i.e., the psychological state, local 
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awareness, and destination potential force, are incorporated into the model. 
Hughes [80] studied the path choice behaviour, and described the optimum 
direction of pedestrians as a factor that manipulates their position while the 
velocity of movement takes effects from density of population. In this 
macroscopic view of problem, the environment stimulation or uncertainty 
factors are not considered.  
The majority of the crowd behaviour research devoted to macroscopic 
modelling represents behavioural dynamics with fluid or gas like mechanics. In 
this scale of modelling, partial differential equations are normally used to 
represent the behaviour of the system [81].  
2.4.2 Social Force Model  
One plausible model, which realistically reproduces the emergent 
phenomena of pedestrian collective behaviours, is the SFM. It is a time-based 
model, and is an improved version of the model proposed by Gipps and 
Marksjo in 1985 [66]. Proposed by Helbing [75], SFM describes the pedestrian 
flow using classical mechanics. It is a branch of classical mechanics that 
studies the relation between external forces on moving objects and motion to 
describe the time-evolution of system. It is plausible to model spatio-temporal 
patterns in both rational or normal and irrational or panic situations by 
considering the effects of attractive and repulsive forces and interactions within 
the environment [26]. 
Contradictory socio-psychological forces within the environment inspire 
the pedestrian to move towards a preferred target and obtain an ideal speed. 
The Helbing SFM is one of the more practical and useful methods explaining 
the behaviour of pedestrians. The following acceleration equation represents 
the evolution of a system over time [17, 75], 
௠ௗ௩ሬሬሬሬሬԦ೔ሺ௧ሻ
ௗ௧ ൌ ݉
௩బ௘Ԧ೔ି௩ሬԦ೔ሺ௧ሻାకሬԦሺ௧ሻ
ఛ ൅σ Ԧ݂௜௝ ቀݔԦ௜ሺݐሻǡ ݔԦ௝ሺݐሻቁ௝ஷ௜ ൅ Ԧ݂௕൫ݔԦ௜ሺݐሻ൯. (2.2) 
The force induced to the pedestrian to obtain the desired position and speed 
is represented by the accumulation of three forces, namely motivation to reach 
the destination, interaction forces, and boundaries forces. The first term in the 
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right side of equation (2.2) motivates the pedestrian to move towards the 
desired goal and obtain the desired velocity. The second term represents 
repulsive and attractive forces induced from objects within the surroundings. 
The last term states repulsive forces from fixed obstacles and walls including 
friction.   
Massive body of literature in pedestrian modelling and simulation 
employed SFM as the main solution. To name a few, in Kirkland and 
Maciejewski [86], the authors investigated crowd dynamics by studying the 
effects of presenting two robots into crowd by applying SFM. In regards to 
crowd modelling and simulation, Quinn, Metoyer, and Hunter-Zaworski [52] 
implemented a real time simulation for the position of 10,000 pedestrians 
through a parallel algorithm using SFM. 
In the same context, a modified SFM was proposed by Seyfried, Steffen, 
Klingsch, and Boltes [87] to represent the moving behaviour of self-driven 
objects within a continuous space. The model results aligned well with the 
empirical fundamental diagram of velocity and density. In ABM, Heliovaara, 
Korhonen, Hostikka, and Ehtamo [88] extended Helbing’s SFM to represent 
the counterflow behaviours of agents. The agents’ behaviours were influenced 
by the environment and those of other moving agents in front. The model 
parameters were adjusted by the Monte Carlo simulation.  
2.4.3 Cellular Automata 
The Grid-based cellular automata approach, known as CA, was first 
expressed by von Neumann [89]. This is a discrete arrangement of space that 
generally consists of a grid of 40×40 cm2 cells, which is the physical space for 
an individual. Sometimes, it can be 50 to 80 centimetres, depending on the 
individual footstep. The value of each cell is the probability to move to an 
adjacent cell at each time step. This value is changed simultaneously based on 
the value of variables in their neighbourhood. In this case, the speed and 
direction of movement are modelled by applying a matrix of preferences, 
known as the transition matrix [90]. 
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Two common types of cell neighbourhood are the von Neumann 
neighbourhood and Moore neighbourhood, as represented in Figures 2.2 and 
2.3. The von Neumann neighbourhood assumes 4 cells in the orthogonal 
direction of a cell, whereas the Moore neighbourhood surrounds the central cell 
by 8 cells in the diagonal and orthogonal directions. 
x 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note that ୧ǡ୨ represents the transition matrix of the cell. The probability of 
choosing each cell with position ሺǡ ሻ is given by ୧ǡ୨, as follows [6], 
                                   ݌௜ǡ௝ ൌ ܰܯ௜ǡ௝ܦ௜ǡ௝ ௜ܵǡ௝൫ͳ െ ݊௜ǡ௝൯. (2. 3) 
Here, ୧ǡ୨ indicates the occupation condition of each cell. So, 
                                         ݊௜ǡ௝ ൌ ൜ͳǡ ݋ܿܿݑ݌݅݁݀݈݈ܿ݁Ͳǡ ݁݉݌ݐݕ݈݈ܿ݁ (2. 4) 
Figure  2-2: von Neumann neighbourhood, 4 cells surrounding a cell and transition 
matrix. 
Figure  2-3: Moore neighbourhood, 8 cells surrounding a cell and transition 
matrix  [6]. 
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 represents the normalization factor such that σ ୧ǡ୨ሺ୧ǡ୨ሻ ൌ ͳ. Besides that, 
୧ǡ୨ and ୧ǡ୨ are used to modify the probability by dynamic or static floor fields. 
The concept of floor field incorporates the pedestrian state and desire into the 
model. 
CA has been used to model the bi-directional lane formation of micro-level 
pedestrian behaviour [30]. The result showed that CA is able to capture the 
relation between flow, density, and velocity of pedestrians. 
Burstedde, Klauck, Schadschneider, and Zittartz [6] proposed a two-
dimensional stochastic cellular automaton model to simulate crowd dynamics. 
In this model, the floor field that can be modified by pedestrian motion acts as 
pedestrian intelligence and leads to the development of the collection 
phenomenon and self-organised behaviours like lane formation and oscillation 
at doors. The underlying notion for this model originates from chemotaxis idea 
[91]. In that paper, simulation of lane formation for room evacuation with low 
visibility was implemented by following a virtual trace similar to chemical 
substances. 
In recent years, hybrid models of CA with other approaches like agent-
based, social force and lattice gas have been suggested. Kaneda and Okayama 
[92] proposed an agent-based simulation of pedestrian flow evolving from a 
CA approach. They allocated a hybrid Cartesian coordinate system with cell 
grids of 40 cm as the spatial space for the agents.  
2.4.4 Discrete Choice Model 
A number of researchers approach the problem by assuming that 
pedestrians usually perform their activities based on choosing an action among 
the available set of alternatives, and the utility of each alternative is a criterion 
for choice. This framework imitates the spatial behaviour by assuming that 
pedestrians choose the path among different alternatives to minimise disutility. 
This type of modelling, related to utility maximisation models [93], takes into 
account the characteristics of decision makers as well as the attributes of 
alternatives.  
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The DCM is based on choosing a route from a finite number of alternatives 
through utility maximisation like travel time or comfort, where the utility of 
each alternative is a criterion for choice. As an example, Figure 2.4 shows the 
scenario of N (number of alternatives) = 33. Each alternative has specific 
attributes that play a role to make a rational choice. The value of each 
alternative is considered as a latent random variable, and depends on 
individual’s socio-economic characteristics and attributes of alternatives [94]. 
This method is identified with four key parts, which are a set of alternatives or 
choices, attributes of the alternatives, characteristics of the decision maker, and 
a random element for errors. Figure 2.4 represents the floor decomposition 
with 33 alternatives in both speed and direction. 
According to Figure 2.4, for an individual, ݊, there exist three alternatives 
for speed, ݒ, i.e., 
                                        ݒ א  ൝
ݒௗ௘௖ܦ݈݁ܿ݁ܽݎܽݐ݅݋݊
ݒ௡ܥ݋݊ݏݐܽ݊ݐݏ݌݁݁݀
ݒ௔௖௖ܣ݈ܿܿ݁ܽݐܽݐ݅݋݊
 (2. 5) 
and 11 alternatives for direction, . So, ܿ௩ௗ௡ indicates the alternative 
associated with speed ݒ and direction ݀ for individual ݊ with position ݌௡. 
                                                   ܿ௩ௗ௡ ൌ ݌௡ ൅ ݒݐ݀ (2. 6) 
Figure  2-4: Choice sets based on two choice dimensions, i.e. speed in top left figure, 
direction in top right figure, and total choice set in bottom figure [5] . 
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The utility of each alternative assumes a random variable that comprises 
two parts, which are the deterministic part, ௩ܸௗ௡, and the random part, ߝ௩ௗ௡, as 
follows [5], 
                                            ܷݐ݈݅݅ݐݕ௩ௗ௡ ൌ  ௩ܸௗ௡ ൅ߝ௩ௗ௡ (2. 7) 
The deterministic part of the utility defined as follows [94], 
௩ܸௗ௡ ൌ ߚ௢௖௖݋ܿܿݑ݌ܽݐ݅݋݊௩ௗ ൅ߚௗ௜௥݀݅ݎ݁ܿݐ݅݋݊ௗ௡ 
                     ൅ߚௗ௘௦௧݀݁ݏݐ݅݊ܽݐ݅݋݊ௗ௡ ൅ ߚ௔௡௚௟௘݈ܽ݊݃݁௩ௗ௡ (2. 8) 
                     ൅ߚ௔௖௖ܫ௩ǡ௔௖௖ሺݒ௡ ݒ௠௔௫Τ ሻఒೌ೎೎ ൅ߚௗ௘௖ܫ௩ǡௗ௘௖ሺݒ௡ ݒ௠௔௫Τ ሻఒ೏೐೎ , 
where the unknown parameters, i.e., ߚ and ߣ, need to be estimated.  
In regards to the random part of the utility, different studies consider 
various assumptions that lead to diverse models. The generalised extreme value 
(GEV) approaches resulting from random utility theory are appropriate 
frameworks to model the random term of the utility function [95]. Antonini, 
Martinez, Bierlaire, and Thiran [5] applied nested logit (NL) and cross nested 
logit (CNL) models (a subclass of GEVs) to model the probabilistic term of the 
utility function.  
A discrete choice framework to model the short-term pedestrian walking 
behaviour is proposed by Robin, Antonini, Bierlaire, and Cruz [96]. The 
authors compute the utility of executing five behavioural patterns perceived by 
pedestrians in each alternative by the aforementioned approach. The utility 
comprises 5 terms that include movement direction, goal, free speed, collision 
avoidance, and leader-follower behaviour. An important feature of this method 
is its ability to divide the population of pedestrians into different segments 
according to their characteristics. Individuals select different alternatives based 
on their characters, and reproduce the variety of behaviour in people’s route 
choice. To validate the model, two sets of data from the Japanese cross section 
and Dutch pedestrian experiment were examined. A two-step procedure was 
proposed to estimate the model parameters and to validate the model prediction 
with real data.  
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2.4.5 Agent-based Model 
The ABM can be stated as a recent modelling paradigm that captures 
complexities of individual behaviours, which allows the simulation of 
emergent phenomena by using the bottom-up approach [97]. Borshchev and 
Filippov [1] in a comprehensive study compared different simulation paradims. 
The authors stated that to model a system with active and heterogeneous 
objects such as individuals, ABM is used to simulate the real world and to deal 
with all levels of abstraction from the microscopic to macroscopic levels. In the 
same context, Bonabeau [27] explored this approach, and acknowledged the 
strong points of this method in different areas of application. As an example, 
the following survey shows studies implemented in the area of steering, 
navigation, and crowd modelling. 
Liew, Chin, and Huang [98] described the development of a computational 
cognitive framework for intelligent agents to steer through a virtual 
environment. A behavioural model that comprises reflexive, reactive, and 
reflective processes was proposed. Steering behaviours such as seek, wander, 
obstacle avoidance, and arrive were implemented by the agent moving through 
the virtual environment. Steering forces provided by the behavioural model and 
scaling factors indicate the influence of forces on the control motion signal. 
This procedure consists of sensing data from the virtual environment and 
storing them into the procedural memory. The algorithms within the procedural 
memory produced the steering forces.  
In another study by Banerjee, Abukmail, and Kraemer, [99], the authors 
proposed an ABM for crowd simulation by employing the idea of smart terrain. 
They have developed a layer-based approach with information in a two-
dimension surface to provide a scalable intelligent terrain for agents to navigate. 
In fact, intelligence is distributed in the terrain rather than in the agent. The 
terrain encompasses different information related to navigation performance of 
each agent, such as the occupancy layer, separate dynamic obstacle layer, and 
path-plan layer. Each layer is discretized by equal grids, and each grid is valued 
according to the information related to that layer. Therefore, an agent at location 
(x, y) evaluates the accumulated value of the layers at that cell, and uses the 
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semi Markov decision process (SMDP) to execute navigation from one cell to 
another.  
In the field of interactive crowd behaviour, Ulicny and Thalmann [100] 
proposed a multi-agent behaviour model for interactive crowd simulation with 
degrees of variety in behaviour. The modular behaviour architecture was 
proposed based on the finite static machine (FSM) in the high level, while 
integrating with the path-finder and collision avoidance behaviour in the lower 
layer. The focus is on interactive real-time applications like virtual reality 
training systems or computer games. A few studies, for instance [25, 101-104] 
highlight the existence of a huge amount of research that applied ABM to 
steering, navigation, and locomotion behaviour modelling.   
2.4.6 Boids Model  
Craig Reynols in 1986 developed the BM to generate a life-like motion of 
flocks of birds or schools of fish [105]. The BM is an object-oriented program 
that holds the internal state of boids in a data structure. The steering behaviour 
of the artificial life character was modelled using the forward Euler integration 
method. The agent re-evaluates the environment at each instance of time, and 
the navigation forces determine a path in accordance with several rules to reach 
the goal. The actor model, which is a computational abstaction, is applied to 
control the animation process. In terms of computation, it is a distributed 
system, rather than parellel computing. Reynolds [2] decomposed the boids 
steering behaviour into three layers of hierarchical motion behaviour, i.e. 
action selection, steering, and locomotion.  
Reynolds [16] represented the motion of flocks of birds by a distributed 
behavioural model. The BM is similar to particle systems that are used to 
model a large number of particles such as smoke, fire, and cloud. However, the 
BM is more complex than particle systems. One aspects of complexity is 
owing to the possession of geometrical shape of individuals in the BM, which 
produces the orientation feature. In addition, the behaviour of boids is more 
complicated than particles. Besides, boids interact with each other to develop a 
flock, whereas particle systems have no interaction. The simulated flock 
represents three behavioural models of flocks, including collision avoidance, 
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velocity matching, and flock centering, to represent the simulated flock. It is a 
behavioural animation of flocks rather than just an animation of physical 
characteristics. The whole range of behaviours from typical path planning to 
specific emotions have been animated. 
In another study [2], Reynolds developed a navigation model for steering 
behaviour of autonomous characters. Reynolds assumed a vehicle as an 
autonomous agent, and parameterised the agent in terms of position, velocity, 
and orientation. The vehicle is steered by self-applied forces induced from its 
power plant to the point mass. Locomotion relations include mass, position and 
velocity vectors, max force, and speed along side with orientation vectors. 
Figure 2.5 shows some examples of the Reynolds’ BM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.4.7 Space Syntax Analysis 
During the last 20 years, a steady growth of overlap in two areas of research, 
known as wayfinding in architecture and spatial cognition in environmental 
psychology, has emerged. Specifically, cognitive scientists have probed in 
spatial analysis to find and recognise the relationship between properties of the 
environment and spatial cognition. A very specific and clear application of this 
relationship is pedestrian spatial behaviours. In this regards, space syntax is a 
term that describes techniques and methods to explain the relationship between 
space environment and occupants. Space syntax researches are concerned with 
Figure  2-5: A boid’s neighbourhood and three flock’s behaviours [2]. 
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the relationship between space and society [41]. A two-way relationship 
between pedestrian and space shows that inhabitant of a space not only is 
directly affected by the context, but also influenced by the space. This overlap 
raises the convergence of spatial cognition and spatial analysis research. 
SSA has the ability to predict pedestrian movement behaviour.  A graph-
based SSA is a tool to predict pedestrian movement [41]. Conroy-Dalton and 
Holscher [41] described the convergence of SSA and spatial cognition. There is 
collaboration among scientists in psychology, architecture, and space syntax to 
illustrate the relationship between the environment and human overt behaviours 
such as wayfinding and navigation. A very highly cited paper called “finding 
the building in wayfinding” [64] in 1990 is the result of collaboration between 
an environmental psychologist and an architect. It shows that recognition and 
deep understanding of the environment is the key element to understand 
different human behaviours. 
In terms of pedestrian behaviour modelling, there exist publications that 
employed the visibility graph as an agent visual architecture [106], or examined 
the role of museum layout in visitors’ exploration [46]. In a study by Holscher, 
Brosamle and Vrachliotis [40], a controlled experiment on wayfinding in a 
complex multi-level building with two groups of visitors, i.e., prior experienced 
and inexperienced (novice) visitors, was organised. 
In the visually graph analysis (VGA), several elements, such as 
connectivity, integration, and step depth, were assessed, and correlation 
between the behavioural performance and the space syntax measures were 
analysed. It captures notable and important differences between the wayfinding 
performance of experienced and novice visitors. Moreover, a cognitive-
architectural analysis called usability hotspots identified some architectural 
deficiencies in the building.  
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2.4.8 Other Modelling Approaches 
The queuing model (QM)  
An appropriate strategy to approach pedestrian behaviour modelling is 
looking at the problem from the probabilistic point of view. The pedestrian 
spatial behaviour is a process dealing with different factors, which are mostly 
stochastic rather than deterministic. In a stochastic process, even if the initial 
point is known, many possibilities come to scene, and the process may go 
through different paths. However, some paths are more likely to happen than 
others. 
The queuing model is an event-based and stochastic process using the 
Markov chain system. The basic assumptions in this type of modelling are that 
the space is identified by a queuing network of nodes as the decision points and 
passable links. A pedestrian is considered as a customer who has a goal to 
achieve. Pedestrians choose a link randomly according to a defined weight, and 
move through the environment as the events occur during the process.  
Lovas [77] assume the environment as a network, while pedestrians moving 
through the network are based on the queuing network process. The author 
introduced EVACSIM, which is a simulation tool for pedestrian traffic flow that 
employs discrete-event simulation. In this goal-driven simulation model, 
pedestrians choose their route to reach their destination. The arrival time or 
service time of each server is defined stochastically. The position and speed of 
active elements are defined as the state of the system, and are affected by 
different factors. All factors affecting the walking speed are divided into two 
groups: personal factors and situational factors. Those stochastic factors act as 
unknown forces to evolve the process over time.  
In addition, Brownian motion or random walk [107] is a well-known 
random movement which has been treated as a stochastic process. Brownian 
motion is a continuous time stochastic process that has been often used to 
express the wiener process (Lévy processes) [108], which is a useful concept to 
model the pedestrian behaviour by representing the integral of a Gaussian white 
noise.  
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Data-Driven Approach (DDA) 
This approach utilises motion databases to synthesise a path in accordance 
with real-world data. It is based on learning algorithms from state-action 
examples. The regression-based learning method and neural network method 
are the most dominant approach to learn from data stream and predict the 
action according to observation [109]. Lee, Choi, Hong, and Lee [33] 
implemented a data-driven approach to imitate the behaviour of human crowds 
by agents through some collected data from an aerial view. 
Brogan and Johnson [110] generated walking paths of individual 
participants within an indoor environment. The authors obtained the unknown 
model parameters by employing the simulated annealing algorithm. The 
optimisation method minimises three error measurements according to real-
world data. The error metrics, namely distance error, area error, and speed 
error, signify the spatial error between the real and generated walking paths.  
In terms of three-dimension computer animation, Metoyer and Hodgins 
[23] proposed an example-based motion synthesis method to develop a two-
dimension trajectory of locomotion for computer animation. The two-dimension 
trajectory is developed based on the desired trajectory defined by the user and 
the reactive control method employing SFM and force field. Then, a three-
dimensional animation that tracks the two-dimension trajectory is generated by 
employing the motion capture and motion-graph approach. The authors 
compared the results with those from two other approaches, namely random 
choice and SFM. The results showed that the learned model generates more 
realistic and natural motion than the random choice or SFM.  
A critical discussion to highlight the merits and limitations of the 
aforementioned models is presented in the following section.  
2.5 Critical Discussion on the Existing Models 
To have an overview of various models and their features, Table 2.1 
summarises the significant factors of different models. Zheng, Zhong, and Liu 
[7] identified seven methods in crowd evacuation modeling, and categorized the 
methods by six specific features. Another study by Papadimitriou, Yannis, and 
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Golias [24] executed a critical study, and categorised the existing models in 
terms of simulation framework and interactions. Table 2.1 shows a review of 
the prevailing methods by classifying them into different groups.  
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Table  2-1: Classification of existing models. 
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FD/GK  *  *  *  *     * *  * * *  *  Fluid/Gas mechanics 
SFM *   *  *  *     * *  * * *    Newtonian mechanics 
CA *  *   *   *  *   *  * *   *  Probability  matrix 
DCM *  *   *  *    *   * * * *  *  Utility theory 
ABM * * * *   * *     *  * * * * * * * Varies 
BM  * *     *     * *   * *  *  Navigation forces 
SSA *   *   * *     * *   * * *  * 
Spatial 
 connectivity 
measures 
QM *  *  *    * *    *   *   *  Queuing  theory 
DDA * * *    * *     *  * * *   *  
Computational 
Learning 
 theory 
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Amongst different modelling approaches, SFM is attracted more attention 
from researchers. This attention is owing to its flexibility and ability to 
generalise various conditions that occur during movement through the 
environment. This method has been successfully used to generate the emergent 
phenomena of pedestrian, such as clogging, lane formation, and bottleneck [67]. 
The dominant part of the researches in this topic uses SFM as the main solution. 
However, this approach suffers from the lack of a visualisation capability, and 
visual perception from surroundings. 
Furthermore, the uncertainty and subjective aspects of the environmental 
perception by different individuals are not included in SFM. Besides that, 
capturing complex behavioural rules and behavioural heterogeneity is difficult. 
Moreover, it is a myopic model because obstacle avoidance and passing 
behaviour patterns are at the local level, which leads to unrealistic results. This 
problem happens when the entity has no vision capability, and interacts only 
locally. Figure 2.6 shows local interaction with and without the visualisation 
capability. Another note is that despite calibration of SFM parameters via video 
recording data [111], Moussaid et al. [112] stated that the underlying 
assumptions of SFM are restricted to calibration or validation through empirical 
studies.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the context of CA, it is a discrete modelling approach that has been 
applied to various areas such as mathematics, physics, and computer science. 
However, this widely used approach cannot precisely measure some of the 
required spatial quantities in steering and navigation, such as travel distance 
and time to destination [72]. Another shortcoming arises when a single cell 
Figure  2-6: Pedestrian walking path trajectory, (a) without vision ability , (b) with vision 
ability, based on [3]. 
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contains multiple information with respect to the route, which is impossible to 
be taken into account for choosing the next cell. 
In the same context, the geometry and topology of the route is not 
considered as the necessary information for geo-spatial modelling.  In addition, 
the exact position of the pedestrian on the plane is not measurable, owing to the 
fact that all the calculations are based on the cell radius. Another noticeable 
limitation is in the situation when exact and detailed representations of the path 
and obstacles are required, which is impractical with cell discretisation of the 
plane. Hence, this approach is not practical for certain applications.  
In terms of pedestrian heterogeneity, DCM does not take a number of 
important features of pedestrians into account, such as gender, age, and 
differences between cultural specifications. On the other hand, ABM considers 
pedestrians as a set of individual entities, which is more realistic and all aspects 
of pedestrian attributes like age, gender, goal, experience and environment 
characteristics such as topography, topology and complexity are taken into 
account. While ABM is a widely used and flexible approach for multiple 
studies, there is a lack of a generic/standard framework to implement this 
method. 
To sum up, the following points need to be concluded from the literature: 
1) Some of the proposed models in pedestrian modelling and simulation are 
capable of developing emerging phenomena, but they looks like robot 
motion, and not a realistic human looking locomotion. So, the developed 
trajectories are mostly similar to man-made or robot movement without a 
close similarity to real human locomotion. Creating a natural-looking 
human locomotion trajectory is difficult and, in particular, is time-
consuming and laborious [23].  
2) It is important to take varieties among pedestrian spatial perception in terms 
of differences between individuals into consideration. In most of the 
existing models, heterogeneity in pedestrians’ perception is not included. 
Besides that, most of the models do not take into account the uncertainty 
and proximity of pedestrian perception and decision-making process in the 
model.  
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3) During the last two decades, different pedestrian flow models have been 
developed. There are a lot of behavioural facts and theories embedded in 
behaviours of human kind, and inclusion of those theories in modelling and 
simulation leads to accurate and accountable results. In the current models, 
mostly in panic and stressed situation, only separate behavioural facts are 
simulated, rather than theories, which are insufficient and only partially 
illustrate the action. Note that Partial considerations of behaviours lead to 
unreal, susceptible, and inaccurate results. Therefore, behavioural theories 
are needed to be employed in this field, which is an important factor to 
demonstrate a comprehensive, conceptual, realistic, and predictive model. 
4) Through a conceptual model, it is possible to understand which factor is 
more effective and has a greater influence on the spatial behaviour of 
movement than others. Then, those factors should be focused in order to 
control, improve and positively influence the behaviour. As an example, 
the marketing section can benefit from this model in designing 
advertisement such that the advertisement has the greatest influence on 
movement towards the desired destination, or to provide attractive 
environments for pedestrians which is adaptive with specific situation. 
5) Although different models utilise different behavioural facts and complex 
algorithms to imitate pedestrian behavioural theories, they hardly include 
environmental effects in pedestrian steering behaviour. It is stated in Ma, 
Song, Fang, Lo and Liao [38] that the impacts of the environment on the 
individual pedestrian behaviour are explored less intensively. To generate 
more realistic and natural-looking behaviours, it is essential to consider the 
impacts of the environment on steering tasks.  
6) There is a lack of firm knowledge with respect to principles in pedestrian-
environment interaction [112], and scarcity in real data for pedestrian 
steering behaviour modelling in relation to the environment [45].  
2.6 Psychological Concepts in Pedestrian Spatial Behaviours 
Spatial cognition is concerned with acquisition, organisation, utilisation, and 
revision of knowledge in spatial environment [41]. The pedestrian spatial 
behaviour covers two disciplines, i.e., psychology and geography [12]. It 
attempts to relate human behaviour to the physical environment, whether man-
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made or natural components. The concept of spatial behaviour as an effective 
part of the steering task is not new. However, it has not been investigated 
thoroughly. Specifically, the representation of the environmental influences on 
pedestrian steering remains a problem [50].  
Visual perception studies indicate that many rules were formulated by 
Wertheimer, Kohler and Koffka from 1930s to 1940s [12]. Amongst 
psychological theorists, Koffka in 1935 addressed the relation between the 
physical environment (absolute space) and behavioural environment (relative 
space). Koffka inferred that absolute space is not considered as a stimulus or 
group of stimuli, but it is considered as “stimulus providing” [12]. Indoor 
environmental properties such as physical, functional, and organizational 
properties are various aspects for information communication that can be taken 
into account [53]. Accordingly, Gaiser [50] proposed a functional structure with 
four layers of abstraction to define the spatial structure of a university and an 
airport. 
The physical environment entails certain values, for instance safety, 
comfort, access, legibility, and design that are perceived by its occupants. 
Environmental values underlie the occupants’ perception, and lead to the spatial 
behaviour. Two aspects of perception are defined in the psychological literature, 
i.e. the normative and mechanics aspects of perception [43, 113-115]. The 
normative aspect denotes the potential of a physical environment to induce both 
attractive and repulsive attitudes, whereas the mechanics of perception deals 
with the way individuals perceive the environment [115]. 
Although it is clear that the design of the environment affects the pedestrian 
behaviour, there is no definite explanation on how and to what extent it affects 
the steering behaviour. In fact, the reason for different pedestrians behave 
differently remains unclear. As such, two typical questions are: 
x How to formulate the relation between environmental design values and 
spatial perception? 
x How to formulate the relation between spatial perception and predictable 
behaviour?   
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Environmental 
Values 
Spatial 
Perception •How? 
Steering 
Behaviour •How? 
Figure 2.7 depicts a clear representation of these two questions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These two questions are the fundamental open questions in psychology and 
cognitive science. This thesis is an effort to investigate pedestrian steering 
behaviours, and develop a novel simulation model for the steering behaviour in 
accordance with the environmental perception and under the condition whereby 
the psychological and normative relationship among the environmental design, 
pedestrian perception, and steering behaviour are unknown.   
2.6.1 Environmental Design Values  
In the context of spatial information, the physical environment is an 
independent variable that owns its physical qualities [9]. Physical qualities 
highlight the attributes of the environment captured by a mental image. A 
number of significant physical qualities (of indoor spaces) as the environmental 
values are as follows:  
x Imageability is the characteristic of an object that provides a high 
probability of evoking the observer to have a clear and vivid mental 
picture. This property can be affected by several key factors, such as 
“social meaning of object or space, its function, its history, its name, and its 
physical form” [9]. 
x Legibility/visibility refers to a quality of the element that helps the observer 
to see clearly, and develop an intense and sharp sense/image [9].    
Figure  2-7: Representation of lack of knowledge in spatial cognition modelling. Two questions are 
how to link environmental design values and spatial perception and how to model the relationship 
between steering behaviour and spatial perception.  
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x Centrality measure reflects the central areas that are prominently passed by 
pedestrians [53]. Hence, areas with a high pedestrian flow possess high 
ranks as compared with that of low flow areas. Amongst various network 
centrality measures, “point centrality” and “betweenness centrality” are two 
appropriate measures to determine the relation and importance of the node 
within the network [116-118]. Point centrality reflects the degree of the 
node in connection to other nodes.  The degree and location on the geodesic 
paths are the characteristics of a central node [116]. Betweenness centrality 
is another index that shows the centrality of a node by computing the 
number of the shortest paths between two pairs of nodes that pass through 
that node [118].   
x Affordance is concerned with information and action that an object offers 
to the environment, and enables a pedestrian to transform from one state to 
another [53]. Objects in the environment comprise both information 
affordance and action affordance. The wayfinding graph is applied to 
represent the state of knowledge and location in each viewpoint. The 
transition from one node to another is shown by object information 
affordances or wayfinder actions that lead to a new state of knowledge or 
new location. A knowledge-based framework to model wayfinding in a 
built environment is proposed by Raubal and Worboys [13]. They represent 
human perceptual and cognitive structure by introducing image schemata 
and object affordances as two elements of wayfinding behaviours. 
According to [13], “image schemata are recurring mental patterns of 
geographic spaces that help people to operate in space”. 
x Discomfort is an environmental value that is perceived by the pedestrian 
during steering through the environment [43]. Helbing [17] defined the 
discomfort value as ܦ, as in equation (2.9). The author indicated discomfort 
with frequency of change of velocity. Variable ݒపഥ  indicates the average 
velocity towards the desired destination.  
                                                 ܦ ൌ ଵேσ ቀͳ െ
௩ഢഥ మ
ሺ௩ഢሻమതതതതതതതቁ௜  (2.9) 
 Shukla [119] applied the Helbing’s equation to measure the discomfort 
level caused by obstacles close to the exit. The author proposed algorithms 
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to find the optimum appearance of the obstacles. In another definition by 
Hoogendoorn and Bovy [108, 120], discomfort is defined as the degree of 
uncomforting due to closeness to obstacles. Consider a pedestrian located 
at position ߦ with velocity ݒ at time ݐ. ܮଶ indicates the discomfort causes 
by obstacle ܤ௠. Distance between pedestrian and obstacle is showed by 
݀ሺܤ௠ǡ ߦሻ. Other parameters that reflect the shape and characteristics of 
objects are ܽ௠ and ܾ௠ [120]. 
                                  ܮଶሺݐǡ ߦǡ ݒሻ ൌ ܽ௠݁ݔ݌ሺെ݀ሺܤ௠ǡ ߦሻ ܾ௠Τ ሻ. (2.10) 
Amongst the abovementioned values, centrality measure and discomfort 
level are two environmental values that are applied in this thesis. Chapter four 
(section 4.5.2) explains the deployment of centrality measure for network 
development, and simulation results are presented to (section 4.6) indicate the 
discomfort level as one component of the utility function. 
2.6.2 Local Environmental Stimuli  
Pedestrians perceive an array of stimuli provided by the surrounding 
environment [12]. Environmental stimuli are an important part of spatial 
information that is captured through interaction with the surroundings. 
Interaction between pairs of dissimilar objects in the environment is an 
important and considerable feature that causes the pedestrian to modify his/her 
walking path. Two different objects can provide enhancement or destruction 
effects on each other. In fact, two-way interaction may resonate each other’s 
influences, or may conflict. As an example, a landmark can dwarf the area 
around, or strengthen the surrounding region.  
To quantify the environmental effects, it is required to have measures that 
succinctly define the level of stimuli at each point of the environment. 
Traditional psychometric approaches that are used to model environmental 
psychology problems include regression and factor analysis, statistical 
modelling (structural equation modelling), cognitive mapping (affective and 
evaluative mapping), and questionnaire [57]. 
Jorgensen and Stedman [57] described different psychometric approaches to 
modelling sense of place in outdoor spaces, and proposed an integrated method 
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for natural resource management. In the context of natural environment, a 
questionnaire with five major preferences as environmental values that 
influence the trajectory was designed by Maldonado, Wachowicz, and Vazquez-
Hoehne [82]. Visitors’ natural movement is influenced by the following 
environmental values [82]: (1) path type i.e. narrow paved and wide unpaved, 
(2) vegetation types i.e. forest, sand, and wetland, (3) water proximity, (4) bird-
watering places, and (5) attractors such as sheepfolds, radio-telescopes, prayer 
areas, panic areas. 
Sense of place studies report human-environment interactions by means of a 
range of variables related to spatial and physical features like place size and 
environmental attitudes like feel good. Jorgensen and Stedman [57] represented 
integration of spatial and physical data from a map with attitude data relating to 
sense of the outdoor place to indicate human-environment interactions. The 
authors proposed an attitude-based evaluative mapping that combines an 
attitude theory with mapping methodologies to obtain a cognitive, affective, and 
behavioural evaluation of outdoor spatial elements. In short, the traditional 
psychometric approaches measure the strength of person-place relationship and 
also the variability in that relationship.   
More so, Zacharias, Stathopoulos and Wu [121] studied the effects of 
microclimate change, social factors, and environmental design on spatial 
behaviours. Observations of seven open-space areas in San Fransico’s and 
Montreal plazas reveal that microclimate factors such as temperature and 
sunlight are influential elements in pedestrian spatial behaviours in open-space 
areas of San Fransico’s and Montreal plazas.  
Furthermore, Hidayetoglu, Yildirim, and Akalin [44] evaluated the effects 
of environmental design factors such as light, colour, and correlated colour 
temperature on steering and navigation. The spatial perception was evaluated by 
adjective pairs, which include clear or blurry, attractive or unattractive, and 
inviting or repellent. A computer virtual environment was mocked-up to 
represent a few environments with different colours and lights to the 
participants. The results indicated that colour and light have direct effects on 
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spatial perception and orientation. In other words, colour and light are important 
variables that should be considered to create a perceptible environment.  
Baker [122] categorised the indoor environmental factors that influence the 
spatial perception, as follows. 
x Ambient such as temperature, sound, smell 
x Design such as plan, furniture layout, colour, material  
x Social factors such as education, gender, age 
2.6.3 Effective Factors in Pedestrian Behaviour 
Studies in route choice behaviours show that multiple preferences and 
factors are involved in developing different alternatives in the process of 
choosing a path. Researchers identified many factors affecting the pedestrian 
route choice. As an example, Li and Tsukaguchi [56] categorised the influential 
factors in pedestrian route choice behaviours, which are personal factors such as 
age, gender, preferences, trip characteristics (e.g. trip intention and length of 
trip), route characteristics (e.g. attractive or repulsive spots and pavement), and 
socio-economic factors (e.g. income and occupation). They demonstrated that in 
the case whereby multiple alternatives to move from the current location to a 
destination are available, the length of the route is the primary/most effective 
factor.  
In the context of steering behaviours, Padgitt and Hund [58] examined the 
quality of steering directions in a complex built environment by employing 
effectiveness rating and individual behavioural indices such as sense of 
direction, mental replacement and wayfinding approaches. Sense of direction is 
an important factor in individual differences, which is highlighted in [58]. 
Gender is another factor that involves steering abilities. Spatial perspectives, 
which describe the spatial relation, can be represented in two ways: (i) route 
perspective, i.e. landmarks, left-right details, and (ii) survey perspective, i.e. 
cardinal directions namely north, south, east, west, and distance. Incorporating 
the route perspective for demonstrating spatial information, including 
landmarks and left-right description, leads to a more efficient steering task 
within a complex indoor environment, as compared with that of the survey 
perspective.  
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2.7 Justification for Applying Fuzzy Logic System 
The relationship between pedestrian perception and displacement has been 
studied by Wineman and Peponis [46] in order to forecast pedestrian 
movement. The authors showed that to estimate pedestrian movement, 
understanding the relationship between pedestrian perception of environmental 
stimuli and pedestrian displacement is essential. 
Understanding of pedestrian perception from physical environments is 
largely based upon empirical studies that investigate how different features of 
the environment, such as landmarks, routes, and configuration, are integrated to 
build the environmental knowledge, and influence the pedestrian perception 
from the environment [44, 59]. Researchers from various disciplines, such as 
psychology, cognitive science, and artificial intelligence, have developed a 
range of frameworks with respect to environmental perception. 
Pedestrians’ perception of their surroundings is inherently vague, and is 
subjective to an individual’s characteristics and intention. Golledge, Ruggles, 
Pellegrino and Gale [59] observed that information acquired from surroundings 
is fuzzy, and is subject to a variety of variables. The authors believed that 
movement direction and orientation are fuzzy, and have inter-relationship with 
a wide range of elements like environmental stimulations. Environmental 
stimulations change constantly when a pedestrian moves through the area, and 
influence the observer’s perception from the environment. 
In a study by Fajen and Warren [123], it is mentioned that information 
exchange with the surrounding environment controls human locomotion tasks. 
The locomotion task is an action that originates from imperfect observation of 
the surrounding space, and leads to imprecise, vague, and incomplete 
knowledge of the environment [13]. Lynch, a pioneer in wayfinding, described 
pedestrians’ uncertain knowledge of the surrounding by fuzzy 
features/elements in the mental image of the environment [9]. He pointed out 
that an individual carries the immediate sensation, and perceives information 
from the surrounding environment to implement locomotion.  
Similar to pedestrian behaviour modelling, driver route choice behaviour 
was modelled in a fuzzy preference relation approach [124]. In another related 
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work [125], a fuzzy type II model was proposed to address the driver behaviour 
in high speed signalised intersections. The proposed model was verified by 
empirical data collected by a video footage of 510 hours from a signalised 
intersection. The results are applicable to safety issues, i.e., boundaries of 
dilemma zone, timing of signals, and placement of cameras for vehicle 
detection [125]. Similarly, Errampalli, Okushima and Akiyama [126] 
developed a fuzzy logic-based microscopic simulation model for driver 
behaviour on urban roads. The model was implemented for bus lane and 
validated by observed Japanese data.   
In a study on crowd simulation [127], a new approach integrating fuzzy 
logic with a data-driven method was proposed. The modified learning from 
example (MLFE) method is applied to extract behaviour rules from state-action 
samples gained from a video footage. Besides that, the Batch Least Square 
(BLS) algorithm is combined with MLFE to cover more diverse behaviours in 
different circumstances.  The state-action sample is a method in the data-driven 
approach that models the crowd behaviour. In this way, the behaviour of a 
crowd is just limited to the circumstance that is captured in the video footage. 
This method is able to predict an action for the agent within its current 
situation. It is a parameterised behaviour model that is flexible to simulate 
different circumstances. Rules are established from the video footage by means 
of MLFE and BLS that combine certain predefined rules with fuzzy rules. 
Tome, Bonzon, Merminod and Aminianin [128] introduced a fuzzy 
classifier for Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) navigation that combines 
biomechanical principles with fuzzy logic for recognising the walking 
behaviour in 3D replacement (walking not only in horizontal but also in vertical 
direction such as stairs). In this method, the stride length was calculated by 
using a simple inverse pendulum model, and a fuzzy classifier was proposed to 
classify the walking behaviour in the broader range of 3D displacement. The 
fuzzy-based classification algorithm identifies the walking type of the gait in 
pedestrian’s quasi erratic behaviour in real time.  
In the field of crowd evacuation, Sharma, Singh and Prakash [129] 
developed a goal-oriented fuzzy ABM for aircraft evacuation by taking human 
emotions such as panic and stress into consideration. They addressed the 
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importance of behavioural factors to develop a realistic simulation. A prototype 
system, named AvatarSim, was developed according to the proposed model. 
The AvatarSim performed as good as a commercial simulator (airEXODUS). A 
fuzzy logic was employed as the underlying model to indicate the uncertainty 
involved in human behaviours in a state of stress and panic. AvetarSim uses 
three techniques i.e. SFM, geometric model, and fuzzy logic, to simulate 
different situations. AvetarSim promoted two well-known SFM and Reynolds’ 
geometric model by incorporating a fuzzy logic model to map individual’s 
stress and panic factors into the model.  
In the field of pedestrian evacuation, Zhu, Liu and Tang [130] proposed a 
Takagi-Sugeno type of fuzzy model to represent pedestrian dynamics in crowd 
evacuation behaviours. The main idea is to convert the observed behaviour of 
crowd during evacuation to mathematical modeling based on fuzzy logic. Two 
slope parameters, a and b (in metre), define the slope of fuzzy sets in the fuzzy 
model. The model also has psychological and physical interpretation in crowd 
evacuation behaviours. By adjusting these two parameters, the model can 
represent the dynamics of the crowd behaviours through evacuation situation, 
and generalize the SFM of crowd evacuation. 
Fuzzy rule-based modelling has also been implemented successfully in 
robot path planning and navigation. In this context, a fuzzy rule-based model 
for robot path planning around a terrain was developed by Seraji and Howard 
[70]. Two motion control variables and three navigation behaviours i.e. seek-
goal, obstacle avoidance, and traverse terrain, were defined using a fuzzy logic-
based approach. Similar to the robot path planning approach, in the fields of 
psychology, social science and biology, behaviours of complex systems are 
observed by a human expert, and transformed to a linguistic description of the 
phenomenon. Tron and Margaliot [131] focused on developing a fuzzy expert 
system to construct a mathematical model from observations, rather than 
linguistic description of a human expert. The authors advocated the application 
of a fuzzy logic technique to build a mathematical model from the linguistic 
description of the observer. The proposed method included an example of the 
territorial behaviour fish. 
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The aforementioned studies indicate that fuzzy logic is an appropriate and 
reliable approach to explore and represent the heterogeneous nature of 
pedestrian perception-reaction during the steering process. Recent researches 
from different fields, such as robotic, artificial intelligence, geospatial, and 
navigation, put emphasis on trajectory prediction to utilise the associated 
information in applications such as, providing rich context information [72] 
and location-based information services to complete path finding activities for 
mobile devices [73].  
Although fuzzy logic has been extensively utilised in route path planning 
for robots and simulation of driver behaviours, it is rarely applied to pedestrian 
walking path prediction. In this thesis, the aim is to consider the use of fuzzy 
logic for pedestrian path prediction through built environments in the 
microscopic scale of modelling. More specifically, the proposed model 
connects spatial configuration to navigation performance and associates the 
impacts of the surrounding environment with the walking path. 
To conclude, fuzzy logic can be applied to perception-based decision 
making or choice processes. The steering behaviour is influenced by different 
spatial properties or information, as well as various perception-reaction 
behaviours of pedestrians. As the problems examined in this research involve 
human behaviours, fuzzy logic is a justified approach to model the process, as it 
is able to estimate a thought process similar to that of a real person. Martin and 
Mendel [132] believe that fuzzy logic-based tools are effective in psychology 
and society as well as engineering. In fact, whenever the problems involve 
human perception-reaction processes, fuzzy logic offers advantages over other 
methods in undertaking the problems.  
2.8 Summary  
This chapter has reviewed the theoretical backgrounds and existing methods 
for pedestrian behaviour modelling. A critical discussion is provided to clarify 
the benefits and limitations of different approaches. According to the literature 
survey presented in this chapter, creating natural and realistic human motion is a 
difficult and time consuming task. In particular, the required time and effort 
dramatically increase if the uncertainty and unknown knowledge of interaction 
with the environment are included into the behaviour. To generate a model to 
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estimate wayfinding behaviour with accurate and reliable performance, it is 
required to combine salient features of existing models into a new and novel 
model in undertaking the problem. 
To do so, a two-scale approach is proposed in order to examine the problem 
from both the macroscopic and microscopic perspectives. A stochastic model 
with a continuous time and network-based environment is proposed in the 
macroscopic scale. Point centrality and discomfort level are incorporated into 
the model as the environmental values, as described in section 2.6.1. The 
discomfort level is also considered as one of the components of the disutility 
function employed in the proposed model. At the macroscopic scale of 
modelling, a list of consecutive waypoints within the built environment is 
generated as the outcome. This outcome acts as the necessary input to transit 
from the macrocopic to the microscopic scale of the model. The subsequent 
focus is on one segment of the generated global path, which consists of two 
consequent waypoints.   
For the purpose of incorporating environmental stimuli into the microscopic 
model (as discussed in Sections 2.6.2 and 2.6.3), environmental layout is an 
influential factor that needs to be included into the model. Diverse, imprecise, 
and subjective aspects of pedestrian perception and reaction towards 
environmental stimuli necessitate the inclusion of fuzzy logic into the model.  
The effectiveness of employing fuzzy logic to deal with the uncertainty and 
vagueness aspects inherent in pedestrian perception-action modeling has been 
highlighted (Section 2.7). 
According to literature (Section 2.7) fuzzy logic serves as an appropriate 
framework to incorporate imprecision and subjective features of environmental 
perceptions into the model. In problems that involve human behaviour 
modelling, fuzzy logic also offers certain advantages over other methods, such 
as the ability to imitate human thought processes [132]. The key advantage is 
that in modelling diverse opinions from different individuals, fuzzy logic-based 
models provide an indication how different people make decision on a subject. 
In the following chapter, existing research methodologies, software 
packages, and position-tracking technologies are explained. In addition, the 
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methodology that is employed in this research along with data collection 
experiment and experimental setup are described in detail.  
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C H A P T E R  T H R E E  
3. Methods in Pedestrian Behaviour Study and 
Research Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter explores the existing methodologies in pedestrian behaviour 
research. A vast spectrum of research methods in pedestrian spatial behaviour 
modelling have been proposed for application to different areas such as social 
science, architecture, computer science, and robotics. One of the main methods 
used in the literature is empirical studies with computer simulation. This 
method is also adopted in this research. 
Two main sections are included in this chapter. The first section reports the 
existing methods in pedestrian behaviour studies including techniques for 
human behaviour modelling, computer simulation, a number of pedestrian 
simulators, and data collection or position-tracking techniques. The second 
section describes the methods adopted in this research. An explanation of a 
two-level computer simulation, laboratory experiment for data collection, and 
experimental setup is presented. A conclusion is included at the end of this 
chapter. 
3.2 Methods in Pedestrian Behaviour Study 
Existing research methods in pedestrian steering behaviours comprise 
computer-based analysis [67, 133], field observation [45, 134], controlled 
laboratory experiment [39, 112], and questionnaire [93, 110]. Computer-based 
analysis includes computer simulation, occupant flow and activity network 
analysis, optimisation, and risk assessment [37], while other methodologies 
require data collection and validation. Computer simulation can be employed 
as an effective method to evaluate and predict various scenarios, for instance 
building analysis, pedestrian flow assessment, and evacuation management. 
Besides that, optimisation algorithms are utilised to search for optimum 
alternatives in terms of path planning, route choice, and activity network [32, 
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42]. In the context of occupant flow, the level of service assessment was 
proposed by Fruins [135] as indexes of occupant flow by density and flow.  
Field observation through video capturing is a widely used approach in 
pedestrian-related researches. This method of data collection has been applied 
in many studies, for instance by Suh et al. [134] to examine pedestrian-
vehicular traffic interaction and by de Montigny, Ling, and Zacharias [136] to 
observe pedestrian walking rates in relation to temperature and sunlight. Ma, 
Song, Fang, Lo, and Liao [38] reported empirical observation on pedestrian 
movement characteristics such as moving velocity through a built environment 
for two different ethnics of pedestrians, Chinese and French.  
In a multi-agent based framework for egress modelling by Pan, Han, 
Dauber, and Law [45], the authors incorporated observed facts from empirical 
studies related to queuing, herding, and competitive behaviours into the agent 
behaviour module. In the same context of agent-based framework, Goldstone 
and Janssen [137] suggested to validate the model against real data collected 
through field observation and laboratory experiments. Moussaid et al. [112] 
conducted a number of controlled laboratory experiments to understand the 
effects of individuals’ interactions on collective behaviours. 
3.2.1 Pedestrian Behaviour Modelling Techniques 
Based on the discussion in Chapter 2 (section 2.5), most of the current 
models mainly simulate separate behavioural facts, rather than an integrated 
behaviour.  Therefore, a modeller or user must provide a huge amount of input 
data to represent pedestrian behaviours. In addition, representing a separate 
behaviour of the pedestrian brings a number of limitations to the model. 
Techniques to develop computer simulation of pedestrian behaviours are 
divided into three categories by Kuligowski and Gwynne [36],  
a. Behaviour is defined by the user’s input. 
b. Behaviour is defined according to occurrence of specific conditions by 
means of if-then statements. 
c. Behaviour is considered based on multiple conditions. 
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Table 3.1 summarises different techniques to simulate pedestrian 
behaviours.   
 
Table  3-1: Techniques to develop computer simulation of pedestrian behaviours. 
Technique 1 Technique 2 Technique 3 
User should define the 
behaviour so should be 
expert and psychic to 
consider the behaviour 
in simulation, instead of 
the model which should 
predict the behaviour 
User should enable the 
condition or prompt the 
action in simulating the 
behaviour. So, the 
behaviour is not predicted 
by the model, but 
prearranged by the user. 
User needs to provide a 
threshold value for the 
factors, and prompt the 
factors to influence and 
run the behavioural 
algorithm. Compared 
with other techniques, 
this technique is more 
realistic whereas each 
action is based on 
multiple factors, rather 
than just the two-way 
relationship [29, 138]. 
Technique 1 
A specific behaviour, which is supposed to occur at some point of 
simulation, is defined by the user, before the beginning of the simulation. So, 
the model assesses the consequences of the behaviour, rather than predicting 
whether the action happens or not. Users are able to define two kinds of 
behaviour, either spatial or implicit [36, 37]. Some examples include defining a 
sequence of actions for a pedestrian, assigning a route from the origin to the 
destination, considering the delay time in performing certain actions. As can be 
observed, the limitation is that the behaviours are prescribed beforehand, rather 
than being predicted.   
Technique 2 
The second technique to simulate behaviours employs the if- then 
statements. This means that to simulate a known behaviour, a pedestrian should 
encounter a specific condition. In other words, if condition X appears, then 
behaviour Y occurs. A specific condition in the environment should be 
prompted by the user to cause an action. Therefore, both user and simulation are 
involved to simulate a behaviour. 
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Technique 3 
The third technique involves multiple influential factors to simulate the 
actions which are affected by a variety of factors [36]. As such, the actions are 
chosen by the pedestrians according to a sequence of factors prompted through 
the simulation. As an example, the “exit route choice” is a behaviour which is 
influenced by environmental awareness, vision ability, and information 
collected during different stages of the event. So, the existence of the causal 
factors during the simulation process leads to the emergent of an action. 
This technique provides a roadmap for users to analyse the influential 
factors of behaviour and control the action. From a comprehensive 
understanding of human behaviours, a user can distinguish whether the 
pedestrian will do the action or not. It informs designers, planners, and decision 
makers about possible features of the system, and gives more insight to govern 
the pedestrian flow. 
3.2.2 Computer Simulation Modelling 
In the early 1960’s, simulation was introduced as a method to represent a 
process or system in order to imitate the behaviour of the system and to obtain 
some statistics as a result of operating different scenarios [139]. So, simulation 
is a method for scheming a dynamic model of an real system to analyse the 
performance of the system by examining different experiments and scenarios 
[140]. Indeed, it is a descriptive tool for complex systems to evaluate the 
operation and performance.  
There are two major types of simulation known discrete and continuous that 
correspond to three paradigms, i.e., discrete event (DE), agent based (AB), and 
system dynamics (SD) simulation [1]. There is also another field in control 
engineering, which is considered as the ancestors of SD, acknowledged as 
dynamic systems (DS) [1]. DS is considered for modelling the physical states 
of a system. The mathematical structure of a DS comprises differential 
equations and state variables. Figure 3.1 shows the details of these three 
modelling paradigms.   
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SD is a long-lasting technique that was first developed in 1950s. It is a 
time-based approach, where the aggregated feature of a system is modelled. SD 
represents a complex system as difference equations with fixed time steps. A 
top-down approach splits the system into its main components, and connects 
these components by some defined interactions [141]. It applies the interacting 
feedback loops to map the behaviour of a system, and mathematically uses a 
system of differential equations [1]. Macal [141] showed the application of SD 
to an epidemic model, and compared SD and AB in social system modelling.  
On the other hand, to simulate a discrete time process, two main paradigms 
have been used. The first is discrete event simulation (DEV) for modelling 
microscopic and middle levels of details. DEV models are useful for some 
applications, e.g. manufacturing, material handling, transportation, queuing 
system, defence and military, healthcare and communication. Unlike other 
paradigms, DEV has the capability to imitate the real system’s dynamics. The 
main components that form the structure of DEV are entities, events and 
activities, a random number generator, resources, global variables, , system 
state variables, a calendar, and statistics [142]. 
AB is a recent paradigm that is useful for simulating a non-linear system 
from bottom-up. In this paradigm, a complex system is represented by some 
interacting autonomous agents during a time-stepped simulation. The agents 
Figure  3-1: Various simulation methods for different scales of modelling, adopted from [1]. 
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possess certain specific characteristics, such as independency, self-directed, 
adaptive, goal-directed, and heterogeneous [141]. As shown in Figure 3.1, AB 
simulation deals with all levels of abstraction, and is applicable mostly to 
discrete time processes. It can involve a wide range of agents from diverse 
natures.  
It is important to build multi-paradigm models, in order to benefit from the 
salient features of different paradigms. To synthesise two paradigms of 
simulation (DEV and AB), the inverse mapping method [143] is employed. 
The AB framework is incorporated into DEV. Defining a parameter that is 
“time to event” is the key point to convert a continuous time event to a discrete 
event. 
3.2.3 Microscopic Pedestrian Simulation Software Packages 
Owing to the growing demand on urban resources and competition between 
service providers, computer simulation of pedestrian behaviours in both indoor 
and outdoor areas has recently attracted attention from researchers, planners, 
and decision makers across multiple disciplines. Different simulation packages 
are developed for specific applications, such as crowd evacuation, crowd 
dynamics assessment, evaluation of collective behaviours, urban feature 
assessment, and training in virtual environments. According to Gwynne, Galea, 
Owen, Lawrence, and Filippidis [37], there are 22 different computer 
simulation softwares for evacuation modelling. The authors in an extensive 
research highlighted four major interacting factors related to simulation of 
emergency actions including the environment, environmental configuration, 
behaviours, and procedures [37]. 
A number of the softwares are developed to simulate the behaviours in both 
situations, i.e. emergency or normal. In this chapter, some popular microscopic 
simulation packages are introduced, which include VISSIM®, EXODUS, 
Legion™, AnyLogic®, Paramics ®, Evacsim, and EVA. 
VISSIM®  
It is a time step-based stochastic microscopic simulation tool that possesses 
a behaviour-based and multi-purpose feature [144]. Suh et al. [134] 
investigated the pedestrian crossing behaviours and interaction among 
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motorised vehicle traffic and pedestrian with VISSIM®. Lee, Yang, and Lin 
[42] applied VISSIM® to measure the total time of pedestrian flow through 
simulation of the pedestrian activity network. The authors signified the 
capability of VISSIM® software to change the activity locations in the 
environment.       
EXODUS  
It is an egress simulation software for building models and performing 
analyses for both emergency and normal conditions [145]. It captures the 
dynamics of the pedestrian collective behaviours and interactions between 
pedestrians and environmental features such as smoke, toxic gas, or heat. The 
software contains five sub models to capture the movement behaviour of 
pedestrians in the case of toxicity and hazard situations [146]. The five cores of 
the software are applied to simulate the behaviour by incorporating SFM and 
CA [45]. The software is able to simulate the movement of a massive number 
of pedestrians during evacuation in public infrastructures or from huge 
transportation vehicles, such as ship or airplane [37]. 
Another version of EXODUS, which is related to building areas and is 
known as buildingEXODUS, was examined by Heliovaara, Korhonen, 
Hostikka, and Ehtamo [88]. The authors compared the occupant flow provided 
by the proposed counter flow model with the pedestrian flow generated by the 
software. The buildinEXODUS software discretises the space by a CA-based 
approach. 
Legion™ 
It is a pedestrian simulation software to investigate and predict different 
scenarios related to the pedestrian behaviours, such as urban planning, event 
control, and facility analysis [147]. Qiu and Hu [148] used Legion to predict 
the pedestrian motion and analyse the safety and operation efficiency of 
venues. Legion was used to visualise the response of pedestrians in accordance 
with the occurrence of an event [142]. Alavizadeh, Lucas, and Moshiri [149] 
deployed Legion™ to generate a simulation model with some intelligent 
occupants, which possesses social and behavioural representation.  
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Pan, Han, Dauber, and Law [45] employed Legion™ for evaluation of the 
emergent behaviours of interactive pedestrians. The authors criticised that 
Legion™ oversimplifies the complexity of the collective behaviours by 
incorporating only one decision making rule and four parameters, namely 
speed, distance, goal, and reaction time. In addition, heterogeneity in 
individuals’ physical and intellectual characteristics is ignored.  
The pedestrian interaction model built within Legion™ was examined in an 
empirical study by Berrou, Beecham, Quaglia, Kagarlis, and Gerodimos [150]. 
According to their study, Legion™ is a multi-agent model that chooses the 
agents’ step location by minimising a cost function, which comprises three 
components, i.e., inconvenience, frustration, and discomfort. The PhD thesis by 
Still [151] showed an early prototype of the Legion™ software.     
AnyLogic® 
It is known as AnyLogic® because of its ability to support all three common 
paradigms in simulation, i.e. SD, DEV, and AB. It has four elements, i.e., stock 
and flow diagram, state charts, action charts, and process flowchart. Moreover, 
it has some built-in libraries such as the enterprise library, the pedestrian 
library, and the rail yard library. AnyLogic® is mostly used for systems in 
reality. It requires less program coding in Java to illustrate the individual 
behaviours and intricacy of a real system. 
Xi and Son [152] implemented a hierarchical model of the crosswalk 
behaviours in AnyLogic®, which is categorised as the SD paradigm. In the AB 
framework, AnyLogic® was applied to simulate belief, desire, intention (BDI) 
agents in virtual reality in order to evaluate the crowd behaviours during panic 
situations [103]. The BDI framework for pedestrian decision making was also 
implemented in AnyLogic® by Lee and Son [153]. In a comprehensive study 
by Borshchev and Filippov [1], the authors explored different features of 
AnyLogic® as a multi-paradigm simulation package. 
Paramics® 
It is a traffic and pedestrian simulation software. This software allows 
assessing the transportation infrastructure including both drivers and 
pedestrians. Operational assessment of the existing and future conditions of 
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shared public areas is the capability of this software [154]. It uses the AB 
framework to represent the interactive behaviours of autonomous pedestrians 
and emergent phenomena. The agents possess physical attributes and 
behavioural characteristics, and they navigate through the surrounding 
environment and vehicles. 
Abdulhai, Sheu and Recker [155] reported a comprehensive study on both 
subjective and objective evaluations of the Paramics® software. The authors 
assessed the capabilities of the software in terms of its applicability to 
intelligent transportation systems. The study highlighted the key features of the 
software including high performance, scalability to overcome the limit of 
traffic network size, ability to model pedestrian-vehicle interactions, and 
pedestrian crossing signals.  
EVACSIM 
Known as the evacuation simulator, this software performs simulation 
based on the DE paradigm. Lovas [77] conducted a comprehensive study of 
EVACSIM. The software assumes a pedestrian as a flow object that interacts 
with other objects according to the occurrence of events. The environment is 
represented by a network of nodes and links. The queuing network analysis 
tool forms the framework of the package. This software is capable of 
producing data for replication of an evacuation scenario and visualisation. This 
software is applicable to pedestrian behaviour modelling during normal and 
general situations for assessing the characteristics of walkways. The 
assumption of the stochastic variables as the physiological characteristics of 
pedestrians is an important feature of the software. Gwynne et al. [37] provided 
a review of EVACSIM in detail.     
EVA 
It is an agent-based microscopic simulation system developed in the area of 
space syntax analysis by Turner and Penn [156]. EVA (exosomatic visual 
architecture) has a visual information process implemented by agents through a 
lookup table [106]. The visibility graph analysis (VGA) is the underlying 
method to observe and evaluate the effects of spatial configurations on the 
pedestrian movement behaviours. The underpinning framework of the EVA 
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simulator is based upon the space syntax analysis (as explained in section 2.4.7 
in Chapter 2). 
The agents choose the movement orientation randomly within its field of 
view, which is 170º. The development of EVA enhances researches 
investigating the role of spatial attractors and spatial configuration in 
pedestrian movements [157]. Penn and Turner [106] applied EVA to simulate 
shopper behaviours in a department store. The authors explored the effects of 
congestion on stopping and movement patterns. Bierlaire, Antonini, and Weber 
[3] in their discrete choice model adopted an individual-based spatial 
representation similar to the lines of sight applied to the space syntax context.     
3.2.4 Pedestrian Data Collection 
A challenging issue in validating pedestrian behaviour modelling is data 
collection. Microscopic pedestrian data, specifically trajectory data, are rare 
owing to the complexity of data collection and lack of requirement. Real 
validation of the model is a concern faced by researchers in this area. In the 
literature, it can be noticed that most models suffer from the limitation of 
calibration and validation with real data [81]. In this regards, Robin, Antonini, 
Bierlaire, and Cruz [96] believed that real data collection of pedestrian 
dynamics is a challenging issue, and indicated that few models have been 
verified by real data. More so, Brogan and Johnson [110] highlighted that the 
animated walking paths have hardly been validated against realistic 
trajectories. 
Another challenge is extracting useful and practical information from the 
collected data, such as the walking trajectory. The manual process of data 
refinement for extracting useful information constitutes another issue. Recent 
technologies such as laser scanner, micro-electro mechanical systems, and 
automatic tracking algorithms require less effort, and offer higher accuracy in 
capturing data, as compared with manual extraction of pedestrian trajectories 
from video footage. As an example, Soyguder [158] proposed a vision-based 
mobile robot tracking system that employed wavelet decomposition and 
artificial neural network to track human trajectories. The following sections 
describe different position-tracking techniques. 
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3.2.5 Position-Tracking Techniques  
A number of position-tracking techniques to extract walking trajectories 
have been proposed in the literature. The preliminary methods focus on manual 
extraction of individual trajectory data sets, while automatic tracking 
algorithms have been developed recently [38].  
In a significant work by Robin, Antonini, Bierlaire, and Cruz [96], 
constrained and unconstrained pedestrian walking paths were modelled by 
employing trajectory data sets manually extracted from video footage of a bi-
directional experiment. Similarly, Berrou, Beecham, Quaglia, Kagarlis, and 
Gerodimos [150] conducted a study towards data collection for the collective 
pedestrian behaviours. Due to poor conditions of lighting and resolution, the 
authors proposed to apply a manual tracking process to extract accurate 
outputs. A video annotator named ZEUS was used to manually mark and track 
a pedestrian on the video file. 
Contrary to the manual methods, digital image processing is a widely used 
automatic method to extract pedestrian dynamics in public urban environments, 
as reported by Ma, Song, Fang, Lo, and Liao [38]. In the image processing 
context, Antonini, Martinez, Bierlaire, and Thiran [5] integrated DCM, which is 
a pedestrian modelling approach, with image processing techniques to detect 
and track pedestrian locomotion in complex scenes. The results showed that the 
inclusion of prior knowledge into scene analysis leads to better performance.  
Bauer and Kitazawa [159] proposed an automatic tracking algorithm to 
extract data from individual trajectories using the hidden Markov model 
(HMM). Raw data are collected by a laser scanner in the format of (t, x, y), 
which is the position of pedestrian eclipse in a time stamp. Then, the HMM 
tracking algorithm provides data in the NTXY format for position, velocity 
vector, and angle of direction. The experiments were conducted at the 
PAMELA (pedestrian accessibility and movement environment laboratory) of 
University College London. 
Another technique for position-tracking is the micro-electro mechanical 
systems (MEMS) based position-tracking methods. Dead-reckoning is a way to 
calculate the position of an airplane or ship using information from direction 
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and distance travelled. Combination of MEMS-based pedestrian dead-
reckoning navigation with a global navigation satellite system (GNSS) is a 
reliable technique for indoor positioning [3, 128]. Due to the lack of 
availability of GNSS for indoor environments, and the unreliable positioning 
systems within infrustructures (e.g. WiFi, UWB), dead-reckoning MEMS-
based pedestrian navigation combined with other techniques constitute a proper 
solution [128]. 
In a study by Soyguder [158], a vision-based mobile robot tracking system 
was proposed. In that system, wavelet decomposition and artificial neural 
network methods were applied to position-tracking. In addition, the use of 
wireless positioning methods to assist in wayfinding has been explored recently. 
As an example, Gaiser [50] conducted a research in spatial awareness by using a 
wireless position tracking technique. In this technique, a noticeable issue is the 
cost of installation and maintenance within the built area, which should be 
considered carefully.   
The Hi-ball system [110] is another technique to capture accurate trajectory 
data.  It is a LED light strip installed on the ceiling, and emits some waveforms 
to a portable camera. The system records the position of the portable camera 
attached to the pedestrian during movement. This system generates exact data 
of the path trajectory.  
3.3 Research Methodology 
To tackle the problem formulated in this research, computer simulations for 
both macroscopic and microscopic levels of modelling are conducted. The 
simulation program is implemented using the MATLAB® software (with the 
fuzzy logic toolbox™, global optimisation toolbox), constrained Delaunay 
triangulation technique, spline and curve fitting techniques, statistical analysis 
and bootstrap technique. 
Moreover, a number of controlled laboratory experiments to gather 
trajectory data sets from pedestrians are conducted. A motion tracking system 
named OptiTrack™ is applied to record the position of moving pedestrians 
within the stage of the experiment. Also, Microsoft Excel® is applied for data 
refinement and analysis. The following sections describe the simulation design 
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along with the data collection experiments and methods for extracting the 
trajectory data.     
3.3.1 Simulation Design for Pedestrian Steering Behaviours 
As explained before, a number of simulations at two levels, namely the 
macroscopic and microscopic levels, are performed in this research. A novel 
algorithm is developed to produce the pedestrian walking path from an origin 
to a destination within a building. An environment with three obstacles, walls, 
the origin, and the destination is designed with AutoCAD. The initial step of 
the algorithm is to generate a search network according to constrained 
Delaunay triangulation. Then, a backward dynamic programming is used to 
search the network and produce a list of intermediate waypoints between the 
origin and target points. Finally, the developed (rough) path is altered to have a 
better shape by the spline curve fitting method to produce the global path from 
the origin to the end. Chapter 4 shows this procedure in detail. 
To obtain a better insight into the pedestrian steering behaviours, a 
microscopic simulation is performed for one segment of the generated path. To 
do so, one segment of the path and the corresponding environment are chosen 
as the case study. A hallway including a printer, walls, entrance and exit door 
are considered as a segment of the environment for microscopic simulation. At 
this stage, methods available in the MATLAB® toolboxes (such as fuzzy logic 
and global optimisation toolboxes) and other data analysis techniques are 
applied. Chapters 5 and 6 explain the procedures in detail.      
3.3.2 Laboratory Experiments for Data Collection 
During the data collection process, a number of methods to find an 
appropriate and accurate representation were examined. Firstly, a MATLAB® 
people tracking toolbox called “viptrackpeople” was applied [160]. The model 
provided a matrix of data which comprised the upper left corner of the detected 
rectangle with its width and height. However, the outcomes were not 
appropriate for this research, and there were limitations to detect people from a 
long distance too. 
Next, an approach using a three-dimension video footage was considered. 
The approach split an image into two (left and right) image channels. It 
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employed MATLAB Simulink® model for detecting the movement in both left 
and right channels and provided a set of raw data as the input to the stereo 
triangulation algorithm to calculate the depth. But, the results of stereo 
triangulation algorithm were not accurate. 
Finally, data collection was conducted in a motion capture laboratory, 
which was equipped with a 35-camera OptiTrack™ system. The position of an 
individual walking along the capturing stage was observed. The trajectory data 
set acquired by the motion capture system was accurate and reliable. The 
following section describes the experimental setup for data collection.  
3.3.3 Experimental Setup 
Real time motion of twenty five participants in three scenarios was captured 
using the motion capture technology. Motion capture allows precise trajectory 
of entities traversing the capture volume to be calculated with sub-millimetre 
accuracy, increasing with the number of cameras [161]. Motion capture is a 
simple, reliable, and efficient way for determining the path a pedestrian takes 
in a real environment. The experiment was conducted in the motion capture 
laboratory of CISR (Centre for Intelligent Systems Research), Deakin 
University. 
The data capture stage utilised a 35-camera OptiTrack™ system from 
Natural Point. The OptiTrack™ system triangulated highly reflective markers 
from three or more camera streams in a stage flooded by infrared light. The 
system was calibrated with a wanding routine to establish the arrangement of 
cameras in relation to a ground plane. The wand and the ground plane were 
configured at a defined structure such that the system could easily interpret. A 
unique arrangement of reflective markers was classified as a rigid body. 
Multiple rigid bodies were combined to produce a skeleton of a participant 
wearing a suit strategically populated with reflective markers. To streamline 
the data capture procedure for the experiment, the system was trained to 
recognise a simple rigid body structure that a participant could wear on their 
head. 
A corridor identical to the two-dimension simulated environment was 
masked out on the floor of the stage. An origin was set in the capture 
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environment that was aligned to the bottom left corner of the corridor. Within 
the environment, an attractive item of interest that the participants could 
interact with was placed. As the participant traversed the stage with a rigid 
body, each marker on the rigid body was triangulated at a rate of 120 frames 
per second. The data represented the positions of each marker visible in the 
capture stage relative to the origin. For each frame, a trajectory was estimated, 
which comprised the x, y, z positions, as well as roll, pitch, and yaw of the 
rigid body. The steering behaviour for each participant was calculated from the 
x and z positions from the trajectory data. Figure 3.2 shows a number of 
participants in action during the experiment. 
 
 
 
 
 
An extensive description of collected trajectory data sets, refinement and 
analysis process is presented in the next section.  
3.4 Trajectory Data Sets 
As explained previously, a motion capture system to observe the position of 
the pedestrians walking along the capturing stage was employed. The data 
refinement and analysis procedure is as follows.  
Figure  3-2: Experimental setup for data collection and a few participants during the 
experiment. 
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3.4.1 Data Refinement 
The experiment was conducted with twenty five participants in three 
scenarios. Each scenario was defined to start from different origin points. A 
total of 74 samples of walking path trajectories were collected. As usual, the 
raw data were noisy, and post processing tasks were required. Figure 3.3 
depicts the noisy raw data set before refinement from one participant in three 
experiments. 
The data provided by the motion capture system are in a XYZ matrix 
format according to the set point of the rigid body in the lower left corner of 
the corridor. Note that X and Z represent the location of the moving entity on 
the floor plane, while the Y axis reflects the height. So, to refine and obtain the 
intended trajectory data sets from the raw data, the following tasks are 
required. 
i. Eliminating extra data such as height, roll, pitch, and yaw from the data.  
ii. Fixing the data by rotating around the z axis and offset from the x axis. 
iii. Brushing part of the data that are outside the start and endpoint boundaries. 
iv. Measuring the y position at ݔ ൌ Ͳ as the start point, and also the y position 
at ݔ ൌ ͹ as the end point of each walking trajectory by linear interpolation. 
These two points are required as the inputs of the algorithm. 
  
Figure  3-3: Raw trajectory datasets before refinement for one participant in three 
scenarios. 
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Figure 3.4 shows the refined data after the aforementioned tasks. Figure 3.4 
(a) depicts the trajectories for three samples after being fixed by the first two 
tasks. Figure 3.4 (b) shows the trajectories after brushing the data outside the 
boundaries, as in third task. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.4.2 Data Analysis  
Assuming the OptiTrack™ system captured 120 frames per second, the 
elapsed time between the start and the end points of the walking trajectory was 
calculated by dividing the number of frames captured into 120. The following 
key points show the essential information required to extract the useful values 
from the real data. These values are the necessary inputs to improve the model 
performance and verify the results, including the start and end points, travel 
time, travel distance, walking speed, step-length, number of steps, and time per 
one step. 
Table 3.2 summarises the quantities that need to be computed from the raw 
data sets. Table 3.3 represents the required information from the entire 
collected samples to be applied to the model. 
 
 
Figure  3-4: Real trajectory datasets collected for participant number 3 in three scenarios, 
(a) before, and (b) after implementing refinement tasks. 
(a) 
(b) 
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Table  3-2: Variables that are required to extract information from raw data. 
 
 
Table  3-3: Information extracted from raw data according to required quantities that identified 
in Table 3.2. 
Sample 
Origin 
(x,y) 
Destination 
(x,y) 
Travel 
distance 
(m) 
Travel 
time 
(sec) 
Speed 
(m/s) 
No of 
steps 
Step 
length 
(m) 
Time / 
one step 
(s) 
1 0 1.44 7.00 0.89 7.15 4.83 1.48 14.00 0.51 0.35 
2 0 0.93 7.00 0.87 7.09 4.71 1.50 13.00 0.55 0.36 
3 0 0.42 7.00 0.88 7.09 4.61 1.54 14.00 0.51 0.33 
4 0 1.34 7.00 0.77 7.10 7.90 0.90 15.00 0.47 0.53 
5 0 0.82 7.00 0.74 7.04 6.13 1.15 14.00 0.50 0.44 
6 0 0.21 7.00 0.77 7.07 5.49 1.29 14.00 0.50 0.39 
7 0 1.31 7.00 0.67 8.38 9.05 0.93 11.80 0.71 0.77 
8 0 0.85 7.00 0.66 8.31 8.50 0.98 11.50 0.72 0.74 
9 0 0.38 7.00 0.70 7.49 8.22 0.91 12.00 0.62 0.68 
10 0 1.40 7.00 0.76 8.96 9.16 0.98 13.00 0.69 0.70 
11 0 0.93 7.00 0.72 7.50 7.33 1.02 12.50 0.60 0.59 
12 0 0.35 7.00 0.77 7.74 6.53 1.19 13.00 0.60 0.50 
13 0 0.92 7.00 0.71 7.16 4.96 1.44 10.50 0.68 0.47 
14 0 0.23 7.00 0.68 7.36 4.89 1.50 10.80 0.68 0.45 
15 0 1.41 7.00 0.70 7.58 5.65 1.34 11.00 0.69 0.51 
16 0 0.92 7.00 0.74 7.38 4.97 1.49 10.80 0.68 0.46 
17 0 0.17 7.00 0.72 7.36 5.19 1.42 11.30 0.65 0.46 
18 0 1.57 7.00 0.72 7.91 6.87 1.15 12.00 0.66 0.57 
19 0 0.75 7.00 0.76 7.30 5.51 1.33 11.50 0.64 0.48 
20 0 0.13 7.00 0.72 8.36 6.58 1.27 11.80 0.71 0.56 
21 0 1.60 7.00 0.80 7.87 6.89 1.14 13.00 0.61 0.53 
22 0 0.94 7.00 0.73 7.82 7.30 1.07 12.50 0.63 0.58 
23 0 0.29 7.00 0.76 7.95 6.62 1.20 12.80 0.62 0.52 
24 0 1.31 7.00 0.89 7.31 5.73 1.28 14.00 0.52 0.41 
25 0 0.81 7.00 0.92 7.17 5.22 1.37 8.20 0.87 0.64 
26 0 0.29 7.00 0.99 7.40 5.86 1.26 13.00 0.57 0.45 
27 0 1.64 7.00 0.70 7.52 6.33 1.19 13.00 0.58 0.49 
28 0 0.91 7.00 0.70 7.28 6.41 1.14 12.50 0.58 0.51 
29 0 0.28 7.00 0.42 7.88 6.08 1.30 13.00 0.61 0.47 
30 0 1.51 7.00 0.65 7.57 6.05 1.25 11.00 0.69 0.55 
31 0 0.73 7.00 0.64 7.61 6.10 1.25 10.00 0.76 0.61 
32 0 0.18 7.00 0.85 7.85 5.51 1.43 14.00 0.56 0.39 
33 0 1.33 7.00 1.25 7.42 7.04 1.05 14.00 0.53 0.50 
34 0 0.85 7.00 0.73 7.28 6.98 1.04 13.50 0.54 0.52 
35 0 0.15 7.00 0.74 7.40 6.63 1.12 14.00 0.53 0.47 
36 0 1.29 7.00 0.68 8.00 7.87 1.02 14.00 0.57 0.56 
37 0 0.81 7.00 0.68 7.56 6.58 1.15 13.60 0.56 0.48 
38 0 0.32 7.00 0.64 7.89 6.89 1.14 14.40 0.55 0.48 
39 0 1.53 7.00 0.83 7.09 4.35 1.63 9.00 0.79 0.48 
40 0 0.85 7.00 0.75 7.08 4.30 1.65 8.00 0.88 0.54 
41 0 0.30 7.00 0.71 7.11 4.31 1.65 9.40 0.76 0.46 
42 0 1.34 7.00 0.72 7.19 6.58 1.09 13.00 0.55 0.51 
Start point (origin) (xs=0, ys) 
End point (destination) (xe=7, ye) 
Travel-distance (m) Distance between consequent frames between start and end points 
Travel-time (sec) No-of frame between start point and end point /120 
Walking-speed (m/sec) Travel-distance/travel-time 
Number of steps Counted during data collection 
Step-length (m) Travel-distance/number of steps 
Time per one step (sec) Step-length/travel-speed 
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43 0 0.81 7.00 0.78 7.06 6.05 1.17 12.50 0.56 0.48 
44 0 0.45 7.00 0.76 7.11 5.91 1.20 13.00 0.55 0.45 
45 0 1.33 7.00 0.69 7.13 5.13 1.39 15.00 0.48 0.34 
46 0 0.84 7.00 0.72 7.07 5.52 1.28 14.00 0.50 0.39 
47 0 0.20 7.00 0.74 7.09 5.28 1.34 14.00 0.51 0.38 
48 0 1.40 7.00 0.71 7.10 4.35 1.63 9.00 0.79 0.48 
49 0 0.85 7.00 0.72 7.15 4.79 1.49 8.00 0.89 0.60 
50 0 0.23 7.00 0.70 7.10 4.28 1.66 9.00 0.79 0.48 
51 0 1.34 7.00 0.70 7.13 4.49 1.59 11.00 0.65 0.41 
52 0 0.91 7.00 0.78 7.06 4.70 1.50 10.00 0.71 0.47 
53 0 0.28 7.00 0.72 7.05 4.15 1.70 10.00 0.70 0.42 
54 0 1.64 7.00 0.83 7.18 6.05 1.19 12.00 0.60 0.50 
55 0 0.99 7.00 0.79 7.21 6.36 1.13 11.00 0.66 0.58 
56 0 0.40 7.00 0.79 7.57 6.24 1.21 12.00 0.63 0.52 
57 0 1.43 7.00 0.73 7.21 6.54 1.10 14.00 0.51 0.47 
58 0 0.86 7.00 0.77 7.06 6.24 1.13 13.00 0.54 0.48 
59 0 0.17 7.00 0.67 7.09 5.68 1.25 13.00 0.55 0.44 
60 0 1.36 7.00 0.68 7.11 3.46 2.06 9.00 0.79 0.38 
61 0 0.91 7.00 0.80 7.03 3.47 2.03 8.00 0.88 0.43 
62 0 0.37 7.00 0.86 7.10 3.15 2.25 9.00 0.79 0.35 
63 0 1.50 7.00 0.66 7.24 5.83 1.24 12.00 0.60 0.49 
64 0 0.87 7.00 0.62 7.27 5.93 1.23 11.50 0.63 0.52 
65 0 0.28 7.00 0.63 7.43 5.58 1.33 12.00 0.62 0.47 
66 0 1.39 7.00 0.76 7.22 5.19 1.39 13.00 0.56 0.40 
67 0 0.85 7.00 0.66 7.40 5.62 1.32 12.70 0.58 0.44 
68 0 0.43 7.00 1.19 7.27 4.85 1.50 13.50 0.54 0.36 
69 0 1.46 7.00 0.68 7.19 5.15 1.40 11.00 0.65 0.47 
70 0 0.86 7.00 0.66 7.27 5.08 1.43 10.50 0.69 0.48 
71 0 0.12 7.00 0.63 7.11 5.02 1.42 11.00 0.65 0.46 
72 0 1.30 7.00 0.59 7.23 7.18 1.01 10.00 0.72 0.72 
73 0 0.66 7.00 0.64 7.12 6.37 1.12 9.00 0.79 0.71 
74 0 0.13 7.00 0.80 7.18 6.68 1.07 11.00 0.65 0.61 
 
Collection of useful and quantified measurements from the sample data and 
depiction of all the walking trajectories in Figure 3.5 provide an overview of 
the data. Figure 3.5 shows the walking trajectories of the participants as 
captured by the motion capture system.  
3.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has provided a broad review over the existing methodologies 
in pedestrian behavioural modelling, current commercial computer simulators, 
and position-tracking techniques for data collection. The simulation software 
packages aim to represent pedestrian behaviours in different contexts, but the 
focus of most of the software packages is on crowd evacuation and emergency 
Figure  3-5: Walking trajectories of 25 pedestrians in the corridor captured by motion 
capture. 
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scenarios. The dominant use of the discrete cell-based environment provides a 
robot-like walking path, which is unnatural. Also, most of the simulation 
software generate no reports in terms of pedestrian trajectories [104]. 
The main limitation of the pedestrian simulators is that the underlying 
behavioural frameworks hardly incorporate the effects from the environmental 
design and the pedestrian perception into the model. The inclusion of the 
environmental effects into pedestrian modelling specifically for normal 
conditions enables the model to predict pedestrian behaviours realistically. 
Besides that, the resulting model is able to predict situations of an event rather 
than designing and extracting outputs from user inputs. Additionally, it 
demonstrates truly where data should be collected and realises the reality of 
human behaviours behind an action. 
In addition, this chapter has introduced the adopted methods that are 
implemented in this thesis. A laboratory experiment for data collection and the 
experimental setup are explained. Tools and techniques used in both modelling 
scales are introduced. Refinement and analysis of the collected trajectory data 
sets are explained. The information extracted from real data is applied to 
validation and optimisation purposes in Chapters 5 and 6. As highlighted in the 
literature, the scarcity in pedestrian data (especially trajectory data) is a 
significant issue in pedestrian studies [25, 45, 150]. So, calibration and 
validation of pedestrian models is a central challenge for researchers.   
The next chapter provides a comprehensive explanation on the macroscopic 
level of the proposed model. An optimum route that encompasses consecutive 
waypoints within the environment is generated. Then, the performance of the 
proposed algorithm is compared with that from the justified A* search 
algorithm. 
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C H A P T E R  F O U R  
4. Prediction of Pedestrian Optimum Route within the 
Built Environment 
4.1 Overview 
 
Owing to the growing demand on urban resources and requirement for 
efficient use of public facilities, pedestrian steering behaviours within known 
built environments is important, and this issue is investigated in this chapter. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the lack of firm knowledge of the pedestrian 
steering process leads to investigations on how people choose a route within a 
built environment under normal conditions. In other words, comprehensive 
theory on how people navigate within a known built environment under normal 
condition is lacking. Here, a number of aspects in movement behaviours in real 
life are considered. The aim is to devise a model that can produce a reliable and 
meaningful prediction of human steering patterns. 
As explained in the previous chapters, the pedestrian steering behaviour 
problem is first tackled from the macroscopic point of view in this research. To 
do so, the focus of this chapter is on modelling and generation of a pedestrian 
walking path from the origin to the destination in a large, familiar built 
environment using behavioural theories in modelling and simulation. As such, 
an investigation into the pedestrian steering behaviour within indoor 
environments is presented. The aim is to generate an accurate prediction for the 
pedestrian flow in a familiar area. Specifically, the trajectory of active, decision 
making pedestrian between two points is predicted. 
To abstract the environment, a network-based approach using constrained 
Delaunay triangulation (CDT) is implemented. A stochastic disutility-based 
model employing dynamic programming (DP) is used to devise a solution. The 
simulation generates the trajectory of the walking path, which is the optimum 
path from the origin to the destination. To gain a better insight into the proposed 
algorithm performance, the A* search algorithm [35] is implemented, and the 
results of the two algorithms are compared. From the results, it is evidenced that 
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the predicted path by the proposed algorithm is optimum, and the simulation 
time is also shorter than that from the A* search algorithm. The main 
contribution of the study lies in the use of DP for trajectory prediction. The 
novelty is to generate an accurate prediction model for the pedestrian walking 
path in built areas using only structural definitions of the environment as in the 
standard AutoCAD format. Specifically, the trajectory of an active object 
between two points in an indoor environment is studied in details.  
The key idea considered in this chapter is development of optimum route 
model in macro scale by applying DP. The results are compared with 
triangulation-based A* search algorithm in order to gain a better understanding 
of the proposed model. The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In the 
next section, an overview of two path finding search algorithms, i.e. A* search 
and Dijkstra, is given. Then, a discussion on the conceptual framework of the 
model that forms the theoretical basis of the proposed algorithm is presented. In 
Section 4.4, the model structure, assumptions, and model components are 
explained. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 address the travel plan algorithm and simulation 
results. Finally, a summary and an outlook of the next chapter are highlighted.  
4.2 Path-finding Search Algorithms  
Two commonly used path finding search methods are Dijkstra’s and A* 
search algorithms. An overview of these two algorithms and a number of 
investigations in related studies are presented. 
4.2.1 Dijkstra’s Search Algorithm 
The Dijkstra’s search algorithm is one of the primary graph-based search 
algorithms conceived in 1956 [162]. The algorithm starts from the initial node 
with zero value and transfers to the next immediate neighbour which has the 
lowest value amongst possible unvisited nodes. This algorithm has been widely 
used in path finding problems. 
Karimi and Ghafourian [49] used the depth first search and Dijkstra’s search 
algorithm for horizontal accessibility of building. The Dijkstra’s search 
algorithm computes the optimal route from the origin to the destination based 
on a user’s special needs and preferences, such as the visually, mobility, and 
cognitive impaired like the elderly. In the context of pedestrian urban 
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movement, Torrens et al. [163] investigated different pervasive algorithms to 
find an appropriate scheme for the AB simulation that faithfully indicates the 
pedestrian movement at different scales. The Dijkstra’s search algorithm was 
also examined in their study to develop the shortest path through obstacles.  
4.2.2 A* Search Algorithm 
The A* search algorithm is a heuristic graph-based search algorithm that 
develops the shortest path from an origin to a destination [35]. It is an 
admissible graph search method that finds the minimum cost path. The 
heuristic is used to estimate the Euclidian distance from the current location to 
a goal. The A* search algorithm has also been widely used for path finding 
problems, for instance agent routing behaviour in a virtual environment [164], 
navigation of pedestrian crowd through a complex environment [31], and 
moving agent in behavioural geography [165]. 
Brogan and Johnson [110] developed a model from real data observations 
obtained from a controlled experiment. Three measures were proposed to 
calculate the model accuracy. The authors integrated dynamics of the problem, 
i.e., speed and heading angle, to measure the position of an individual in each 
time step. To validate the performance of the proposed method against other 
path planning algorithms, the A* search algorithm was implemented. The t-test 
results proved that the proposed model outperformed the A* search algorithm 
in two error measures, namely the distance and area error measures. But, the A* 
search algorithm developed a path with a lower error rate in speed. 
Following aspects indicate the differences between A* search algorithm 
with Dijkstra’s algorithm. Dijkstra’s algorithm measures the distance from 
current node to all the neighbours and find a node with minimum distance to 
origin, while A* search algorithm finds a node closest to destination by 
including a heuristic component. So, Dijkstra’s searches more nodes in the 
search space that result in more time and memory consuming and less efficient 
than A* search algorithm. A* consumes less memory due to testing less 
iterative and is faster and more appropriate for path finding purposes. Chabini 
and Lan [166] represented a comparison study on the outperformance of A* 
search algorithm over Dijkstra’s algorithms. 
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As a result, the A* search algorithm is implemented for performance 
comparison with the proposed model in this research. The details are in Section 
4.6. The next section describes the conceptual framework underlying the model 
development. 
4.3 Principles of the Proposed Travel Plan Model  
In the context of the pedestrian behaviours within an environment, 
Zacharias, Bernhardt, and de Montigny [167] discussed that pedestrians have a 
global perception of the whole area to define an itinerary plan for moving 
through the shopping centre. Subsequently, local factors such as fixed 
obstacles, shop windows, and the final goal have preponderant effects on the 
orientation and route selection. In fact, local stimuli cause the pedestrian to 
modify the travel plan [167]. Accordingly, the idea of developing a two-scale 
framework in this thesis is based on this proposition. 
Therefore, the problem is considered in two scales, namely global 
perception (macro scale) and local interactions (micro scale). In the global 
perception scale, the focus is on the macroscopic perspective of the entire 
known environment based on previous memories that leads to the provision of 
a travel plan, which is the main subject of this chapter. In the next chapter, the 
focus is on the microscopic perspective of the problem by considering the local 
pedestrian-environment interactions.  
Now, the focus is on the macro perspective of the model. Referring to the 
discussion in Chapters 1 and 2, when pedestrians are in the normal situations, 
they usually do not make complicated decisions between various possible 
alternative behaviours. Instead, they apply disutility-based optimisation 
strategies that have been learned in the course of time. Hence, a pedestrian 
minimises the disutility of the walking path by instinct. This is analogous to the 
behaviour of a skilled driver, who response to the traffic condition 
automatically without thinking. 
In the normal situations, a good approximation of the pedestrian behaviour 
is when pedestrians behave optimally. Optimal behaviours can be represented 
by simulating the learning process of pedestrians [75, 168]. Also, it is plausible 
to predict pedestrian walking trajectories with a remarkable accuracy. For 
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reliable simulation of pedestrian path finding within a familiar environment 
under the normal condition, one does not need to consider whether a single 
pedestrian behaves uniquely in a specific way. It is adequate to acquire a good 
estimate of the pattern that emerges from the majority of pedestrians. The 
ambiguity of individual behaviours is distributed throughout the macroscopic 
level of description. 
So, the principle underlies the proposed model is a disutility-based 
optimisation criteria to approximate the steering behaviour in macro scale and 
determine the optimal path through a building. The next section presents the 
structure of the proposed model. 
4.4 Structure of the Travel Plan Model 
According to Hill [21], pedestrians typically perform activities by choosing 
an action among an available set of alternatives, and the disutility of each 
alternative is a criterion for the choice. It is therefore reasonable to adopt a 
disutility-based model to imitate the steering behaviour. This type of modelling 
requires consideration of effective factors such as personal characteristics, 
route attributes, and trip intention in modelling the route choice behaviour. In 
this chapter, a disutility-based modelling approach as the macroscopic scale of 
simulation is proposed to generate an itinerary plan for travel within a built 
environment. The model develops the optimum path from the origin to the 
destination by applying DP. 
As discussed in Section 2.6.3, amongst multiple factors that affect the route 
choice behaviour, the route length a primary factor. In addition to the route 
length, the discomfort level is the second factor that is encompassed into the 
disutility function. Discomfort has been considered as a measure to reflect a 
high density in the crowd flow [80]. With a similar concept, discomfort 
indicates the frequency in changing of velocity, as in Helbing, Farkas, Molnar, 
and Vicsek [17]. Other studies [108, 120] assume that spatial discomfort is 
equivalent to the function of distance from the obstacles. Here, discomfort is 
caused by the closeness to the obstacles and the walls, which relates to the 
route attribute [3]. So, the level of discomfort should be in the highest value all 
around the obstacles.   
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In addition to aforementioned elements of disutility, another assumption is 
that some events might occur when walking along a built environment, which 
varies the disutility of the route for different pedestrians. To incorporate this 
fluctuation factor into the model, the Poisson distribution is considered to 
imitate the possibility of occurring events at a specific interval of distance. 
Referring to the literature, the Poisson distribution has been used for 
pedestrian data count [169], or as a generator of pedestrian sample data [152]. 
De Montigny, Ling, and Zacharias [136] developed Poisson regression 
modelling to relate the number of pedestrians and climate situation. As Wu 
[143] stated, Poisson processes have been applied to most of the stochastic 
models to imitate the real situation in the simulation world. More so, 
Papadimitriou, Yannis, and Golias [24] modelled the number of attempts to 
cross the road by a Poisson distribution.  
Therefore, the disutility function comprises three components, and the 
optimum path reflects a trade-off between the components to minimise the 
disutility function. The following sections describe the essential components of 
the model, which include model priorities, assumptions, and formulation.  
4.4.1 Model Priorities and Assumptions 
The following assumptions are considered in this model to express the 
pedestrian behaviour succinctly: 
(i) Routes are continuous trajectories in time and space. 
(ii) Pedestrians choose a route from a set of alternatives.  
(iii) All actions implemented by pedestrians provide a disutility or induce a 
cost. 
(iv) Pedestrians take a route aiming to minimise the estimated disutility 
function. Disutility consists of walking distance, discomfort level, and 
fluctuation part, which represents the stochastic nature of the disutility for 
different pedestrians owing to the probability of occurrence of some events 
at a specific interval of distance. 
(v) Pedestrians’ behaviour is rational. 
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(vi) As it is a goal-directed movement, so the goal location is known by 
pedestrians. 
(vii) The pedestrian speed in a moderate level of movement is 5 km/h, i.e. 
1.39 m/s [55, 135]. 
(viii) A pedestrian is considered as a two-dimensional point in the 
environment.  
Four central elements need to be considered in order to generate the 
pedestrian motion within the building, i.e., environment discretisation, network 
development, decision strategy, and movement kinematics. A model capable of 
generating the optimum waypoints to produce a continuous walking path 
through the environment from the origin to the destination is devised in the 
next section.  
4.4.2  Model Components  
To model the pedestrian steering behaviour from the origin to the 
destination, and to achieve a specific goal subject to different constraints, it is 
useful to consider this task as a sequential decision problem. Respectively, the 
mathematical structure that depicts this kind of problem forms a multi-stage 
decision model [170]. Each multi-stage decision model comprises stages in 
which a decision must be made. Assume that each node is a decision stage. In 
each stage, the system has a specific state. The state of the system is an element 
or a set of elements that shows the status of all elements in the system. 
Another component of the model is the set of feasible decisions relating to 
each state of the stage. A transition function shows the evolution of state 
variables over time and space. The final component is an objective function 
that expresses exactly the disutility of the chosen decision. These highlighted 
components are fundamental for building a sequential decision model.    
For the sequential decision model, ሺܰǡ ܵǡ ܦǡ ܶǡ ܬሻ form a collection of all the 
components, i.e.,. 
x ܰ indicates the number of decision points through the search algorithm, 
and it can increase up to the number of nodes in the problem. 
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x ܵ represents the state space of the system, which includes a set of elements, 
i.e. ݒ as velocity and ݔ as position. Owing to the relation of the position 
with the value of velocity, the state of the system is considered as follows.   
                                       ܵ௡ ൌ ሼሺݒ௡ǡ ݔ௡ሻǣ ݒ௡ א ܸǡ ݔ௡ א ܺሺݒሻሽ. (4.1) 
The initial state is the pedestrian’s origin at timeݐ଴. According to the 
assumptions, the pedestrian’s position at state ݊ is (ݔ௡ሻ, and is considered 
for the state of the system with a constant speed ሺݒሻ.  
x ܦ stands for the decision space, and contains a list of feasible decisions that 
is related to the current state, ݊. In the current path network, ܦሺ݊ǡ ݏሻ is a 
decision input that acts as an input control signal of state ݏ of stage ݊ to 
move to the next state.  
                                       ܦ ൌ ሼሺ݀ଵǡǥ ǡ ݀௡ሻǡ ݀௡ ׷ൌ ሾͲǡ ݎሿሽ. (4. 2) 
x ܶ denotes a transition function that designates state ݊ ൅ ͳ of the system 
from the current state, ݏ, by using decision ݀ א ܦሺ݊ǡ ݏሻ in stage݊. In this 
research, the transition function is the pedestrian kinematics that changes 
the position of the pedestrian between the origin and the destination by 
following the waypoints list. The waypoints list consists of a set of 
intermediate goals before reaching the final goal. 
x ܬ shows the disutility function on set ܺ, and returns the overall value of the 
objective criteria. In fact, ܬ represents the optimum outcome over the 
chosen decision. 
4.4.3 Model Formulation 
The objective function ܬ expresses the disutility, so ݌כ is the optimum 
disutility in the following equations [170]. 
                                                 ݋݌ݐ ൌ ݉݅݊ (4. 3) 
                                           ݌כ ؔ ݋݌ݐ σ ܬ௡ሺ݀௡ሻே௡ୀଵ  (4. 4) 
                                                  σ ݀௡ே௡ୀଵ ൑ ݎǡ (4. 5) 
                                                     ݀௡ ൒ Ͳǡ ݊ ൌ ͳǡǥ ǡܰ (4. 6) 
The objective function, ܬ, consists of three components: 
                                       ܬ ൌ ܥଵሺݐǡ ݔǡ ݒሻ ൅ܥଶሺݐǡ ݔǡ ݒሻ ൅ ߝ, (4. 7) 
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where ܥଵሺݐǡ ݔǡ ݒሻ denotes the walking distance and ܥଶሺݐǡ ݔǡ ݒሻ represents the 
discomfort level. The stochastic component of the disutility function is 
indicated by ߝ as fluctuation. According to Hoogendoorn and Bovy [108, 120], 
spatial discomfort owing to the closeness to the obstacles can be formulated as 
follows. 
For each obstacle, the area of the obstacles is ܱ௟ ؿ ȳ, for ݈ ൌ ͳǡǥ ǡ ܮ. Note 
that ܥଶሺݐǡ ݔǡ ݒሻ is a monotonic decreasing function ݃ of distance ݀ǡ ሺݔǡ ܱ௟ሻ. So,  
                     ܥଶሺݐǡ ݔǡ ݒሻ ൌ ݃௟൫݀ሺݔǡ ܱ௟ሻ൯ ൌ ܽ௟ ݁ݔ݌ሺെ݀ሺݔǡ ܱ௟ሻ ܾ௟Τ ሻǤ (4. 8) 
The distance is considered as the minimum distance between the pedestrian 
and obstacle. The scaling parameters ܽ௟ ൐ Ͳ and ܾ௟ ൐ Ͳ describe the region 
influenced by the obstacles. The abovementioned relation relies on the 
Helbing’s social repulsive force [17]. Both scaling parameters are determined 
by the shape and appearance of the obstacles [171, 172].  
4.5 The Proposed Algorithm for Travel Plan Generation 
To express the pedestrian behaviours clearly, the proposed algorithm should 
be able to represent the activity at the tactical level, which is plausible to be 
implemented off-road or on-road. As shown in Figure 2.2, the output of this 
algorithm should be used for activities in the next level, i.e. the operational 
level, which is the focus of Chapter 5. Thus, the aim now is to develop a travel 
plan or a list of waypoints utilising the concept of the disutility function. 
As discussed in section 4.4, the core of the behaviour is based upon disutility 
optimisation. Figure 4.1 represents a flow chart to realise the process of 
disutility minimisation as part of the algorithm. After initialising the current 
state, next state and passed points, a state list is identified based on the available 
outputs of each node. In the next step, the state list is pruned to prevent going to 
the blind or passed nodes. Then, the disutility for moving from the current to the 
next node, which is an element of the state list, is calculated. 
Other important components of the algorithm include environment 
discretisation, network development, point location, way points or travel plan 
generation, and path smoothing. These are explained in the next section.  
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4.5.1 Environment Discretisation by Delaunay Triangulation 
Solving any path finding problem requires an important step, namely 
environment discretisation. The static representation of the environment has 
been often used. The grid-based method can be classified as static, as it applies 
a discrete arrangement of space to simplify the environment by dividing the 
floor to geometrical shapes, usually cells of 40cm by 40cm [6]. A grid of 
rectangles, sized between 50 to 80cm, that matches the pedestrian step length is 
considered. By this method of abstraction, it is possible to draw the next step 
decision. Figure 4.2 shows the grid-based representation of the floor. 
Figure  4-1: A flow chart of disutility minimisation in the proposed algorithm. 
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In contrast, dynamic representation is an individual-based method, which is 
time dependent, and varies by different pedestrians [24]. Following each 
simulation time step, the physical space representation alters according to the 
pedestrian’s behaviour. Dynamic spatial discretisation was preferred by 
Bierlaire, Antonini and Weber [3] to address the variation of environment by 
time and pedestrians interacting differently with the environment. The radial 
method is a dynamic and individual-based representation of the physical space 
that applies the visual field concept to capture the walking behaviours [81]. 
Figure 4.3 depicts the radial representation of the floor field. 
 
 
Another method in this category is the network-based approach, which 
consists of nodes and walkable links. Hence, a path is a consequence of nodes 
and the corresponding links, while the pedestrians only move along the links 
[93]. Figure 4.4 depicts the network-based discretisation of the floor field. 
Figure  4-2: A grid-based representation of the floor field [3]. 
Figure  4-3: An individual-based representation of the floor field [3]. 
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In this research, the network-based discretisation method is applied to 
represent the floor field. To develop the network, CDT is employed to abstract 
the search space using triangles. CDT abstracts the environment in a way that 
global optimisation of the network-based routing problem simplifies the 
simulation process. 
According to Mekni [164], the advantages of using CDT are two-fold. 
Firstly, a polygonal abstraction is capable of exactly representing the barriers of 
different shapes or environments with uneven or even jagged walls. Secondly, it 
not only reduces the search effort, but computationally is more efficient than the 
grid cell method. Moreover, the size of the object that can move through the 
environment is treated well in this method [4]. Implementing Delaunay 
triangulation of the environment helps to prevent having sliver triangles, by 
increasing the smallest angle as large as possible. In addition, the number of 
triangles is noticeably fewer than that of the grid-based discretisation approach, 
which reduces the computation requirements for optimum path determination. 
Figure 4.5 shows an example of a network development by CDT. 
Figure  4-4: A network-based representation of the floor field [3]. 
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In the current research, an environment with an entrance, an exit, and four 
obstacle constraints are considered. The pedestrian interacts with the obstacles 
between the entrance and exit doors. The pedestrians enter and leave at different 
points. A network is developed by implementing CDT. The following section 
describes the network development in details.  
4.5.2 Network Development 
A path-finding problem, known as network development, is a challenging 
issue.  A path finding search method is an algorithm which starts from a starting 
point, and discovers the next adjacent node on the network to reach the 
destination.  The tractable path network is a combination of nodes and links. In 
this research, the triangulation method to discretise the environment is 
Figure  4-5: Network development by constrained Delaunay triangulation, (a) Depicts the 
environment with obstacles, (b) Indicates the triangulation based on CDT, and (c) Shows the 
developed network within the environment [4]. 
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implemented. The position of the nodes is considered as the centre of the 
triangles. Figure 4.6 clearly shows the triangles and nodes positions.  
 
 
 
 
 
Now, the outputs of each node to all other nodes, except the areas that are 
occupied by the obstacles, create the links. The output node is explored by 
considering obstacle avoidance, and also the minimum distance from the walls 
and the obstacle vertices. To generate an appropriate network, a point centrality 
index as a measure to calculate the degree of a node in connection with other 
nodes is applied [116]. As explained in Section 2.6.1, the centrality measure is 
an environmental design value indicating the central areas that are dominantly 
traversed by pedestrians [53]. Point centrality is a degree-based relative measure 
that computes the number of immediate adjacent nodes to a given node. 
Equation 4.9 shows the degree-based relative measure of point centrality [118].  
                          ܽሺ ௜ܲǡ ௞ܲሻ ൌ ൜ͳǡ ݂݅ ௜ܲǡ ௞ܲܿ݋݊݊݁ܿݐ݁݀ܾݕܽ݈݅݊݇Ͳǡ ݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁,  (4. 9) 
where ௜ܲ and ௞ܲ indicate two nodes in the network, and the centrality 
measure of node ௞ܲ is represented by ܥ஽ሺ ௞ܲሻ, i.e.,. 
                                              ܥ஽ሺ ௞ܲሻ ൌ  σ ௔ሺ௉೔ǡ௉ೖሻ
೙೔సభ
௡ିଵ  .  (4. 10) 
The degree of centrality for all nodes is calculated according to equation 
(4.10). Depending on the vicinity, each node can have connections to one, two, 
or more neighbours. To develop an efficient network without dead ends, a node 
Figure  4-6: The environment is discretised by triangles to generate node 
positions on the floor field. 
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with a centrality degree fewer than or equal to two is eliminated. The remaining 
nodes are connected to all other nodes in the environment, subject to not 
crossing any obstacles. 
4.5.3 Point Location 
Finding triangles encompassing the start point and the goal point, namely 
the point location, is one of the key issues during the path finding stage. A 
solution with two steps is devised. The first step measures the distance from the 
current point to all the nodes. The least distance from the current point to all the 
nodes is the primary criterion to determine the point location. The second step is 
to recognise the containing triangle according to the edges. A point inside a 
triangle cannot have any intersections with the edges. Therefore, the only 
consideration is to ensure that the line that links the node and the current point 
does not intersect with the triangle edges.  
4.5.4 Generating Waypoints using Dynamic Programming 
Having an active pedestrian moving through an environment is not just a 
matter of movement without any plan. It has to have a schedule of activities and 
the corresponding travel plan. The travel plan is a list of consequent 
intermediate waypoints in the path. So, one of the steps of the proposed 
algorithm is to develop a travel plan based on optimisation of the disutility 
function by employing DP. Generating a list of waypoints, while optimising 
disutility, is the main concern of the algorithm. 
The proposed algorithm conducts a backward search, which starts from the 
final goal and assumes the final goal as the current state of the pedestrian. To 
transit from the current state to the next state, a set of feasible decisions is 
explored, and subsequently the state list is updated. In each decision stage, the 
disutility function is calculated, and the optimum one is chosen. The list of 
waypoints is developed according to the search results. This search continues 
until the start node is reached.   
4.5.5 Path Smoothing  
The explored path has a zigzag pattern and sudden direction changes, which 
does not reflect the real behaviour. As stated by Andersson [173], the two most 
popular paradigms for curve fitting are Bezier and spline curves. The Bezier 
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curve provides an approximation method that combines the control points and 
finds the nearest curve to the path, whereas the spline method is an interpolation 
approach to fit a curve. There is a comparison that claimed B-spline is more 
effective [173]. Besides that, Brogan and Johnson [110] applied the Catmull-
Rom spline to find a continuous smooth walking path of individuals within an 
indoor environment. In this research, the moving average filters are adopted for 
the points around the sharp turns, in order to devise a smooth and curve shape 
path. In this way, the path is adjusted in the vicinity of any sharp turns, but other 
parts of the trace remain the same as before. Using the moving average filter 
method, span, which is the percentage of the total points, needs to be specified. 
Therefore, the generated path is smoothed to make it more closely matches a 
human steering route under the optimum path constraint. 
4.6 Simulation Results and Discussion 
The resulting trajectory of a pedestrian from the proposed algorithm within 
a two-dimensional environment with walls, obstacles, entrance, and exit is 
studied. Pedestrians may enter and leave at different points, with four obstacles 
along the way. The optimum path from the origin to the destination is found by 
applying DP. 
In Figure 4.7, triangular environment decomposition is shown by straight 
lines. The identified paths, depicted as dotted lines, are pedestrians’ trajectories 
that consist of individual steps. Figure 4.7 depicts five pedestrians moving 
towards the destination while avoiding obstacles and selecting the optimum 
path. In the figure, route selection is implemented by the proposed algorithm. 
Due to the stochastic nature of the model, different experiments provide 
different paths. 
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Figure  4-7: Trajectories of five pedestrians from four different runs of 
simulation.Stochastic characteristics of the disutility function causes the 
generation of multiple optimum paths in each run. 
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As described in the model structure in Section 4.4, the disutility function 
comprises three components, viz., walking distance, spatial discomfort, and 
fluctuation item. Maury and Venel [142] in their simulation of spontaneous 
velocity of crowd considered a contour-level approach to show the geodesic 
distance from the exit node of a room. The authors set the distance value in the 
exit as zero, while in the obstacle area, it was set to a large value.  
Figures 4.8 to 4.11 present the contour map of distance curves, environment 
discomfort level, and the total iso-cost or disutility curves on the floor field. A 
contour map of the abovementioned factors is able to represent the value of the 
corresponding factor in each grid of the terrain. Figure 4.8 depicts the contour 
map of walking distance, which is the first portion of the proposed disutility 
function. The amount of disutility in the destination is in the lowest score. By 
increasing the distance from the destination, the level of disutility grows higher.  
 
 
 
 
 
In Figure 4.9, a contour map of spatial discomfort is depicted. As described 
in Chapter 2 (section 2.6.1), discomfort is an environmental design value 
perceived by the pedestrian. In this context, it is considered as the degree of 
discomfort due to the closeness to the obstacles [120]. As Figure 4.9 depicts, the 
discomfort level in the area surrounded by the obstacles is high.   
 
 
Figure  4-8: Contour map of walking distance on the floor field. 
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In another representation, Figure 4.10 shows a three-dimensional surface 
view of the discomfort level perceived by the pedestrians within the 
environment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
According to the disutility function defined in section 4.4.3, a cumulative 
value of disutility, which includes the walking distance, discomfort level, and 
fluctuation factor, represents the value of choice for the steering task. 
Accordingly, Figure 4.11 illustrates the total value of disutility within the 
environment. Contrary to the disutility value at the destination point, it is at the 
highest score at the area of the origin point and its vicinity.       
 
Figure  4-9: Contour map of spatial discomfort on the floor field. 
Figure  4-10: 3D surface view of discomfort level on the floor field. 
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Three metrics are considered to assess the performance, i.e., the walking 
distance, walking time, and number of steps taken by the pedestrians. The 
proposed algorithm accepts different origin and destination points from the 
pedestrians. Due to the stochastic disutility function, the pedestrians choose 
multiple traces through the environment. The trajectory chosen by each 
pedestrian is the optimum path in the environment from a specific entry point 
to a specific exit point. The performance measurements are shown in Tables 
4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. 
Table  4-1: Performance measures of the proposed algorithm. 
 
To validate the approach and benchmark the results, the A* search 
algorithm is also implemented. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the A* search 
algorithm is one of the most popular and widely used approaches in path 
finding, which never over-estimates the distance [174]. Figure 4.12 shows the 
path trajectories provided by the A* search algorithm. As can be seen, the 
trajectories of five pedestrians are developed according to the A* algorithm.   
Pedestrians 
Performance Measures of Proposed Algorithm 
Walking Time (sec) Walking Distance (m) Number of Steps 
Pedestrian 1 42.6 56.8 142 
Pedestrian 2 43.8 58.4 146 
Pedestrian 3 43.2 57.6 144 
Pedestrian 4 42.6 56.8 142 
Pedestrian 5 45.3 60.4 151 
Simulation time for five 
pedestrians (sec) 2.11 
Figure  4-11: Contour map of total disutility function on the floor field. 
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An issue visible in Figure 4.12 is an invalid trajectory of two pedestrians in 
a segment of the path. This is a drawback of the A* search method in the 
triangulated environments. Owing to the existence of the obstacles along the 
way and to prevent crossing the obstacle edges, the pedestrian selects the 
neighbourhood triangles. Table 4.2 shows the same issue for pedestrians 2 and 
5. Overall, the walking distances for four out of five pedestrians from the A* 
search algorithm are longer than those from the proposed algorithm.    
Table  4-2: Performance measures of the A* search algorithm. 
Pedestrians 
Performance Measures of A* Search Algorithm 
Walking Time (sec) Walking Distance (m) Number of Steps 
Pedestrian 1 44.2 59.2 148 
Pedestrian 2 48.7 65.2 163 
Pedestrian 3 43.2 57.6 144 
Pedestrian 4 43.9 58.8 147 
Pedestrian 5 50.2 67.2 168 
Simulation time for five 
pedestrians (sec) 1.97 
 
To gain a deeper understanding of the performance of the two algorithms, 
the trajectory of one pedestrian produced by each algorithm is compared side 
by side, as in Figure 4.13.  
 
                 
Figure  4-12: Trajectory of five pedestrians that is developed by applying 
the A* algorithm. 
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(a)                                                                   (b) 
The two simulation results are listed in Table 4.3. All the performance 
measures from the DP approach outperform those from the A* search 
algorithm. In a network-based path finding approach, DP is able to determine 
the optimum path with improved results for all metrics. The A* search 
algorithm finds a longer path, which is invalid in one of the segments of the 
path. To be precise, the rationale underlying the DP algorithm provides a more 
reliable solution rather than that of the A* search algorithm.  However, the 
simulation time for the problem with a high number of pedestrians can be an 
issue, due to the shorter simulation time from the A* search algorithm. 
Table  4-3: Simulation results from two approaches by one pedestrian. 
Performance Measurements 
Simulation Approach 
Proposed Algorithm (DP) A* Search Algorithm 
Walking distance(m) 56.8 67.2 
Walking time(s) 42.6 50.2 
Number of steps  142 168 
Simulation time(s) 1.16 1.08 
 
As plotted in Figure 4.14, a comparison of the walking distances between 
the two algorithms reveal that the A* search algorithm generates longer 
walking distances for almost all the pedestrians. The numerical results show 
that the proposed algorithm employing DP improves the average walking 
distance by 6.12% as compared with that from the triangulated-based A* 
search algorithm. However, the simulation time from the proposed algorithm is 
longer, by 7.4%.  
Figure  4-13: Trace of route selected by one pedestrian during the environment by applying two 
approaches. (a) Dynamic programming, (b) A* search algorithm. 
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Pedestrian 1 Pedestrian 2 Pedestrian 3 Pedestrian 4 Pedestrian 5
56.8 
58.4 57.6 56.8 
60.4 
59.2 
65.2 
57.6 
58.8 
67.2 
Travel Distance 
Dynamic programming A* search algorithm
 
4.7 Conclusion 
This research lays the foundation for implementing a predictive model of 
the pedestrian steering behaviours under normal situations. A disutility-based 
method to reflect the human choice decision process in steering behaviours 
from the macroscopic perspective is proposed. To explore the optimum path 
from the origin to the destination, an algorithm employing DP is designed and 
developed, and the results have been benchmarked against those from the A* 
search algorithm. The proposed model consists of five main elements, i.e., 
environment discretisation, network development, point location, disutility 
minimisation to generate the travel plan or waypoints list, and path smoothing. 
A two-dimensional space with walls, obstacles, entrance, and exit is 
studied. The network is generated using constrained Delaunay triangulation of 
the environment, and obstacle avoidance is considered while developing the 
network. In the core of the algorithm, disutility optimisation is implemented by 
applying DP to find the optimum path from the origin to the destination. 
The results of the proposed algorithm outperformed those from the A* 
search algorithm in terms of walking distance and time. However, DP requires 
more simulation time to generate a valid and optimum walking path in the 
environment. Furthermore, the proposed approach using DP is more 
compatible with the triangulated network-based framework than the A* search 
algorithm, and is able to find a valid path around the obstacles. 
Figure  4-14: Plot of walking distance for five pedestrians in both approaches. 
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Another important feature of steering behaviours is pedestrian-environment 
interaction and the impact of the environment on the pedestrian’s choice. The 
next chapter concentrates on one segment of the developed path, and includes 
influences from the surroundings to predict a realistic walking path. To gain a 
deeper insight, it is necessary to investigate the requirements for the inclusion 
of behavioural theories and knowledge from human dynamics, cognitive 
science, and psychology. A thorough understanding of the pedestrian steering 
behaviour serves as a blueprint for implementing a model to improve 
prediction based on uncertain and incomplete knowledge pertaining to 
pedestrian interaction with the environment.  
In the next scale of the model to be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, the 
perception of pedestrians from the local environmental stimuli plays the main 
role for developing the walking path trajectory. In that stage, a fuzzy rule-based 
system to simulate the impact of the local stimuli on the navigation behaviour 
is proposed. The well-known Helbing social force model is incorporated to 
quantify the effects of the stimuli within the environment. 
 
 
C H A P T E R  F I V E  
5. Fuzzy Prediction of Local Steering Behaviour  
5.1 Overview 
This chapter focuses on the microscopic scale of the pedestrian steering 
model.  The effects of the surrounding environment on the steering behaviours 
between two consequent waypoints acquired from the macro-scale model, as 
presented in Chapter 4, are examined in detail. The aim is to incorporate 
uncertain and imprecise aspects of pedestrian interaction with the environment 
to enhance steering behaviour modelling. 
A pedestrian steering activity is a sensitivity-stimulus framework [96] that 
involves interaction with the surrounding environment and environmental 
stimuli. There are many stimuli within the environment that influence the 
pedestrian steering behaviours during walking. However, compelling factors 
such as physical and psychological characteristics of an individual and the trip 
intention cause the behaviour to become a fuzzy concept. In this chapter, the 
pedestrian steering behaviours between two waypoints within the environment 
are simulated using the fuzzy logic technique. 
The proposed model introduces a fuzzy logic framework to predict the 
impact of the perceived attractive and repulsive environmental stimuli, within 
the pedestrian’s field of view, on the movement direction. The environment is 
treated as a set of discrete attractive and repulsive stimuli. The attractive and 
repulsive effects of the surrounding environment, which drive the pedestrian to 
select the next step position, are quantified by the social force method. The 
algorithm is implemented in a simulated area of an office corridor with a 
printer along the way and an exit door. Stochastic simulation using the 
proposed fuzzy model generates realistic walking trajectories. Besides that, the 
contour map is used to show the environmental effects with respect to dynamic 
changes of the environmental stimuli in each step of movement. 
To verify the simulation results and gain a better insight into the proposed 
approach, a data set comprising the walking trajectories of 25 participants 
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passing through the environment was collected using a motion tracking system, 
as described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3). The results demonstrate a strong 
correlation between the real data and simulated results. The following section 
describes the proposed approach to environmental representation and how to 
quantify psycho-sociological forces within the environment.  
5.2 Conceptual Framework of the Model 
Numerous interactions with fixed obstacles, moving elements, and 
stimulations from the environment occur when a pedestrian walks through 
environment. This constitutes a closed-loop system, and deals with perception, 
interpretation, decision-making, and reaction, which are hardly quantifiable by 
crisp mathematical relations.  
Moreover, a dominant requirement is to obtain a method that provides 
natural-looking results for the walking path trajectories. Models that can 
provide realistic results are more compelling. To meet these requirements, the 
pedestrian steering behaviour is treated as a complex model that comprises 
human perception towards the surrounding environment and the subsequent 
reactions. A wide spectrum of conscious actions, which include differentiation, 
reasoning, decision-making, learning from environment, interaction with other 
individuals and with the physical environment, are modelled from different 
viewpoints in different disciplines. The complexity of the concept can also be 
manipulated, depending on the applications. 
In this research, three main concepts to derive an accurate representation of 
the human steering and navigation behaviours are investigated, i.e., 
x Perception towards the environment 
x Decision-making 
x Action 
A combination of the abovementioned states and their relationships are 
defined in a low-level cognitive architecture. The overall process is shown as a 
cycle representing the execution of an action, known as the Perception-Action 
Loop.  Figure 5.1 depicts this concept. 
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A pedestrian uses the so-called multi-sensory perception and action loop to 
sense and achieve a reliable perception representing the environment with 
which they interact. Therefore, pedestrians implement an action after making a 
decision based on their perception.    
 
5.3 A Terrain Spatial Representation 
As discussed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.5.1), an initial issue in a steering 
problem is the spatial representation. A static representation is the main 
approach used in most studies. It divides the terrain to cells of 40 by 40 cm. 
Contrary to the static representation, a dynamic spatial discretisation has been 
introduced in  [3]. This is a concept based on the pedestrian field of view that 
incorporates individual and dynamic features of visually directed walking 
tasks. The importance of considering the field of view for the spatial 
representation has been emphasised in many publications related to spatial 
tasks, such as navigation and steering activities [81, 175]. 
In this chapter, the dynamic discretisation method is adopted. Using this 
method, the traversable ground within the vision field is divided into two 
segments. Three desired points are considered as the threshold of the pedestrian 
environmental perception, which is located within five steps ahead and is 
approximately with a two-metre radius [96]. The desired points reflect three 
possible future positions i.e. Front Position (FP), Right Position (RP), and Left 
Position (LP). Figure 5.2 depicts a traversable terrain within the vision field of 
Figure  5-1: Perception-Action Loopshows a cycle including environment as the source of 
information, perception from the environment, decision-making, and reaction. 
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the walking entity. As can be seen, the next step of a pedestrian can be in one 
of the right, front, or left positions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.4 Attractive/Repulsive Steering Forces with the Social Force 
Model 
As explained in Chapter 2 (Section 2.4.6), Reynolds, a recognised expert in 
the area of simulation of complex natural phenomenon, developed a motion 
model based on a flock of birds [16]. He described how the position and 
velocity of birds affect the flock’s maneuvers. He described pedestrian steering 
or path determination with three layers, namely action selection, steering, and 
locomotion [2]. It is assumed that locomotion is carried out by the steering 
forces. In this research, the steering forces are considered as the attractive or 
repulsive effects that are imposed from the environment to the pedestrian.   
An environment exerts some contradictory socio-psychological forces on 
the pedestrians. The conceptual framework is built on the hypothesis that 
socio-psychological interactions lead to pedestrian internal motivation for 
movement. The internal motivation is quantified as an equivalent force 
analogue to SFM. These attractive or repulsive stimulations change 
dynamically during the movement through the environment, and update 
frequently the pedestrian’s information from the immediate environment [10]. 
The updated information is a source of local awareness that stimulates the 
pedestrian in his/her steering behaviours by executing an approach, or his/her 
avoidance behaviour to reach a specific destination. 
Figure  5-2: Geometrical configuration of the terrain in front of the pedestrian that shows 
possible future positions as points of interest for assessing the perception. 
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Accordingly, Helbing’s SFM is adopted to quantify the level of 
environmental effects. As described in Chapter 2 (Section 2.4.2), SFM is one 
of the practical methods to measure the steering forces by defining the 
attractive or repulsive interactions in both normal and emergency situations 
[26]. In fact, the total value of both attractive and repulsive interactions acts as 
a steering force that stimulates a pedestrian to select the next step 
displacement. The interaction force between pedestrian j and object i at time t 
is denoted byܨ௜௝ூ ሺݐሻ [17],  
          	୧୨୍ሺሻ ൌ ୧ ൣ൫୧୨ െ ୧୨൯ ୧Τ ൧୧୨ ቀɉ୧ ൅ ሺͳ െɉ୧ሻ ଵାୡ୭ୱ஦౟ౠሺ୲ሻଶ ቁǡ (5. 1) 
where ܣ௜ is the strength of interaction and ܤ௜ represents the range of 
interaction [176]. The anisotropic interaction, which considers the situation in 
front has the causal effect on the locomotion rather than the elements behind, is 
indicated by ߣ௜.  The sum of two object radii is represented by ݎ௜௝ ൌ ݎ௜ ൅ ݎ௝. 
The pedestrian diameter, ʹݎ௝, is assumed to be approximately from 0.5 to 0.7 
m. Note that ݀௜௝ ൌ ฮݔ௜ െ ݔ௝ฮ is the distance between the object centres, while 
݊௜௝ indicates the normalised vector from pedestrian j to object i, 
                                      Ƹ ୧୨ ൌ ൫୧୨ଵ ǡ ୧୨ଶ൯ ൌ ൫୧ െ ୨൯ ୧୨ൗ . (5. 2) 
Angle ߮௜௝ሺݐሻ shows the angle between the movement direction of the 
pedestrian and the direction of an object exerting an interactive force to the 
pedestrian. In a study by Warren and Fajen [177], an exponential decay of the 
attractive or repulsive forces by the object distance was introduced. It was 
proposed that both attractive influence of goal and repulsive impression of 
obstacle decrease by distance. Johansson, Helbing and Shukla [111] 
empirically proved the exponential decay of interactions by using real data. 
The authors identified the optimal values for parameters ܣǡ ܤǡ ߣ by 
applying evolutionary optimisation and three sets of video recording data. In 
this research, the values of the calibrated parameters for a circular model with 
ߣ ൌ ͳ [111] are adopted. The reason for choosing ߣ equals to one is based on 
the finding of Helbing et al. [168] that pedestrians do not react to previously 
passed objects, since it is a non-threat environment, and that the repulsive force 
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is symmetric. It has also been stated that the attractive force has a longer 
interaction range and an opposite sign to the repulsive force. 
To provide a simple and communicative representation of the scope and 
shape of the interaction within the environment, the dynamic contour maps of 
stimuli within the environment are constructed. A contour map of the 
environment is able to represent the environmental effects by using a value in 
each grid of the terrain. This value should be calculated in each point of the 
grid.  
As an example, some absolute values of the attractive and repulsive forces, 
and the total value of interaction of a corridor that includes a printer and an exit 
door are plotted, as shown in Figure 5.3. The attractive and repulsive points 
have positive and negative values, respectively. Both the printer and the exit 
door induce an attractive force with a negative value, while the repulsive 
effects are exerted by the walls and the printer with a positive value. The 
simulation results illustrate the change of the steering forces in the dynamic 
contour maps of the environmental effects during the steering task.   
 
 
Figure  5-3: Contour map of environmental effects, (a) A typical corridor depicts the environment, 
(b) Absolute total stimuli after accumulation of attractive and repulsive stimulation, (c) Absolute 
attractive stimulation, and (d) Absolute repulsive stimulation. 
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5.5 A Fuzzy Logic-based Pedestrian Steering Behaviour Model  
Steering or path determination for a pedestrian walking through an indoor 
environment is subject to two essential factors, namely environmental 
influences and imprecise and subjective perception from the environmental 
stimuli. Influences from the areas within the pedestrian’s field of view are the 
inputs to the proposed fuzzy-based model. Two indicators show the level of 
influences from the environment, namely the attractive or repulsive interaction. 
In the proposed model, three linguistic descriptions are assumed for the 
indicators, which are high, medium, and low.  
Unique and subjective perception and interpretation from the environmental 
influences is the second factor that needs to be considered when developing a 
realistic model. Each pedestrian has a unique impression of the surrounding 
environment. In reality, an attractive or repulsive interaction within the 
environment is relative to different people. An item may seem very interesting 
and attractive to some individuals, while it may be less attractive or even 
repulsive for others. 
Moreover, linguistic descriptions are used to represent the degree of 
relativeness between different individual’s perceptions, for instance high 
attraction can overlap with medium attraction. Represented in a fuzzy logic 
framework, this diversity leads to a realistic, life-like model. By employing 
fuzzy rules, the model output provides the turning angle for the next step. All 
of the aforementioned factors play an important role in steering behaviour 
modelling. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 depict the overview and the details of the fuzzy 
logic-based framework, respectively. The next sections discuss the foundation 
of the proposed model.   
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5.5.1 Structure of the Proposed Fuzzy Steering Model  
The proposed model demonstrates the use of a fuzzy logic system that 
includes the environmental effects in the steering behaviours. The proposed 
model applies approximate reasoning to predict the walking path. As discussed 
in Section 5.3, the terrain within the pedestrian’s field of view is represented by 
radial discretisation. Three radial positions located within 2 metres from the 
current location with 45 degrees to the right or left define the possible positions 
for the next step. These three future positions are denoted as Left Position (LP), 
Front Position (FP), and Right Position (RP).  The effects induced by the 
surroundings to these three positions are classified by the input fuzzy sets. The 
future positions are collected in set ܵ,  
ܵ ൌ  ሼܨݎ݋݊ݐܲ݋ݏ݅ݐ݅݋݊ሺܨܲሻǡ ܴ݄݅݃ݐܲ݋ݏ݅ݐ݅݋݊ሺܴܲሻǡ ܮ݂݁ݐܲ݋ݏ݅ݐ݅݋݊ሺܮܲሻሽ. 
Two illustrative variables in the steering activity are the pedestrian speed 
and the direction of movement. So, each pedestrian possesses two state 
variables, i.e., ௜ܲሺݐሻ and ௜ܵሺݐሻ, and a personal variable, i.e., ܮ௜.  
                        ௜ܲሺݐሻ ൌ  ൫ܺ݌݋ݏ݅ݐ݅݋݊௜ሺݐሻǡ ܻ݌݋ݏ݅ݐ݅݋݊௜ሺݐሻ൯ א Թଶ, (5. 3) 
where ௜ܲሺݐሻ indicates the position of pedestrian ݅at time ݐ, while ௜ܵሺݐሻ  א
Թ indicates the pedestrian’s speed at time ݐ, and ܮ௜ shows the pedestrian’s 
Figure  5-4: Framework of proposed fuzzy logic-based approach with three inputs, 
one output, and 216 rules. 
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step length.  Note that ܫ is assumed as a set of indicators that represents the 
variables engaged in the fuzzy rule-based model of the pedestrian steering 
behaviours with the inclusion of environmental effects, as follows. 
                           ܫ ൌ  ൫ ௜ܲሺݐሻǡ  ௜ܵሺݐሻǡ ܮ௜ǡ ிܲ௉ǡ ோܲ௉ǡ ௅ܲ௉ǡ ܴǡ ௔ܶ௡௚௟௘൯, (5. 4) 
With this definition, three variables, i.e., ிܲ௉ǡ ோܲ௉ǡ ௅ܲ௉, denote the 
pedestrian’s perception from the environmental effects in three possible future 
positions, ܴ is the set of the inference rules, and ௔ܶ௡௚௟௘ is the turning angle of 
the direction, which is the output of proposed fuzzy model. Figure 5.5 depicts 
the architecture of the proposed fuzzy model that infers the turning angle for 
the next step according to the environmental perception using three future 
positions as the inputs.  
 
The process of the fuzzy rule-based model is as follows.  
                                            ܻ ൌ ܨሺݔ௜ሻǡ ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ ͵, (5. 5) 
 
ܴݑ݈݁ ௝ܴǣ ܫܨݔଵ݅ݏܣ௝ଵܽ݊݀ݔଶ݅ݏܣ௝ଶܽ݊݀ݔଷ݅ݏܣ௝ଷǡ ܶܪܧܰ ௔ܶ௡௚௟௘݅ݏ ܻǡ (5. 6) 
݆ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ ǥ ǡ ʹͳ͸, 
where variables ݔ௜ǡ ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ ͵ǡare the three inputs to the fuzzy model, i.e., 
ிܲ௉ǡ ோܲ௉ǡ ௅ܲ௉, ܻ indicates the output, which is the angular displacement for the 
next step and is denoted by ௔ܶ௡௚௟௘, ܣ௝௡ǡ ݊ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ ͵ǡ represent the antecedent 
Figure  5-5: Architecture of the proposed steering fuzzy model. 
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fuzzy sets. In this problem, six linguistic values are assumed for the antecedent 
fuzzy sets, and an n-dimensional hyper-cube space [-1, 1], n=3, is operated 
upon. Thus, the number of rules is N=6n=63. The following sections describe the 
model assumptions, input and output fuzzy sets, and fuzzy rules in detail. 
5.5.2 Model Assumptions  
As mentioned previously, this research is focused on the indoor 
environment and under the normal, non-panic situation. To simulate the 
problem, a typical office hallway is considered as a case study. The following 
assumptions pertaining to the case study are made, in order to define the 
problem clearly.  
(a) The model is based upon a sensitivity-stimulus structure [96], as discussed 
in Section 5.1.  
(b) In a two-dimensional simulated environment, the walking path trajectory is 
represented by the subsequent footsteps in black round dots. By means of 
this assumption, it is plausible to validate the simulation results by using 
the collected trajectory data sets that explained in trajectory data sets 
(Section 3.4).   
(c) The pedestrian speed during normal movement is 5 km/h, or approximately 
1.34 m/s [55, 135]. However, in the current model, heterogeneous 
pedestrians with various speeds are considered. 
(d) The pedestrian origin and destination points are identified by two 
subsequent waypoints from the output of the macro-scale model developed 
in Chapter 4. Therefore, the developed itinerary list comprises of sequence 
of waypoints that act as the input to the micro-model to delineate pedestrian 
origin and destination points. 
(e) Three alternatives exist for choosing the next step position, i.e., to change 
direction to the right or to the left, or to move forward, as discussed in 
Section 5.3. 
(f) The value of the entire attractive and repulsive forces exerted by the 
surrounding environment within the field of view is measured at every 
current position. According to SFM described in Section 5.4, the steering 
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forces, which originate from the environment, stimulate pedestrian to select 
routing direction.  
(g) A pedestrian is allowed to change his/her movement direction in a 
continuous range of -12 to +12 degree for the next step [84]. More 
explanation is included in subsection 5.5.4. 
(h) The output of the fuzzy model produces the turning angle (in degree) for 
the next step, as described in the structure of the model (subsection 5.5.1).  
(i) The pedestrian has the tendency to move forward rather than in an angular 
displacement to the left or right [96]. So, in situations whereby equal 
attractive or repulsive forces in both right and left sides are obtained, the 
rule is for the pedestrian to move forward. Further description about the 
fuzzy rules is provided in subsection 5.5.5 
(j) The visual angle is considered equal to 190 degree, which is close to the 
typical vision field of an individual, i.e. 170º [96, 157].    
5.5.3 Input Fuzzy Sets of the Pedestrian Steering Model 
The inputs of the model are scalar quantities computed using SFM. The 
scalar quantities represent the environmental effects induced by the 
surroundings [29]. In SFM, the socio-psychological interactions with the 
environment are categorised by two indicative forces, namely attractive and 
repulsive stimuli. Attractive or repulsive effects of the immediate objects 
within an individual’s vision field develop the local influences that enable the 
pedestrian to behave according to their perception. This relationship with the 
environment enables the pedestrian to select the movement direction and 
navigate through an area. 
The attractive or repulsive stimulation of any objects within the 
surrounding environment varies in each point of the space. The dynamic 
variations of these forces are considered by a contour map within the 
environment. The scalar quantities are fuzzified by six linguistic variables of 
the environmental perception with fuzzy membership functions (MFs), ߤ௙, i.e. 
high attractive, medium attractive, low attractive, low repulsive, medium 
repulsive, and high repulsive. They form the membership functions of the input 
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fuzzy set. Since there are three possible future positions, there are three fuzzy 
input sets. In addition to the fuzzy MFs, various speeds and step lengths of 
different pedestrians are used as the inputs to the model. 
ߤ௙ ൌ  ൜ܪ݄݅݃ܣݐݐݎܽܿݐ݅ݒ݁ሺܪܣሻǡܯ݁݀݅ݑ݉ܣݐݐݎܽܿݐ݅ݒ݁ሺܯܣሻǡ ܮ݋ݓܣݐݐݎܽܿݐ݅ݒ݁ሺܮܣሻǡܮ݋ݓܴ݁݌ݑ݈ݏ݅ݒ݁ሺܮܴሻǡܯ݁݀݅ݑ݉ܴ݁݌ݑ݈ݏ݅ݒ݁ሺܯܴሻǡ ܪ݄݅݃ܴ݁݌ݑ݈ݏ݅ݒ݁ሺܪܴሻ ൠ.(5. 7) 
The fuzzy MF,ߤ௙, implies the degree that a crisp value ݔ௜ belongs to a set, 
i.e.,  
                                     ߤ௙ ׷  ݔ௜ ՜ሾെͳǡ ͳሿǡ ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ ͵. (5. 8) 
The fuzzy MFs have different shapes. The triangle-shaped, trapezoidal-
shaped, and Gaussian-shaped MFs are commonly used, e.g., triangular MFs 
have been used to design a fuzzy controller for mobile robot navigation [178]. 
In this study, both the input and output linguistic variables are represented 
using the Gaussian MFs, owing to an exponential decay or Gaussian influence 
of the environmental effects on the surrounding environment [38]. The 
Gaussian MF parameters are defined as a 2-tuple ሺߤǡ ߪሻ element comprising the 
mean and standard deviation of a Gaussian function, i.e., 
                                               ߤ௙ሺݔ௜ሻ ൌ ݁ݔ݌ሺ ௫೔ିఓఙ ሻଶ, (5. 9) 
where ߤ and ߪ are the mean and standard deviation that form the shape of 
the MF. These two parameters play an important role in the fuzzification 
procedure. The next chapter focuses on finding the optimum values of these 
parameters in order to produce a reliable fuzzy predictive model.     
Figure 5.6 shows six MFs of an input fuzzy set depicting the perception in 
one of the future points, i.e. the front position. Similar input sets are applied to 
the right and left side future positions. 
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5.5.4 Output Fuzzy Sets for the Movement Direction 
Once the perception from the surrounding environment has been classified 
in three human-like descriptions, the output fuzzy set and the rules to infer a 
decision for turning the angle of the next step need to be defined. The output 
fuzzy MFs is considered as move to the left, move forward, and move to the 
right for deducing the next step displacement.  Hence, the output fuzzy set, ܻ, 
that describes the linguistic variable y is   
ܻ ൌ  ሼ݉݋ݒ݁ݐ݋ݐ݄݁ݎ݄݅݃ݐǡ݉݋ݒ݁݂݋ݎݓܽݎ݀ǡ݉݋ݒ݁ݐ݋ݐ݄݁݈݂݁ݐሽ. 
Antonini et al. [84] argued that pedestrians are inclined to adjust their 
movement direction gradually in subsequent steps during a walking task, rather 
than executing a sudden turn. The authors also identified a continuous range of 
-12 to +12 degree as the extent of the angular displacement for the subsequent 
steps.  
The objective of the current model is to predict the angular displacement of 
the pedestrians with respect to the attractive and repulsive forces of the 
surrounding environment. Figure 5.6 shows output fuzzy sets for direction 
change in degrees for subsequent steps. The output fuzzy sets are designed in 
such a way as to meet the model assumptions. As depicted in Figure 5.7, a 
Figure  5-6: Fuzzy membership functions of input set shows the level of pedestrian’s 
perception from the environmental effects in possible future positions. 
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pedestrian is able to change the movement direction from 0 to +12 degree to 
the right, or from 0 to -12 degree to the left.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.5.5 Fuzzy Logic Rules for the Direction of Movement     
Dealing with two types of attractive and repulsive interactions with three 
linguistic descriptions requires six MFs. Correspondingly, the inclusion of 
three inputs to the model leads to 63 = 216 rules in the form of IF-THEN 
statements. The rules state a human-like process of thought subject to three 
criteria, and infer the possible turning angle for the next step. The rule set 
consists of three antecedents and one consequent. An example is as follows.   
ܴଵ଴ǣ ܫܨ ோܲ௉݅ݏܪܣܽ݊݀ ிܲ௉݅ݏܮܴܽ݊݀ ௅ܲ௉݅ݏܮܣܶܪܧܰ ௔ܶ௡௚௟௘݅ݏ݉݋ݒ݁ݐ݋ݐ݄݁ݎ݄݅݃ݐ 
where PRP, PFP, PLP are the linguistic variables, and HA, LR, LA are the 
linguistic values. The rules are established based on common sense knowledge 
of the model developer, as shown in Table 5.1. In Table 5.1, RP represents the 
perception in the right position, FP reflects the perception in the front position, 
and LP stands for the perception in the left position. 
The rules instruct the pedestrian to walk towards the attractive side and 
avoid the repulsive stimulation. According to Robin, Antonini, Bierlaire and 
Cruz [179], pedestrians tend to have a smooth and regular angular 
displacement, rather than a sudden change of direction. Moreover, the rules are 
established in a way that in case of having equal stimuli in three alternative 
Figure  5-7: Fuzzy sets left, zero, and right that describe angular change of 
direction in the next step. 
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future positions, the pedestrian inclines to walk forward without changing the 
current direction.  
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Table  5-1: Fuzzy logic inference rules for next step turning angle of pedestrian steering behaviour. 
Rule IF-THEN Statements 
No.1 IF RP is High-attractive AND FP is High-attractive AND LP is Medium-attractive THEN Turn angle is Not left 
-----                 
No.10 IF RP is High-attractive AND FP is Medium-attractive AND LP is Low-repulsive THEN Turn angle is Right 
-----                 
No.55 IF RP is Medium-attractive AND FP is Low-repulsive AND LP is High-attractive THEN Turn angle is Left 
-----                 
No.110 IF RP is Low-repulsive AND FP is High-attractive AND LP is Medium-attractive THEN Turn angle is Forward 
-----                 
No.200 IF RP is High-repulsive AND FP is Low-repulsive AND LP is Medium-attractive THEN Turn angle is Left 
-----                 
No.216 IF RP is High-repulsive AND FP is High-repulsive AND LP is High-repulsive THEN Turn angle is Forward 
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5.6 Simulation Results of the Fuzzy Model 
The proposed fuzzy logic model mimics the pedestrian steering behaviours 
at a microscopic scale to predict the movement direction of pedestrians 
exposing to environmental stimulations. To verify the model, a hallway in an 
indoor office area is considered as a case study. A two-dimensional simulated 
environment identical to the real hallway with a printer, entrance, and exit door 
is developed. 
To simulate the environmental stimuli and investigate the related effects on 
the walking path, the dynamic contour maps of the entire attractive and 
repulsive interactions induced by the walls, printer and exit door are plotted. A 
pedestrian is confronted with various environmental stimuli related to the areas 
within field of vision when he/she walks along the corridor. The pedestrian 
makes the decision for the next step by using the fuzzy inference rules. Figure 
5.8 includes eight subfigures that indicate the dynamic environmental stimuli 
induced by the surrounding environment, which include the attractive, 
repulsive, and total forces during each step of walking.  
The sources of attractive stimuli are the printer and exit door, while the 
walls and the printer have the role of obstructive within the environment that 
produce the repulsive forces. These figures depict the trend of variation in the 
environmental effects as the local stimuli to select the movement direction. 
Using the concept of the pedestrian’s field of view enables the simulation to 
produce dynamic features of the environmental stimuli. Moreover, the 
exponential decay of the environmental effects represents a smooth and 
realistic simulation result.   
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Figure 5.9 shows the traces of walking steps through the corridor by a 
pedestrian. The right column represents the contour maps of the total 
environmental effects with dynamical changes during the subsequent steps. 
Correspondingly, the left column shows the walking trajectory predicted by the 
model.  
Figure  5-8: Simulation results in different steps showing iso-curves environmental stimuli including 
attractive, repulsive, and total interaction forces during each step of walking. 
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Figure  5-9: Simulation results depict trace of walking path by a pedestrian indicating number of 
steps (left column), corresponding total environmental stimuli in each position (right column). 
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To populate the environment with pedestrians walking from different start 
and end points, stochastic introduction of pedestrians to the environment is 
carried out. Figure 5.10 represents the predicted walking paths of 25 
pedestrians passing the hallway with random start and end points. It depicts a 
corridor populated with pedestrians walking through the hallway with different 
walking paths.  
 
 
 
The simulation results indicate that the fuzzy-based model is a proper way 
for microscopic pedestrian modelling under normal conditions. To obtain a 
better realisation of the proposed model, further investigations have been 
implemented by defining four different scenarios. As explained in Chapter 3 
(section 3.3), the precise walking trajectories of participants involved in the 
experiment have been extracted with a motion capture system. The next section 
quantifies the discrepancy between the real and predicted walking trajectories 
by four statistical measures to verify the proposed model.  
5.7 Model Verification 
The proposed model predicts the angular displacement to calculate the 
movement direction and the x-y position of pedestrians in each step during 
steering. Therefore, the ultimate output is the walking trajectory of the 
pedestrians. Figure 5.11 depicts both real and predicted walking trajectories for 
three participants. The straight line plots the real trajectory, and black points 
show the trajectories from the model. 
 
 
Figure  5-10: Simulation result shows walking trajectories of 25 pedestrians in the corridor. 
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The outputs from the model are in a matrix format representing the x-y 
position of the subsequent step points. Although the real data are in the same 
format as the model outputs, it is very extensive in terms of the number of 
points captured (i.e. 120 frames per second). As a result, a matrix from the real 
data that corresponds to the predicted values in terms of the number of steps is 
extracted.  Linear interpolation is applied to extract a set of x-y points that is 
comparable with the model results.  
Four statistical indicators to quantify the deviation between the predicted 
values and real data are computed, i.e.,  
x Mean Square Error (MSE);  
x Mean Absolute Error (MAE);  
x Sum of Squared Errors (SSE); and  
x Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE). 
Figure  5-11: Walking trajectories compare real data trajectory and generated trajectory 
by algorithm in three experiments. Straight blue line reflects the real data and black dots 
indicate algorithm results. 
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These four statistical indicators quantify the differences between the 
predicted walking path and the real data. The MSE (in square meter) 
corresponds to the average of the square of the differences between 
corresponding step-points in two matrices. The MAE is a measurement of the 
average of the absolute errors, and reflects the closeness of the prediction to the 
true values. The SSE represents the discrepancy among the real data and the 
predicted results. A small SSE indicates a good performance of the prediction 
model. The MAPE is another measure of model accuracy. Similar to the SSE, a 
lower MAPE value indicates a better performance. The next section presents 
the abovementioned measurements from multiple experiments with different 
scenarios. 
5.8 Model Assessment and Sensitivity Analysis 
Initially, the proposed model is based on constant walking speeds and step-
lengths for all pedestrians. After some analyses, it is noticed that the model 
does not consider diverse pedestrians with different speeds and step-lengths; 
hence producing unreal and inaccurate results. To obtain more accurate and 
realistic results from the proposed model, variations in walking speeds and 
step-lengths should be examined. Besides that, the simulation time-step should 
also be equal to the time required for every walking step.  
To thoroughly assess the effectiveness and sensitivity of the model, four 
scenarios with both constant and variable speeds and step-lengths are 
constructed. In the first three scenarios, the speeds and step-lengths are 
constant, but with different settings. In the fourth scenario, various speeds and 
step-lengths are examined. In this scenario, the walking speed, step-length, and 
simulation time-step for each participant are based on the real data, as 
presented in Table 3.3 of Chapter 3 (Section 3.4.2). The following key points 
define the four scenarios. 
x Scenario 1, walking speed: 1.34 m/s, step-length: 0.7 m, and simulation 
time-step: 0.4 sec. 
x Scenario 2, walking speed: 1.5 m/s, step-length: 0.7 m, simulation time-
step: 0.47 sec. 
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x Scenario 3, walking speed: 1 m/s, step-length: 0.6 m, simulation time-step: 
0.6 sec. 
x Scenario 4, walking speed, step-length, and stimulation time-step: varies 
based on the real data. 
Table 5.2 reports the average error measurements for the four scenarios.  
The complete results for the entire data set are presented in Appendix A 
(sections A.1 to A.4 for scenarios 1 to 4, respectively). 
5.8.1 Discussion 
Based on the results in Table 5.2, it can be clearly seen that the model with 
heterogeneous speeds and step-lengths represents the pedestrian steering 
behaviours with more fidelity. This is ascertained by the lowest average error 
measurements produced by scenario No.4 for all four performance indicators. 
In comparison with scenario No.1, which is the initial proposed model, 
scenario No.4 is better with a higher degree of similarity to the real data and 
with low error measurements. 
Table  5-2: Average of statistical error measurements to compare model performance with real 
data in four scenarios. 
 
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 depict a graphical comparison for the four scenarios 
in terms of average, standard deviation, median, and third quartile of MSE, 
MAE, and SSE results. It is clear that scenario No.4 yields lower scores in all 
error measurements except median of MAE and SSE in scenario No.2. To do 
further assessment, MAPE that provides more sensible information among four 
performance indicators is selected. MAPE represents the percentage error 
between the real data and experimental results.  
Scenario 
Average MSE 
(m2) 
Average MAE 
(m) 
Average SSE 
(m2) 
Average MAPE 
(%) 
No.1 0.030 0.114 0.419 16.024 
No.2 0.029 0.109 0.321 15.582 
No.3 0.022 0.099 0.283 14.611 
No.4 0.020 0.095 0.259 14.098 
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Figure  5-12: Statistic measures of error measurements in four scenarios. (a) Average of the 
MSE, MAE, and SSE rates. (b) Standard deviation of the MSE, MAE, and SSE rates. (c) 
Median of the MSE, MAE, and SSE rates. (d) Third quartile of the MSE, MAE, and SSE rates. 
 
Figure 5.13 depicts the MAPE of various scenarios. Again, scenario No.4 
has the smallest error rates in all measures for all scenarios. 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 Figure  5-13: Statistic measures including average, standard deviation, median, 
and third quartile of MAPE in four scenarios. 
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As can be observed from the Figure 5.13, Scenarios No.1 and No.4 
generate the highest and the lowest scores in all the statistics of MAPE, 
respectively. Therefore, further analyses for the results of these two scenarios 
are conducted using Tables A.1 and A.4 in Appendix A.  The details are as 
follows. 
Based on scenario No.1, the model predicts the steering behaviours with 
MAPE lower than the measured average in 56.76% of the total number of cases 
(i.e. 74 cases). On the other hand, scenario No.4 produces 66.22% of the total 
number of cases with MAPE lower than the average value. This result 
ascertains that the model is able to handle varying walking speeds, step-
lengths, and simulation time-steps effectively.   
A detailed comparison of the results between these two scenarios on a case-
by-case basis is conducted. Table 5.3 reports the overall results of MAPE in 
these two scenarios.  
Table  5-3: Model performance assessment in a case by case comparison between scenario No.1 
and No. 4 in terms of MAPE. 
 
According to Table 5.3, scenario No.4 improves the model performance 
with lower MAPE in 67.56 % of the cases. However, 32.43% of the 
experiments produce higher MAPE rates in scenario No.4 as compared with 
No.1. Tables 5.4 and Table 5.5 report the trends of the MAPE rates for the all 
cases. Table 5.4 shows the cases whereby the MAPE rates decrease (in an 
ascending order) in scenario No.4 as compared with those in scenario No.1. 
The improvements recorded are from 0.03% up to 23.09%. In contrast, the 
cases whereby the MAPE rates increase (in an ascending order) as compared 
with those in scenario No.1. 
 
MAPE Value 
in Scenario No.4 Compared with No.1 Number of Cases Percentage 
Improve 50 67.56 % 
Deteriorate  24 32.43 % 
Total Samples 74 100 % 
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Table  5-4: Cases that MAPE is improved or deteriorated in scenario No.4 compared with 
scenario No.1. 
Improvement in MAPE Deterioration in MAPE 
ID Sample No. Improvement (%) ID Sample No. Deterioration (%) 
1 2 0.03 1 30 0.13 
2 70 0.05 2 26 0.23 
3 13 0.05 3 71 0.46 
4 49 0.07 4 36 0.47 
5 41 0.07 5 55 0.53 
6 16 0.15 6 11 0.54 
7 19 0.18 7 23 1.43 
8 61 0.18 8 58 1.72 
9 18 0.21 9 50 1.80 
10 22 0.26 10 65 1.94 
11 52 0.33 11 20 2.43 
12 64 0.35 12 5 2.44 
13 39 0.35 13 9 2.77 
14 15 0.36 14 29 3.88 
15 40 0.36 15 34 4.19 
16 28 0.38 16 8 5.28 
17 60 0.48 17 17 6.34 
18 48 0.58 18 43 6.50 
19 73 0.62 19 46 6.67 
20 25 0.62 20 37 7.73 
21 31 0.66 21 59 9.33 
22 69 0.92 22 35 9.69 
23 51 1.03 23 68 22.70 
24 62 1.08 24 3 23.52 
25 10 1.12    
26 63 1.33    
27 4 1.38    
28 53 1.88    
29 67 2.04    
30 56 2.07    
31 74 2.65    
32 14 3.30    
33 72 3.58    
34 44 5.57    
35 6 7.58    
36 12 7.93    
37 32 8.57    
38 47 9.99    
39 38 13.05    
40 24 13.75    
41 45 14.43    
42 57 14.45    
43 7 14.79    
44 1 15.07    
45 54 15.10    
46 42 17.23    
47 27 18.14    
48 21 18.90    
49 33 19.81    
50 66 23.09    
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5.9 Conclusion 
The aim underpinning this chapter is to model pedestrian steering 
behaviours in the microscopic scale, and predict the pedestrian walking paths in 
an indoor environment. The environmental layout, which is an influential factor 
of indoor environments, is taken into consideration using a fuzzy logic model.  
This research contributes towards a new application of fuzzy logic to 
pedestrian steering modelling. The model takes into account the effects of the 
surrounding environment. The environment exuded both attractive and 
repulsive influences on the pedestrian walking paths. Depending on the parts of 
the environment located in the pedestrian’s vision field, the attractive or 
repulsive effects are changed dynamically during the simulation. The proposed 
fuzzy model accepts the entire attractive and repulsive stimuli as the inputs, 
and infers the change of direction in degree as the output, according to fuzzy 
rules. The proposed model is capable of accepting both constant and variable 
speeds and step-lengths to simulate the steering behaviours. In this context, 
fuzzy logic is a suitable technique to model problems involving human 
behaviours, as it is able to represent the ambiguity and vagueness 
characteristics of the pedestrian perception from the surroundings. Another 
advantage of fuzzy logic is its ability to indicate the diverse and subjective 
attitudes of heterogeneous pedestrians in their perception and reaction towards 
certain specific situations. 
To assess the performance of the proposed fuzzy model, four different 
scenarios have been examined. Four statistical error measurements are 
calculated based on the deviation of the model results from the real data in all 
scenarios. Accordingly, the error measurements in scenario 4 are the lowest, as 
compared with those from other scenarios. This signifies the resemblance 
between the real and predicted trajectories generated by scenario No.4.  
The average MAPE rate improved from 16.02% in scenario No.1 to 
14.09% in scenario No.4. Besides that, 66.22% of the total number of cases 
generates more accurate results with the MAPE rates smaller than the average 
score, i.e., 9.46% improvement in comparison with the corresponding result in 
scenario No.1. More so, a case-by-case evaluation indicates that MAPE 
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improves in 67.56% of the total number of cases in scenario No.4 compared 
with scenario No.1. In other words, the proposed fuzzy model has limitations 
in predicting the steering behaviours of 32.43% of pedestrians accurately. One 
of the main reasons is that the defined rules and membership functions in the 
proposed model do not represent the steering behaviours of a wide range of 
pedestrians.  
To further take heterogeneous pedestrians into account, and to predict their 
steering behaviours with high accuracy, it is required to improve the fuzzy 
model.  The membership functions or fuzzy rules should be generalised so that 
the prediction could cover a wide spectrum of pedestrians.  To do so, an effort 
to tune the membership functions on the real data is discussed in the next 
chapter. 
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C H A P T E R  S I X  
6. Optimisation of Fuzzy Prediction Model by Genetic 
Algorithm  
6.1 Overview  
The primary challenge in applying a fuzzy-based model is the manual and 
time consuming procedure for rule generation and membership parameter 
tuning [180]. In this research, the diverse nature of heterogeneous pedestrians 
with various speeds and step-lengths requires the model parameters to suit each 
pedestrian’s characteristics. As such, there is an obvious need to develop a 
generic and comprehensive model that is able to cover the characteristics of a 
range of heterogeneous pedestrians.  
In this chapter, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) is adopted to search for the 
optimum value of the MF (Membership Function) parameters of the fuzzy 
model presented in Chapter 5.  Specifically, a Genetic Fuzzy System (GFS) for 
tuning the MF parameters according to the real trajectory data is developed. To 
gain a deeper insight into the proposed model and to validate the simulation 
results in an acceptable duration, the reverse cross validation method is 
implemented. Analysis and statistical measurement of the results show that the 
tuned MFs produce more accurate and stable predictions than those from the 
original model.  
6.2 Fuzzy Logic and Application of Genetic Fuzzy Systems 
Owing to imprecise and uncertain aspects in modelling pedestrians’ 
perceptions from the surrounding environment, a fuzzy logic-based model has 
been introduced in Chapter 5, which incorporates the environmental influences 
into the pedestrian steering behaviours [176]. To take advantage of the fuzzy 
model and to overcome its drawbacks (i.e. manual parameter tuning), the GA is 
adopted in this research. When the GA is employed within a fuzzy system, the 
resulting model is known as a GFS [181]. From the literature, the application 
of the GA to fuzzy models is well-established, and has been in existence for 
almost two decades. However, application of GFS in modelling and prediction 
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of pedestrian steering behaviours is new. As demonstrated in the simulation 
study in this chapter, the GA provides a flexible and promising method for 
optimising fuzzy set parameters and fuzzy rules, and the resulting GFS is able 
to predict pedestrian steering behaviours with minimum discrepancy from the 
real data.   
In general, the GA can be used to evolve a fuzzy model in two aspects 
[181]: genetic tuning and genetic learning. The objective of the tuning process 
is to optimise the MF parameters for an existing fuzzy rule-based model with a 
set of predefined rules, whereas the learning process relates to generating a rule 
set from scratch. Three genetic learning approaches are available, i.e., 
Pittsburgh, Michigan, and iterative learning [181]. In the Pittsburgh method, 
the entire rule set is represented by a chromosome. In contrary, the Michigan 
method identifies the entire rule set by a population of chromosomes, and each 
genetic code maintains one rule. The third method generates and learns a set of 
new rules during successive iterations of the GA process. As such, this genetic 
learning method requires an extensive search to generate the associated rules. 
Designing a good GFS model entails a trade-off between dimensions of the 
search space and efficiency of the search process. A faster method often covers 
searches through a smaller search space, and provides suboptimal solutions 
[181]. As a result, genetic tuning is applied to generate a GFS model with an 
initial rule base pre-defined by a user without domain expertise (i.e. a rough 
rule base).  
The contribution encapsulated in this chapter is an efficient GFS model to 
predict the walking path of pedestrians confronting with environmental stimuli. 
This prediction model is capable of reproducing pedestrian steering beheviours 
within a built environment. The fuzzy rule-based model is used to predict the 
walking path of heterogeneous pedestrians with different personal 
characteristics. The MF parameters are tuned by the GA. In this chapter, the 
focus is on how the predefined rule set and real trajectory data set can be fully 
exploited to tune the MF parameters. 
The following section provides an overview of related works. The GFS 
architecture is introduced in Section 6.4.  Section 6.5 describes the GA, its 
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parameters, and operations. The simulation study, including the simulation 
results and discussion, is deliberated in Section 6.6. Concluding remarks are 
given in the last section. 
6.3 Related Works in Optimisation with GFS 
There is a wide range of GFS applications in different areas such as 
transportation [182, 183], industry [184, 185], control [178, 186], pattern 
classification [187-189], virtual environment and computer games [180, 190]. 
In the area of steering behaviours, GFS models have been used for optimisation 
in a few applications, such as animated steering agents in a 3D virtual 
environment [180], optimisation of bipedal animated character behaviours in 
the environment [191], vehicle decision systems for safe driving [183], and 
terrain mobile robot path planning and obstacle avoidance [192].  
A dominant area of GFS applications is developing intelligent agents for 
computer animations and games. In a study by Gerdelan and O’Sullivan [180], 
a GFS mdoel for steering behaviours of animated moving agents in a three-
dimension virtual environment was developed. The focus of their study was on 
providing an automatic rule calibration process in real time. The aim was to 
provide an adaptive agent to tune the rules based on the dynamic environment. 
The authors compared different features of the GFS with other approaches in 
agent-based modelling, such as the Genetic Neural Network (GNN) [193], the 
rtNeat algorithm [190], and the basic fuzzy controller model. Note that the 
neural-based evolutionary algorithms (GNN, rtNEAT) are black box models, 
while in the basic fuzzy system and GFS, rules are transparent and 
manipulative [180]. 
In the same context, Miikkulainen [190] showed that the GA is a useful 
method for three-dimension graphical neuro evolution of a robotic operative 
game. (NERO) is a platform that comprises an algorithm driven by an artificial 
neural network. The GA is applied to evolve the artificial neural network.   
Allen and Faloutsos [191] developed an evolutionary algorithm to evolve a 
neural network framework as the controller for the motion of bipedal human-
like characters. The simulation results showed a reliable and smooth walking 
motion of the human-scale characters. Mohammadian and Stonier [192] 
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described an integration of the GA and a fuzzy logic controller to adapt the 
fuzzy rules, and control the robot steering behaviour. The inputs comprised 
Cartesian position and angle of movement, and the output was the steering 
control signal. Their work imitated the human-like controller, and generated 
the rule sets by using a fuzzy amalgamation process.  
In transportation and vehicle decision systems, which is related to this 
research, Onieva, Milanés, Villagrá, Pérez, and Godoy [183] proposed a three-
layer fuzzy rule-based model (FRBM) as a controller for an autonomous 
vehicle to cross an intersection. The three-layer FRBM controlled the speed of 
the vehicle in the case of a careless driver. The GA was employed to calculate 
the parameters of a parameterised FRBM in the second layer of the fuzzy 
model. The ultimate goal of their work was to employ the approach in 
intelligent transportation systems. Hee-Soo [182] addressed the control strategy 
of train line in a high-speed railway. A hybrid GA approach to find the 
configuration and parameters of a fuzzy clustering model for building a control 
strategy with the minimum travel time and energy consumption for trains in 
Korea rail stations was described.  
From the control point of view, a multi input multi output (MIMO) fuzzy 
controller for complex systems was developed by RenHou and Yi [186]. The 
GA was employed as an optimisation tool for selecting the fuzzy rules and the 
MF parameters. A double inverted pendulum system (DIPS) was used to 
evaluate the performance of the fuzzy logic controller. The performance of the 
DIPS with the fuzzy controller was better than that of the classical controller. 
Herrera et al. [184] proposed a GA-based model to tune the fuzzy rules of 
FLCs. The rules were tuned by minimising the quadratic error between the 
training input-output data, i.e. the performance of an expert controller. To 
verify the performance of the FLC, the inverted pendulum problem was 
simulated. The FLC was used to regulate the force that must be exerted to the 
pendulum in different state variables i.e., angle and angular speed to move the 
pendulum to the vertical position. A total of 68 data samples were obtained 
from the experiment. The results in the form of linear and quadratic errors 
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revealed a significant improvement by using the genetic fuzzy controller as 
compared with that of the initial fuzzy controller. 
In power generation, a fuzzy expert system to forecast the wind speed for 
power generation was described [194]. Damousis and Dokopoulos [194] used 
the GA to optimise the fuzzy model by tuning the input MFs and the rule gain 
factors. The results indicated that the optimised GFS model was able to 
forecast better and more accurate wind speeds. 
In pattern classification problems, Quteishat, Lim, and Tan [189] proposed 
a two-stage approach employing the GA for rule extraction from the fuzzy min 
max (FMM) neural network. The two-stage method employed FMM in the first 
stage, and proceeded to the second stage with a GA-based rule extraction 
model. A “don’t care” approach was adopted for rule generation, with the aim 
to minimise the number of rule features. Ishibuchi, Murata, and Turksen [187] 
proposed three GA-based algorithms to implement rule selection in fuzzy 
classification problems. The two objectives comprised minimising the number 
of rules and maximising the number of properly categorised patterns. The 
performances of the developed methods, i.e., single-objective and multi-
objective GA models and a hybrid rule learning method with multi-objective 
GA, were verified by simulations, and promising results were obtained.  
In another contribution by Ishibuchi and Yamamoto [188], the application 
of GFS to classification problems was demonstrated. They proposed to employ 
rule assessment measures (i.e., confidence and support of association rules) for 
generating candidate rules in rule selection problems. They showed how the 
proposed genetic-based model was able to select a limited number of rules for 
a high-dimensional fuzzy pattern classification problem. 
The main focus of the aforementioned works is to provide an automatic 
mechanism for tuning parameters or calibrating rules. Similarly, the GA is 
applied to tune and calibrate the proposed fuzzy model in this research, but 
with application to a new domain, i.e., the pedestrian steering behaviours. The 
aim is to design an adaptive method to tune the parameters or rules based on 
real data sets; hence saving time and effort during the course of developing the 
fuzzy model for the predicting pedestrian steering behaviours. The next section 
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discusses the architecture of the proposed GFS model for walking path 
prediction.  
6.4 GFS Architecture for Walking Path Prediction 
The knowledge base of a fuzzy rule-based model comprises two sets of 
information: the database and rule base. The database considers the shapes and 
parameters of the input and output MFs, while the rule base determines the 
combination of the inputs and outputs in rule construction to provide a valid 
result. The GFS combines the GA as an optimisation tool, and develops a more 
accurate and feasible model with respect to the fuzzy set parameters and rules 
[181]. The GFS implements either tuning of the MF parameters or rules, or 
simultaneous optimisation of both rules and fuzzy set functions. The latter is a 
complex process.  
In the proposed fuzzy model, initially a set of user-defined MFs is 
employed. The aim is to apply the GA to tune the initial MF parameters and 
develop generalised MFs according to the real trajectory data set. So, the focus 
is on how to modify the input and output fuzzy sets and to adapt the MF 
parameters according to a fitness function. Figure 6.1 depicts an overall 
perspective of the proposed GFS model for tuning the MF parameters. 
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6.5 Genetic Algorithm 
Evolutionary search algorithms including the GA are considered as one of 
the most robust search methods in recent years [195-197]. Specifically, the GA 
has been theoretically and empirically shown to provide reliable performances 
in complex search spaces [184]. The principles of the GA originate from 
natural genetic processes. It comprises terms like gene, chromosomes, 
offspring, generation, crossover, and mutation.  The GA starts with a randomly 
generated population of chromosomes as the initial solution. A fitness or 
evaluation function calculates the objective value of a given problem. The 
algorithm advances by selecting some chromosomes according to certain 
selection criteria and rejecting the remaining solutions. Subsequently, it 
develops offspring by employing a reproduction process, namely crossover and 
mutation, to recombine and develop a new generation. This process iterates in a 
number of generations until the algorithm converges to the best solution, or 
reaches the stopping criterion specified for the given problem. 
Figure  6-1: The proposed GFS architecture for tuning MFs of the pedestrian steering 
behaviour model. 
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The GA possesses different characteristics as compared with other 
optimisation techniques [186, 195]. Firstly, the GA performs a stochastic 
search, rather than a deterministic search, which is effective in finding the 
optimum solution in many complex systems. Secondly, the GA takes into 
account different points in the search space simultaneously. This increases the 
chance of finding the global optimum solution, instead of a local one. Thirdly, 
the GA does not need information about the structure or parameters of the 
problem owing to its principle in working with the chromosome space that is 
not problem dependent [186]. So, the effectiveness and robustness of the GA 
provides a good opportunity to apply this method as an optimisation tool for 
parameter tuning of the input and output fuzzy sets. The following section 
describes the structure of GA for the current problem. 
6.5.1 Genetic Algorithm Parameters 
 Computer simulation of the GA with the following parameters is implemented 
in this research.  
x Population size ൫୮୭୮൯: The population comprises 20 chromosomes, i.e., 
ܿଵǡூ ܿଶூ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܿோூ ǡ ݂݋ݎܴ ൌ ʹͲǡ where each solution ܿ௜ூǡ ݂݋ݎ݅ ൌ ͳǡǥ ǡ ܴ, indicates 
chromosome ݅ in iteration ܫ.   
x Chromosome structure and length: The chromosome structure is the genetic 
representation of the solution. The current problem involves three input 
sets, each with six MFs, and one output set with three MFs. Each MF 
possesses two parameters, ሺߤǡ ߪሻ. In total, a fixed-length binary string is 
used to define a chromosome with 42 genes, i.e., 
ܿ௜ூ ൌ ݃௜ଵூ ݃௜ଶூ ǥ݃௜௠ூ ǡ ݂݋ݎ݉ ൌ ͶʹǤ  Each gene represents one of the MF 
parameters (either ߤ or ߪ) in sequence, as follows.  
                                     ܿ ൌ  ሼߪଵǡ ߤଵǡ ߪଶǡ ߤଶ ǥߪଶଵǡ ߤଶଵሽ. (6. 1) 
x Initial population: To start the GA, an initial population, ܲሺͲሻ, is acquired 
from the pre-defined MF parameters. It complies with the lower bound, 
upper bound, and linear constraints of the problem.    
x Evaluation function: A fitness function, ܬሺܿ௜ூሻ, which calculates the Mean 
Square Error (MSE) between the predicted walking path and the real 
walking trajectory, is formulated. The aim is to generalise the performance 
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of the proposed fuzzy model by tuning its MF parameters in a way to 
satisfy heterogeneous pedestrians with different personal characteristics in 
walking behaviours. To do so, the proposed model applies the training data 
sets and calculated the mean value of MSEs measured for each individual 
pedestrian. 
                 ܬሺܿ௜ூሻ ൌ ܯ݁ܽ݊ ቀܯܵܧ൫ห ௔ܶ௟௚௢௥௜௧௛௠ െ ௧ܶ௥௔௜௡௜௡௚ௗ௔௧௔௦௘௧ห൯ቁ, (6. 2) 
ݐݎܽ݅݊݅݊݃݀ܽݐܽݏ݁ݐ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ ǥ ǡ ܰݑܾ݉݁ݎ݋݂ݐݎܽ݅݊݅݊݃݀ܽݐܽݏ݁ݐ, 
where ܶstands for the turning angle to the right or left side during each 
walking step, ௔ܶ௟௚௢௥௜௧௛௠corresponds to the values calculated by the 
algorithm, and ௥ܶ௘௔௟ௗ௔௧௔௦௘௧ contains the real values measured from the real 
data. In order to shorten the computational time, the reverse cross-
validation method is adopted. The data samples are divided into 15 subsets, 
and each time one subset is used as the training set. The remaining subsets 
are employed for validation purposes. By using the fitness function, the GA 
is able to search in a high-dimension search space, and achieves the best 
value that is well-suited for heterogeneous pedestrians with different 
characteristics.  
x Genetic operators: Three most common genetic operators are used, i.e., 
reproduction, crossover, and mutation. Reproduction produces a new 
generation from the good individual solutions with an elitist selection 
criterion. The selection criterion specifies the parents to generate the next 
generation. The solutions that satisfy the criterion survive and move to the 
ሺܫ ൅ ͳሻ iteration as good chromosomes to produce offspring, and the rest of 
the chromosomes are deleted from the population. In this study, the 
uniform selection function is used. The number of elite solutions ሺ ௘ܰ௟௜௧௘ሻ is 
set to 2. The crossover operator applies the crossover fraction (݌௖ሻ to 
combine two good chromosomes as parents and produce two offspring. 
This operator provides an opportunity to exchange information through 
genes. The crossover probability (݌௖ሻ is set to 0.6 in this study. Mutation is 
another commonly used operator that provides an opportunity to generate 
new genetic structure in the population. Bit mutation means flipping a bit 
from 1 to 0, or vice versa. Here, the mutation function in MATLAB® [198] 
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provides the genes that are feasible in terms of complying with the 
constraints and boundaries.  
x Termination test: the number of iterations is represented by ܫ, which is 
limited by a specified value in one of the stopping criteria. In this study, 
convergence of the search process to the optimum value is said to occur 
when the average change in the fitness value is smaller than 1e-6. 
In short, the GA parameters used are summarised as follows.  
x Number of variables: ௩ܰ௔௥ ൌ Ͷʹǡ 
x Population size: ௣ܰ௢௣ ൌ ʹͲǡ 
x Reproduction strategy: ௘ܰ௟௜௧௘ ൌ ʹǡ 
x Crossover probability: ݌௖ ൌ ͲǤ͸ǡ 
x Termination criteria: optimisation stopped if the average change in the 
fitness value is less than 1e-6.  
6.5.2 Genetic Algorithm Operation  
Based on the computer simulation, the proposed GFS model is 
implemented to predict the pedestrian walking path. The MF parameters are 
tuned by using the following fitness function and constraints. 
               ܬ ൌ ݉݅݊ ൬ܯ݁ܽ݊ ቀܯܵܧ൫ห ௔ܶ௟௚௢௥௜௧௛௠ െ ௧ܶ௥௔௜௡௜௡௚ௗ௔௧௔௦௘௧ห൯ቁ൰,(6. 3) 
ݐݎܽ݅݊݅݊݃݀ܽݐܽݏ݁ݐ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ ǥ ǡ ܰݑܾ݉݁ݎ݋݂ݐݎܽ݅݊݅݊݃݀ܽݐܽݏ݁ݐ, 
subject to, 
ߤ௜ ൏ ߤ௜ାଵǡ ݂݋ݎ݅ ൌ ͳǡǥ ǡ ͷ 
ߤ௜ ൏ ߤ௜ାଵǡ ݂݋ݎ݅ ൌ ͹ǡ ǥ ǡ ͳͳ 
ߤ௜ ൏ ߤ௜ାଵǡ ݂݋ݎ݅ ൌ ͳ͵ǡǥ ǡ ͳ͹ 
ߤ௜ ൏ ߤ௜ାଵǡ ݂݋ݎ݅ ൌ ͳͻǡ ʹͲ 
ߪ௜ ൐ Ͳǡ ݂݋ݎ݅ ൌ ͳǡǥ ǡ ʹͳ 
In this study, the GA finds the near optimal values for (ߤǡ ߪሻof the bell-
shaped MFs for both the input and output fuzzy sets. Based on the tuned 
parameters, the fuzzy rule-based model predicts the walking path of the 
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pedestrians with high accuracy. In each fitness function call during the 
optimisation process, the average Mean Square Error is computed for the entire 
training data set.  So, for each individual member of the population, a scalar 
value from the fitness function is produced. The minimum values specify the 
best individuals of the population for reproduction, before proceeding to the 
next generation. 
6.6 Simulation-based Optimisation Study 
6.6.1 Data Collection Experiment 
As explained in Chapter 3 (section 3.3.3), the data set required for model 
validation was collected using a motion capture device, namely the 
OptiTrack™ system. OptiTrack™ captured the position of moving pedestrians 
at a rate of 30 frames per second. The experiment was conducted in a hallway, 
which was rectangular in shape with eight metres in length and two metres 
width, of a laboratory. A total of 25 participants walked from a specific origin 
to the destination in a controlled experiment. In each frame, the position and 
orientation angles of the pedestrian were collected. As a result, a total of 74 
samples were collected from heterogeneous pedestrians during the experiment.  
6.6.2 Cross Validation 
As the proposed GFS model comprises a large (i.e. 42) unknown 
parameters, while the training data set contains only a small (i.e. 74) samples of 
pedestrian walking trajectories, the probability of over-fitting is high [143, 
199]. This is an issue when the problem has a large number of parameters, but 
only a small data set is available. To solve this issue, the cross validation 
technique can be used [23, 96]. With this technique, it is possible to achieve 
more accurate validation results using the limited data samples.   
With cross validation, the data set was divided into five subsets. Four 
subsets were applied as the training data, and the remaining as the test data. 
This process iterated five times with different training and test sets. With this 
procedure, it consumed approximately five hours for running one single 
simulation. The same issue (i.e., a long computational time) has been 
highlighted in simulation-optimisation problems. As an example, Lee, Yang 
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and Lin [42] reported the simulation and optimisation procedure for 200 
iterations took 118.5 hours. 
To decrease the time and increase the efficiency, the reverse cross 
validation method with a smaller data sample size was considered [200]. As 
such, the entire data set was divided into 15 subsets. In each run, one subset 
was used for training and the remaining for test. This procedure was repeated 
15 times, each time with different training and test set configurations. With this 
combination, the optimisation time decreased dramatically from five hours to 
an average of half an hour. Table 6.1 shows the details of the 15-fold reverse 
cross validation process. 
Table  6-1: Training and test subsets in 15-fold reverse cross validation. 
Fold 
Training 
subsets Test subset 
1 (1) (2, 3, 4, …, 15) 
2 (2) (1, 3, 4, …, 15) 
3 (3) (1, 2, 4, …, 15) 
4 (4) (1- 3, 5, …, 15) 
5 (5) (1- 4, 6, …, 15) 
6 (6) (1- 5, 7, …, 15) 
7 (7) (1- 6, 8, …, 15) 
8 (8) (1- 7, 9, …, 15) 
9 (9) (1- 8, 10, …, 15) 
10 (10) (1- 9, 11, …, 15) 
11 (11) (1- 10, 12, …, 15) 
12 (12) (1- 11, 13, …, 15) 
13 (13) (1- 12, 14, 15) 
14 (14) (1- 13, 15) 
15 (15) (1- 14) 
6.6.3 Simulation-based Optimisation Results  
A series of experiments was performed with the 15-fold reverse cross-
validation method. Once the optimum values were obtained, the test procedure 
was carried out through simulation with the test set. The test data set was 
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provided to the simulation, and the results of the model in both conditions, i.e., 
with the original and optimised MF parameters, were compared. The average 
MSEs in different runs with the optimised MF parameters are lower than those 
from the original. In other words, the developed GFS performs better than the 
initial fuzzy model. Table 6.2 presents the overall results of 15 runs in detail, 
and some graphical representations are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. 
Table  6-2: Optimum values of membership functions parameters after optimisation. 
Membership 
function 
parameters 
Optimum value 
Run 
1 
Run 
2 
Run 
3 
Run 
4 
Run 
5 
Run 
6 
Run 
7 
Run 
8 
Run 
9 
Run 
10 
Run 
11 
Run 
12 
Run 
13 
Run 
14 
Run 
15 
ߪଵ 0.16 0.16 0.25 0.16 0.28 0.30 0.10 0.27 0.19 0.10 0.16 0.30 0.30 0.12 0.10 
ߤଵ -0.98 -0.75 -0.75 -1.00 -0.74 -0.75 -0.98 -1.00 -0.75 -0.52 -0.96 -0.94 -0.94 -0.72 -0.75 
ߪଶ 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.16 0.16 0.30 0.16 0.16 0.30 0.22 0.30 0.16 0.30 0.14 0.30 
ߤଶ -0.26 -0.60 -0.51 -0.51 -0.54 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.52 -0.60 -0.40 -0.60 -0.53 -0.60 
ߪଷ 0.06 0.17 0.30 0.30 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.21 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.30 0.21 0.16 
ߤଷ -0.06 -0.33 -0.32 -0.20 -0.20 -0.06 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.13 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 
ߪସ 0.18 0.16 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.18 0.27 0.25 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 
ߤସ 0.34 0.60 0.60 0.20 0.60 0.34 0.21 0.20 0.39 0.33 0.28 0.20 0.20 0.46 0.34 
ߪହ 0.19 0.16 0.24 0.20 0.16 0.30 0.16 0.16 0.30 0.19 0.16 0.16 0.05 0.20 0.16 
ߤହ 0.61 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.61 0.74 0.60 0.59 0.60 0.75 0.60 0.64 0.60 0.60 0.66 
ߪ଺ 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.18 0.29 0.30 0.18 0.23 0.19 0.16 0.16 0.30 0.24 0.16 
ߤ଺ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
ߪ଻ 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.30 
ߤ଻ -0.98 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -0.65 -0.64 -0.89 -0.72 -0.75 -0.97 -0.62 -0.63 -1.00 -0.75 -1.00 
ߪ଼ 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.22 0.30 0.16 0.16 0.18 0.16 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.25 
ߤ଼ -0.55 -0.60 -0.59 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.46 -0.58 -0.46 
ߪଽ 0.16 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.22 0.27 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.29 0.16 0.18 0.30 0.23 0.16 
ߤଽ -0.12 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.33 -0.11 -0.06 -0.18 -0.20 -0.19 -0.20 -0.18 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 
ߪଵ଴ 0.11 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.30 0.18 0.25 
ߤଵ଴ 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.27 0.20 0.20 0.28 0.21 0.24 0.20 0.23 0.34 0.29 0.20 
ߪଵଵ 0.16 0.30 0.30 0.16 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.22 0.16 0.28 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.27 0.30 
ߤଵଵ 0.60 0.60 0.69 0.69 0.74 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.58 0.48 0.60 0.73 0.60 0.60 
ߪଵଶ 0.26 0.16 0.10 0.16 0.10 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.16 0.29 0.15 0.30 0.23 0.16 
ߤଵଶ 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 
ߪଵଷ 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.18 0.27 0.29 0.16 0.16 0.30 0.16 0.16 0.22 0.16 
ߤଵଷ -0.94 -0.97 -0.98 -1.00 -0.86 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -0.72 -1.00 -1.00 -0.72 -1.00 -0.75 -1.00 
ߪଵସ 0.27 0.16 0.10 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.21 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 
ߤଵସ -0.54 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.54 -0.46 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.46 -0.56 -0.46 
ߪଵହ 0.29 0.16 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.16 0.30 0.30 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.24 0.16 0.30 0.16 
ߤଵହ -0.20 -0.20 -0.07 -0.20 -0.33 -0.20 -0.19 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.24 -0.20 -0.21 -0.20 
ߪଵ଺ 0.16 0.25 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.21 0.30 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.05 0.19 0.16 0.25 0.25 
ߤଵ଺ 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.22 0.22 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.42 0.28 0.20 0.20 0.12 0.20 
ߪଵ଻ 0.16 0.16 0.22 0.16 0.29 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.20 0.16 0.13 0.30 
ߤଵ଻ 0.60 0.58 0.60 0.60 0.65 0.75 0.60 0.64 0.74 0.60 0.67 0.58 0.74 0.60 0.60 
ߪଵ଼ 0.16 0.20 0.16 0.16 0.05 0.30 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.30 0.16 0.16 
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ߤଵ଼ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.76 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.93 1.00 0.75 0.71 1.00 0.73 1.00 
ߪଵଽ 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.41 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.28 3.40 3.53 3.40 3.40 3.40 
ߤଵଽ -11 -11 -10.99 -10.99 -11.01 -11 -11.86 -11 -11 -11.94 -11.94 -10.96 -11.75 -11 -11 
ߪଶ଴ 1.55 1 1.02 1.00 1.02 1.02 1.14 2.00 1.00 1.03 1.08 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.14 
ߤଶ଴ -0.06 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.14 0.00 0.00 -0.95 0.11 0.00 -0.52 0.14 -0.46 0.00 
ߪଶଵ 3.43 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.54 3.38 2.15 3.40 3.40 3.59 3.40 2.40 3.43 
ߤଶଵ 12 12 11.9 12 11.4 11 11 12 11.0 11.7 12 12 11 11.9 11 
fval 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.00
Population size 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
Generations 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 
Simulation 
time (hr) 
0.6 0.47 0.48 0.46 0.49 0.55 0.58 0.45 0.53 0.43 0.44 0.54 0.39 0.45 0.29 
Function 
counts 
519 519 519 519 519 519 519 519 519 519 519 519 519 519 519 
No. training 
samples 
69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 70 
 
Table 6.2 reports the optimum values for MF parameters calibrated 
according to the real data in 15 runs.  For visualisation purposes, Figures 6.2 
and 6.3 depict the variation between the initial and optimised MF parameters in 
two runs, i.e., No. 8 (the worst) and No. 11 (the best). The black and red lines 
indicate the initial and optimised MF parameters.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
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(c) 
(d) 
((b) 
Figure  6-2: Comparison between initial and optimum MF values for the inputs and 
output from Run No. 8.  The black and red lines show the initial and optimised MFs. 
The first input sets of the perception from environmental stimuli in the (a) right 
position, (b) in front position, and (c) in left position, are shown. The initial and 
optimised MFs for the fuzzy output, which indicates the angle of walking direction in 
the next step in degrees, are shown in (d). 
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Similarly, Figure 6.3 shows the initial and optimised MFs for Run No. 11.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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Figure 6.4 depicts various aspects of the GA results for run No. 1. As can 
be seen in Figure 6.4, the optimisation process converges to the best value 
(with the stopping criteria satisfied) after 50 iterations. During the optimisation 
process, GA measures the fitness function value for each individual and 
develops the optimisation by selecting the best individual of each generation. 
The operation of GA throughout the search process is progressed by cross over 
and mutation that generate improved individual genes. Figure 6.4 shows 
different features of the abovementioned process during the optimisation.  
 
(d) 
Figure  6-3: Comparison between initial and optimum MF values for the inputs and 
output from Run No. 11.  The black and red lines show the initial and optimised 
MFs. The first input sets of the perception from environmental stimuli in the (a) 
right position, (b) in front position, and (c) in left position, are shown.  The initial 
and optimised MFs for the fuzzy output, which indicates the angle of walking 
direction in the next step in degrees, are shown in (d). 
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Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the best values of the individuals, as well as the 
best, worst, and mean values of the fitness function in each generation for run 
No. 1. The optimised parameters from the best individual are shown in Figure 
6.5. As can be seen in Figure 6.6, the GA process converges to the best value 
after 50 iterations, when the stopping criterion is satisfied.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  6-4: The results of the GA for the first run of optimisation. (a) the best and mean value 
of the fitness function during the optimisation process, (b) the optimum values of variables at 
the end of simulation, (c) the average distance between individual genes for each generation, 
(d) the expected number of children for various generations, (e) the movement of the GA 
operation to the next generation, red lines represents mutation and blue line indicates 
crossover, (f) the histograms of the best, worst, and mean scores within each generation. 
Figure  6-5: Optimum values of the parameters gained by GA in run No. 1. 
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Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show results for 15 different runs. The fitness value 
measured in square metre indicates the MSEs between the pedestrian position 
in each simulation time step and the corresponding point in the real data. As 
shown in Figure 6.7, the fitness values obtained are good, i.e. all below 0.05 
except in run No. 8. A close analysis revealed that the discrepancy was caused 
by outliers, i.e., an unexpected behaviour of a participant during the walking 
experiment. Figure 6.8 shows the training time of all 15 subsets. As explained 
in Section 6.5.1, the GA process was terminated when the improvement in the 
fitness value was smaller than the tolerance. In the simulation, the GA process 
converged after 51 iterations. The computational time varied from one run to 
another.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  6-6: The minimum, maximum, and mean values of fitness function in 
each generations of run No.1. 
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Figure  6-7: Fitness values of 15 optimisation runs with different training samples. 
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The MSE testtuned MF values indicate the MSEs for the test data set using the 
GFS model. The MSEtest originalMF values show MSEs using the initial fuzzy model. 
Figure 6.9 compares the two sets of results. Clear improvement is achieved by 
the optimised MFs tuned using the GA.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.6.4 Discussion 
Once the optimised results were obtained, the test data set was used to 
compare the MSEs for both original and optimised MFs. As shown in Table 
6.3, the MSEs obtained from the tuned MFs are smaller than those from the 
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Figure  6-8: Training time of 15 runs with different training samples. 
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Figure  6-9: The mean square error of simulation results in 15 runs using both tuned and original 
membership functions. 
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original MFs. In other words, the GFS model performs better than the initial 
model.  
Table  6-3: Simulation-optimisation results in 15 runs with different training and test subsets. 
Run Training MSE training (m2) 
MSE test      
with tuned MF  
(m2) 
MSE test    
with original MF 
(m2) 
Improvement (%) 
1 Subset 1 0.031 0.0233 0.0235 0.85 
2 Subset 2 0.0286 0.0209 0.0216 3.24 
3 Subset 3 0.0174 0.0214 0.0229 6.55 
4 Subset 4 0.0097 0.0229 0.023 0.43 
5 Subset 5 0.045 0.0224 0.0223 -0.45 
6 Subset 6 0.0282 0.0211 0.0229 7.86 
7 Subset 7 0.0457 0.0198 0.0213 7.04 
8 Subset 8 0.0944 0.0192 0.0191 -0.52 
9 Subset 9 0.0464 0.0199 0.0204 2.45 
10 Subset 10 0.0085 0.0207 0.0224 7.59 
11 Subset 11 0.0283 0.0218 0.0288 24.31 
12 Subset 12 0.0228 0.0218 0.0270 19.26 
13 Subset 13 0.0086 0.0220 0.0225 2.22 
14 Subset 14 0.0316 0.0198 0.0215 7.91 
15 Subset 15 0.0085 0.0225 0.0264 14.77 
Mean 0.0303 0.0213 0.0230 7.45 
SD 0.0215 0.0012 0.0025 7.3 
Mean bootstrap 0.0301 0.0214 0.0229  
SD bootstrap 0.0201 0.0011 0.0024  
 
A bootstrap analysis was further performed to measure the accuracy and 
stability of the simulation results by resampling the MSEs for both tuned and 
original MFs. In the case of a small sample size with an unknown distribution, 
bootstrap reconstructs a large number of samples that are similar to the original 
data [201]. Here, the bootstrap mean and standard deviation for the MSE of the 
tuned MF are 0.0214 and 0.0011, respectively. These values are close to the 
statistics calculated, as shown in Table 6.3. The last column of Table 6.3 
indicates the improvement in percentage when the tuned MFs are applied. 
Except for two subsets (i.e. No. 5 and No. 8), all the results show positive 
improvements with the tuned MFs. The maximum improvement is 24.3% for 
No. 11, and the average improvement is 7.45%. 
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Figure 6.10 shows an example of the walking path trajectories from a 
pedestrian. The black line indicates the trajectory from the real data, the blue 
line shows the trajectory generated by the initial fuzzy model, and the red line 
depicts the trajectory produced by the GFS model. As can be observed, the 
GFS model generates a path that is more closely correlated to the real 
trajectory. To sum up, the results from the GFS model are closer to the real 
data than those from the initial fuzzy model. 
 
6.7 Conclusion   
In this chapter, a simulation-based optimisation approach by employing the 
GA is investigated. The developed GFS model evolves the initial fuzzy model 
by tuning the MF parameters using the GA. The MF parameters are optimised 
by carrying out the optimisation process according to the proposed fitness 
function. The fitness function is formulated to minimise the average deviation 
in terms of MSE between the predicted results and the real trajectory data sets. 
To obtain accurate results from the GFS model, the GA parameters and 
operations are defined precisely in this chapter.  
To better employ the collected data for training and testing purposes, the 
15-fold reverse cross validation method is implemented. In this context, one 
subset is applied for training and the remaining subsets are used for test. With 
this procedure, all the data sets are employed for both training and test. In 
addition, the simulation time is more efficient as compared with that from the 
forward cross validation procedure. 
Figure  6-10: Comparison of walking path trajectories that generated by real data, initial fuzzy model, 
and GFS model. 
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To signify the level of improvement in the optimised GFS model against 
the initial fuzzy model, the predicted trajectories generated by both GFS and 
initial fuzzy models are evaluated with 15 different test samples. The 
simulation outcomes reveal, with the GFS model, 13 out of 15 runs show 
improvement and lower prediction error rates. However, in two of the 
simulation runs, the predictions by the GFS model are inferior. Nevertheless, 
the average improvement for 15 runs is 7.4%. The best improvement of 24.3% 
is achieved in run No. 11, and the worst of -0.52% is in run No. 8. To sum up, 
the prediction paths by the GFS model are more closely correlated to the real 
trajectories. 
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C H A P T E R  S E V E N  
7. Conclusions and Future Research  
7.1  Conclusions 
This thesis investigates modelling of pedestrian steering behaviours in a 
built environment under normal circumstances. During steering activities, the 
pedestrians are confronted with a variety of environmental stimuli that change 
dynamically after each step. Interactions with the environmental stimuli have 
important influences on the steering activities. However, varying factors such 
as pedestrian attributes and personal perceptions are pivotal parameters that 
make the prediction of pedestrian-environment interactions an imprecise and 
uncertain problem. As a result, this research has developed a series of models 
to reflect the relationship between the environmental layout and pedestrian 
steering behaviours within the environment.   
In this thesis, the prediction of pedestrian steering behaviours with the 
inclusion of the environmental layout in modelling and simulation is 
investigated in detail. A two-scale (i.e., macroscopic and microscopic) model 
for predicting the pedestrian steering behaviours employing real-world 
trajectory data sets is designed and developed. The two-scale model links the 
effects from the physical elements within the interior space to the pedestrian 
steering behaviour. The environmental influences are assumed as stimulus 
factors that generate various perceptions in heterogeneous pedestrians, which 
are inherently vague and imprecise for modelling. 
In the macro-scale model, the problem is tackled from the global 
perspective.  Based on the investigation, a network using constrained Delaunay 
triangulation to discretise the environment and application of DP for itinerary 
list generation and trajectory prediction has been proposed. A stochastic utility-
based framework to generate a rough path within a built environment has also 
been developed. The output of the model provides an itinerary list that consists 
of optimum waypoints to navigate through the environment. A list of 
consecutive waypoints that builds the entire pedestrian walking path from the 
origin to the destination is produced. The proposed model uses DP to generate 
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the optimum path.  A series of experiments has been conducted to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the proposed model.  From the experimental results, the 
performance of the proposed model outperforms that from the triangulated-
based A* search algorithm in terms of walking distance by 6.12%. However, 
the A* search algorithm consumes 6.8% less simulation time than that of the 
proposed algorithm. 
Based on the findings on the first stage, a micro-scale model is proposed in 
the second phase of this research. According to generated itinerary list, a one 
segment of the path between two consecutive waypoints is scrutinised in detail. 
The effects of the environmental influences on the steering behaviours are 
incorporated into the microscopic model. To achieve this goal, a perception-
based framework is developed to include the pedestrian-environment 
interactions into the novel microscopic model. Owing to the ambiguity and 
vagueness of the relationship between the pedestrians and the surrounding 
environments, and to address the incomplete and imprecise knowledge on 
pedestrian-environmental interactions, fuzzy logic is utilised to predict the 
pedestrian walking path in the micro-scale model. 
Due to engagement of human elements in pedestrian steering modelling, the 
possibility of subjectiveness and imprecision in pedestrian spatial perception 
and decision is high. A pedestrian’s perception of the surroundings is 
inherently vague, and is subjective to an individual’s characteristics and 
intention. The proposed fuzzy model receives the pedestrian’s perceived 
stimuli from the environment as the inputs, and provides the angular change of 
direction in each walking step as the output. The environmental stimuli are 
quantified by employing the Helbing social force model.  
To gain a deeper insight into the proposed micro-scale model and validate 
the simulation results, a laboratory experiment has been conducted to collect 
real pedestrian walking trajectories. A corridor identical to the two-dimension 
simulated environment has been masked out on the floor of the stage. Real-
time trajectories of 25 participants in three experiments have been captured 
using the OptiTrack™ motion capture system. Each experiment has been 
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defined to start from different origin points. A total of 74 samples of walking 
path trajectories have been collected.  
Four scenarios have been examined to assess and improve the model 
performance. The average of four error measurements, including MSE, MAE, 
SSE, and MAPE indicate that the fourth scenario produces the lowest error 
rates in all scenarios. The average MAPE rate improves from 16.02% in 
scenario No.1 to 14.09% in scenario No.4. Besides that, 66.22% of the total 
number of cases generates more accurate results with the MAPE rates smaller 
than the average score, i.e., 9.46% improvement in comparison with the 
corresponding result in scenario No.1. 
More so, a case-by-case evaluation indicates that MAPE improves in 
67.56% of the total number of cases in scenario No.4 compared with scenario 
No.1. In other words, the proposed fuzzy model has limitations in predicting 
the steering behaviours of 32.43% of pedestrians accurately. Therefore, 
optimisation is required to improve the model performance in predicting the 
behaviours of a wide range of pedestrians.    
Simulation-based optimisation using the GA is performed to search for the 
optimum value of the MF parameters of the fuzzy model. The resulting GFS 
model evolves the initial fuzzy model by tuning the MF parameters by using 
the real data sets. It is important to note that developing a GFS model to 
minimise the average error and produce the optimum values for MF parameters 
is a new contribution in validating the prediction model in the field of 
pedestrian steering behaviour research. Cross validation is performed to 
achieve more accurate validation results with the training and test data sets.  
To reduce the long computational time in simulation-based optimisation 
problems and increase the efficiency, reverse cross validation is applied. 
During the simulation, the data set has been divided into 15 subsets for 15 runs. 
In each run, one subset has been used for training and the remaining for test. 
Statistical error measurements in terms of MSEs indicate the difference 
between the real data and simulation results. The simulation outcomes reveal 
that 13 out of 15 runs show improvement in the GFS model by an average of 
7.4%. The results clearly show that the tuned MF parameters by the GFS 
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model produce more accurate and stable prediction than those from the original 
fuzzy model.  
The developed two-scale model is a new approach to tackle prediction of 
pedestrian steering behaviours. Extensive simulation studies based on real data 
have been performed, and realistic and good results have been obtained. The 
approach proposed in this research facilitates capturing of pedestrian 
environmental interactions and linking the environmental effects to pedestrian 
spatial behaviours. Fuzzy logic serves as an appropriate framework to 
incorporate imprecision and subjective features of pedestrian environmental 
perception into the steering behaviour model. From the results, it is evident that 
for problems that involve human behaviour modelling, fuzzy logic provides 
clear advantages over other methods, i.e., with the ability to capture vagueness 
and imprecision in modelling human thought processes. 
7.2 Research Contributions 
This research contributes to prediction of pedestrian steering behaviours 
from both macroscopic (global) and microscopic (local) perspectives. On one 
hand, the macroscopic model has resulted in generating a list of subsequent 
intermediate waypoints for a steering path from the origin to the destination. 
On the other hand, the microscopic model has resulted in examining one 
segment of the generated path, which is the outcome of the global problem, in a 
detailed manner, and takes interactions between the pedestrian and 
environmental layout into account in predicting the pedestrian steering 
behaviours. 
In this research, diverse concepts in spatial cognition, environmental 
perception, and visual motivation originated from psychology and cognitive 
science have been employed for modelling and simulation of pedestrian steering 
behaviours from the engineering point of view. The research has contributed to 
an integrated framework that combines all the aforementioned concepts and 
principles within the engineering perspectives, which has resulted in a novel 
multi-disciplinary approach to modelling and simulation of pedestrian steering 
behaviours. 
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To sum up, the contributions of this research towards the study of the 
pedestrian steering behaviour modelling and simulation are multi-fold, as 
follows.  
x A novel algorithm to generate a list of subsequent waypoints within a built 
environment as an itinerary list has been proposed. The algorithm discretises 
the environment by using the constrained Delaunay triangulation method to 
develop a network, and implements DP to generate an itinerary list 
according to the formulated stochastic utility function.  
x An innovative approach to predict the pedestrian steering behaviours 
between two subsequent waypoints in the macroscopic scale has been 
developed. The influences from the environmental effects are incorporated 
into the macroscopic model to formulate the steering behaviours. The 
inherently vague, uncertain, and subjective aspects of heterogeneous 
pedestrians’ perceptions from the surroundings that are associated with the 
behaviours have been captured using fuzzy logic techniques. 
x An integrated framework to link different concepts and pedestrian’s 
perception from the environmental stimuli, internal motivation, and psycho-
sociological steering forces with the pedestrian steering behaviours has been 
devised. The social force model is employed to quantify the environmental 
stimuli as the pedestrian internal motivation by using psycho-sociological 
forces. Consequently, an inter-relationship between the environmental 
layout and walking path trajectory is generated. 
x A simulation-based optimisation approach to tune and optimise MF 
parameters has been implemented. The GFS model is developed to evolve 
the MF parameters from the initial fuzzy model, and the outcomes are 
validated using real trajectory data sets. The GA fitness function minimises 
the average MSEs between the GFS output and the training samples. The 
reverse cross validation method is employed to assess and validate the 
performance. The findings show that the GFS model produces more closely 
correlated outputs to the real data than the initial fuzzy model. 
These contributions fulfil the research objectives set forth in Section 1.5. 
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7.3 Suggestions for Future Research 
7.3.1 Theoretical Perspective 
Environmental designers are required to create a perceptible environment. 
The inclusion of colour, which is an important feature of indoor environmental 
design, is a dominant aspect. As described in [44], “Warm colours help people 
more easily perceive a space. Red colour makes objects seem closer than blue”. 
Further research can be conducted by incorporation an object’s colour in the 
social force equation to examine the effects of the colour from physical 
elements on the walking path. The outcomes can affect the spatial perception 
and walking path trajectory.  
In a recent study [40], the authors claimed that it is feasible to link steering 
behaviours with a space syntax analysis to conceive the environmental 
variables. A comprehensive investigation on the correlation between the 
environmental variables as the spatial configuration with spatio-cognitive tasks, 
such as steering is an under-explored area, is needed. Some of the interesting 
research issues include what extent the spatial scale influences the pedestrian 
behaviour, and which spatial scale has the greatest influence on the pedestrian 
steering through the built environment.  
Information provided by the space syntax analysis can be incorporated to 
steering behaviour modelling, in order to generate more robust and realistic 
models. The outcomes span research issues in three fields, i.e., spatial social 
science for relating the spatial environment to the behaviour, cognitive 
mapping research, and human spatial orientation and geographical research.   
7.3.2 Modelling Perspective 
Generating realistic human walking trajectory is difficult, laborious, and 
time-consuming [23]. The existing models are broadly categorised into three 
groups: flow-based, entity-based, and agent-based [152]. In this research, an 
entity-based model has been proposed, whereby the proposed framework is 
designed to model and simulate the problem stochastically and accept different 
speeds and step length from heterogeneous pedestrians. It is possible to extent 
the proposed framework to an agent-based method by adding decision-rules to 
the entity. 
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Realistic results have been obtained by using the proposed model in this 
research. However, it is useful to improve the proposed model further by using 
fewer fuzzy rules, which have been extracted from real data. In addition, 
further research to include moving objects into the environment to enhance the 
robustness of the proposed model can be carried out.  
7.3.3 Application Perspective 
The field of pedestrian steering behaviour modelling has attracted many 
researchers’ attention from multiple disciplines owing to its usefulness in a vast 
spectrum of domains, including computer graphics, architecture, psychology, 
urban planning, and robotics [22, 23]. 
The floor layout plays an important role in the operation of built 
environments. In terms of designing indoor areas, operating efficiency is a 
matter of concern that needs to be investigated. A prospective idea to be 
employed is to identify the relation between environmental designs and 
operating efficiency of built environments during both emergency and normal 
conditions. In this aspect, researchers rarely consider the inter-relationship 
between the walking path and the internal state of individual pedestrians in 
terms of perception from the environmental design. 
The proposed approach is applicable to developing a framework with 
relaxed assumptions to capture the relationship between the perception from 
spatial designs and pedestrian spatial behaviours. In addition, prediction of the 
pedestrian steering behaviours in relation to the environmental layout is 
beneficial to improve the quality of indoor spaces. This will be applicable to 
transportation and pedestrian safety issues, with the aim to design more 
efficient public areas for crowd evacuation in emergency situations, or more 
efficient urban public areas like shopping and terminals. 
The proposed pedestrian steering behaviour model has the potential to be 
employed for guiding pedestrians to the desired spots in public areas such as a 
shopping mall, airport, or hospital through the improved use of signs and 
advertisements. Additionally, the finding of this research can be used to 
enhance spatial modelling by representing the process of spatial cognition with 
principles from the science, technology, engineering, and mathematics domains.
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Appendix A 
Results of Model Assessment in Four Scenarios 
According to Chapter 5 (Section 5.8), four scenarios implemented to 
evaluate the model performance. Following tables reports the results from the 
model employing the different scenarios.  
A.1     Scenario No.1 
The pedestrian walking speed and step-length are set at 1.34 m/s and 0.7m. 
This scenario is applied to evaluate the model performance. Table A.1 reports 
the results from the model employing the constant speed and step-length 
defined in scenario No.1.     
Table A-1: Statistical error measurements for scenario No.1. 
Sample MSE (m2) MAE (m) SSE (m2) MAPE (%) 
1 0.077 0.23 1.08 27.12   
2 0.002 0.03 0.03 3.53 
3 0.007 0.06 0.10 10.51 
4 0.062 0.22 0.86 26.70 
5 0.001 0.02 0.01 2.59 
6 0.038 0.17 0.53 21.98 
7 0.039 0.17 0.55 20.31 
8 0.001 0.03 0.02 3.70 
9 0.004 0.05 0.06 10.41 
10 0.075 0.23 1.05 33.52 
11 0.00031 0.02 0.00 1.98 
12 0.037 0.17 0.52 23.45 
13 0.003 0.05 0.04 6.03 
14 0.008 0.08 0.11 14.83 
15 0.045 0.18 0.63 21.89 
16 0.007 0.07 0.10 9.31 
17 0.001 0.03 0.02 6.64 
18 0.024 0.13 0.34 12.38 
19 0.007 0.06 0.10 10.04 
20 0.017 0.10 0.24 41.78 
21 0.083 0.26 1.17 28.74 
22 0.010 0.07 0.15 10.46 
23 0.004 0.06 0.06 8.82 
24 0.078 0.25 1.09 31.09 
25 0.003 0.04 0.04 5.37 
26 0.003 0.05 0.04 6.90 
27 0.095 0.26 1.33 31.32 
28 0.002 0.03 0.02 4.45 
29 0.005 0.07 0.08 11.77 
30 0.049 0.18 0.68 19.94 
31 0.009 0.07 0.13 12.72 
32 0.065 0.22 0.91 29.41 
33 0.149 0.33 2.08 39.68 
34 0.001 0.02 0.01 2.85 
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35 0.010 0.08 0.14 23.88 
36 0.124 0.26 1.74 47.80 
37 0.057 0.20 0.80 45.32 
38 0.215 0.38 3.01 37.11 
39 0.007 0.07 0.09 6.70 
40 0.000 0.01 0.00 1.82 
41 0.008 0.08 0.12 13.73 
42 0.089 0.25 1.24 34.53 
43 0.001 0.03 0.01 3.31 
44 0.030 0.14 0.42 18.22 
45 0.044 0.19 0.62 23.27 
46 0.000 0.02 0.01 2.20 
47 0.020 0.12 0.27 20.85 
48 0.016 0.11 0.23 11.12 
49 0.000 0.02 0.00 2.26 
50 0.011 0.09 0.15 16.04 
51 0.070 0.23 0.98 30.68 
52 0.003 0.05 0.05 5.82 
53 0.003 0.05 0.04 9.17 
54 0.077 0.24 1.08 25.14 
55 0.001 0.02 0.01 2.72 
56 0.003 0.05 0.04 6.91 
57 0.107 0.28 1.49 38.05 
58 0.002 0.04 0.03 4.73 
59 0.000 0.01 0.00 3.60 
60 0.015 0.10 0.21 11.17 
61 0.000 0.02 0.01 1.93 
62 0.028 0.15 0.39 18.14 
63 0.012 0.09 0.17 9.11 
64 0.009 0.08 0.13 10.31 
65 0.002 0.03 0.02 6.31 
66 0.123 0.31 1.73 45.94 
67 0.006 0.07 0.08 8.23 
68 0.004 0.05 0.06 7.88 
69 0.060 0.21 0.83 26.48 
70 0.001 0.02 0.01 2.74 
71 0.005 0.06 0.07 14.64 
72 0.032 0.16 0.45 22.58 
73 0.001 0.02 0.01 3.38 
74 0.003 0.05 0.05 9.76 
Average 0.030 0.114 0.419 16.024 
 
A.2     Scenario No.2 
In this scenario, the settings were: walking speed 1.5 m/s, step-length 0.7 
m, and simulation time-step 0.47 sec. Table A.2 indicates the results from the 
model for this scenario. 
Table A-2: Statistical error measurements for scenario No.2. 
Sample MSE (m2) MAE (m) SSE (m2) MAPE (%) 
1 0.075 0.22 0.82 26.16 
2 0.002 0.03 0.02 3.15 
3 0.007 0.06 0.07 9.83 
4 0.060 0.21 0.66 25.85 
5 0.000 0.02 0.01 2.39 
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6 0.037 0.16 0.41 21.42 
7 0.037 0.16 0.41 19.65 
8 0.001 0.03 0.01 3.39 
9 0.003 0.04 0.03 8.32 
10 0.073 0.23 0.81 32.61 
11 0.000 0.02 0.00 2.13 
12 0.036 0.16 0.39 22.40 
13 0.003 0.04 0.03 5.75 
14 0.006 0.06 0.06 11.67 
15 0.043 0.17 0.47 20.96 
16 0.006 0.07 0.07 8.78 
17 0.002 0.04 0.02 7.84 
18 0.024 0.12 0.26 11.88 
19 0.007 0.06 0.07 9.62 
20 0.030 0.13 0.33 49.49 
21 0.081 0.25 0.89 27.70 
22 0.010 0.07 0.11 10.09 
23 0.006 0.06 0.06 10.44 
24 0.075 0.24 0.83 29.96 
25 0.003 0.04 0.03 5.18 
26 0.003 0.05 0.03 6.72 
27 0.092 0.25 1.02 30.31 
28 0.002 0.03 0.02 4.02 
29 0.001 0.03 0.02 5.85 
30 0.048 0.17 0.52 19.40 
31 0.009 0.07 0.10 12.28 
32 0.063 0.21 0.70 28.12 
33 0.144 0.32 1.58 38.32 
34 0.001 0.02 0.01 2.96 
35 0.009 0.07 0.10 22.47 
36 0.121 0.25 1.33 46.41 
37 0.055 0.19 0.61 43.15 
38 0.198 0.37 2.18 37.63 
39 0.007 0.07 0.07 6.55 
40 0.000 0.01 0.00 1.86 
41 0.004 0.05 0.04 8.51 
42 0.086 0.24 0.94 33.25 
43 0.001 0.03 0.01 3.33 
44 0.029 0.14 0.31 17.37 
45 0.043 0.18 0.47 22.34 
46 0.000 0.02 0.00 2.10 
47 0.019 0.12 0.21 19.83 
48 0.016 0.10 0.18 10.78 
49 0.000 0.02 0.00 2.52 
50 0.008 0.07 0.09 12.51 
51 0.068 0.22 0.74 29.51 
52 0.003 0.04 0.04 5.46 
53 0.002 0.04 0.03 7.51 
54 0.074 0.23 0.82 24.27 
55 0.013 0.06 0.15 10.65 
56 0.002 0.04 0.03 6.44 
57 0.103 0.27 1.14 36.72 
58 0.002 0.04 0.02 4.75 
59 0.000 0.01 0.00 3.03 
60 0.014 0.10 0.16 10.85 
61 0.020 0.06 0.22 13.99 
62 0.027 0.14 0.29 17.34 
63 0.011 0.09 0.13 8.46 
64 0.008 0.08 0.09 9.87 
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65 0.002 0.03 0.02 6.17 
66 0.119 0.30 1.31 44.19 
67 0.006 0.07 0.06 7.97 
68 0.003 0.05 0.04 7.60 
69 0.058 0.20 0.63 25.44 
70 0.001 0.03 0.01 3.31 
71 0.004 0.04 0.04 11.81 
72 0.031 0.15 0.34 21.65 
73 0.001 0.02 0.01 2.90 
74 0.002 0.04 0.02 7.91 
Average 0.029 0.109 0.321 15.582 
 
A.3     Scenario No.3 
With scenario No.3, the simulation considered the walking speed of 1 m/s, 
step-length of 0.6 m, and simulation time-step of 0.6 sec. Table A.3 shows the 
four measurements calculated during implementation of this scenario. 
Table A-3: Statistical error measurements for scenario No.3. 
Sample MSE (m2) MAE (m) SSE (m2) MAPE (%) 
1 0.020 0.11 0.26 12.11 
2 0.002 0.03 0.02 3.55 
3 0.028 0.13 0.36 19.78 
4 0.059 0.21 0.77 25.55 
5 0.002 0.04 0.03 5.37 
6 0.018 0.11 0.24 14.59 
7 0.028 0.14 0.36 16.34 
8 0.001 0.03 0.02 4.05 
9 0.001 0.03 0.02 6.33 
10 0.072 0.23 0.94 32.48 
11 0.001 0.02 0.01 2.68 
12 0.023 0.11 0.30 16.23 
13 0.003 0.05 0.03 5.97 
14 0.008 0.07 0.11 13.67 
15 0.043 0.17 0.56 21.26 
16 0.004 0.06 0.05 7.35 
17 0.005 0.06 0.06 11.97 
18 0.014 0.10 0.18 10.18 
19 0.006 0.06 0.08 9.21 
20 0.051 0.17 0.67 61.63 
21 0.024 0.10 0.32 9.92 
22 0.010 0.07 0.13 10.28 
23 0.004 0.05 0.05 9.30 
24 0.042 0.15 0.54 16.00 
25 0.003 0.04 0.04 5.26 
26 0.001 0.02 0.01 3.66 
27 0.025 0.11 0.33 12.29 
28 0.002 0.04 0.02 4.51 
29 0.007 0.07 0.09 11.18 
30 0.014 0.09 0.18 9.56 
31 0.013 0.10 0.17 16.57 
32 0.038 0.14 0.50 19.82 
33 0.055 0.17 0.72 20.60 
34 0.001 0.03 0.01 3.41 
35 0.009 0.08 0.12 23.41 
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36 0.079 0.23 1.02 36.91 
37 0.061 0.21 0.79 46.49 
38 0.117 0.29 1.52 30.91 
39 0.016 0.10 0.21 9.56 
40 0.000 0.02 0.00 1.90 
41 0.008 0.08 0.11 12.67 
42 0.085 0.24 1.11 33.25 
43 0.001 0.03 0.01 3.44 
44 0.029 0.14 0.38 29.39 
45 0.042 0.18 0.55 22.49 
46 0.000 0.02 0.01 2.11 
47 0.016 0.11 0.21 19.20 
48 0.010 0.08 0.14 8.64 
49 0.000 0.02 0.00 2.32 
50 0.012 0.09 0.16 16.41 
51 0.068 0.22 0.88 29.74 
52 0.004 0.05 0.05 6.23 
53 0.016 0.10 0.21 18.73 
54 0.019 0.10 0.25 10.13 
55 0.001 0.03 0.02 3.07 
56 0.023 0.13 0.30 23.70 
57 0.102 0.27 1.33 36.42 
58 0.002 0.04 0.03 4.92 
59 0.000 0.01 0.00 4.50 
60 0.014 0.10 0.19 10.89 
61 0.000 0.02 0.00 1.83 
62 0.014 0.11 0.18 13.94 
63 0.008 0.07 0.10 7.11 
64 0.005 0.06 0.07 7.70 
65 0.002 0.04 0.03 8.84 
66 0.093 0.28 1.21 39.11 
67 0.006 0.07 0.07 7.98 
68 0.006 0.06 0.08 8.65 
69 0.057 0.20 0.75 25.68 
70 0.002 0.03 0.02 4.46 
71 0.010 0.09 0.13 19.29 
72 0.031 0.15 0.40 21.57 
73 0.005 0.05 0.06 8.36 
74 0.001 0.03 0.02 6.62 
Average 0.022 0.099 0.283 14.611 
  
A.4     Scenario No.4 
In scenario 4, various walking speeds, step-lengths, and simulation time-
steps were calculated from real trajectory data sets. The results are presented in 
Table A.4. 
Table A-4: Statistical error measurements for scenario No.4 
Sample MSE (m2) MAE (m) SSE (m2) MAPE (%) 
1 0.018 0.110 0.26 12.05 
2 0.002 0.031 0.03 3.50 
3 0.073 0.212 1.10 34.03 
4 0.059 0.205 0.65 25.32 
5 0.002 0.040 0.03 5.03 
6 0.018 0.104 0.24 14.00 
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7 0.003 0.047 0.05 5.52 
8 0.011 0.072 0.16 8.99 
9 0.008 0.073 0.12 13.18 
10 0.073 0.225 0.80 32.39 
11 0.001 0.019 0.01 2.52 
12 0.021 0.110 0.25 15.52 
13 0.003 0.045 0.03 5.97 
14 0.005 0.057 0.06 11.54 
15 0.044 0.176 0.48 21.54 
16 0.007 0.069 0.07 9.15 
17 0.005 0.061 0.06 12.99 
18 0.024 0.123 0.28 12.17 
19 0.007 0.063 0.08 9.85 
20 0.022 0.112 0.24 44.20 
21 0.024 0.099 0.32 9.83 
22 0.010 0.073 0.12 10.21 
23 0.004 0.058 0.05 10.25 
24 0.027 0.143 0.38 17.34 
25 0.003 0.037 0.02 4.75 
26 0.004 0.050 0.05 7.14 
27 0.026 0.122 0.33 13.18 
28 0.001 0.032 0.02 4.08 
29 0.016 0.095 0.20 15.64 
30 0.049 0.179 0.54 20.07 
31 0.009 0.069 0.09 12.06 
32 0.039 0.145 0.50 20.84 
33 0.048 0.165 0.67 19.88 
34 0.005 0.055 0.07 7.03 
35 0.017 0.106 0.23 33.56 
36 0.126 0.263 1.63 48.26 
37 0.080 0.239 1.12 53.05 
38 0.066 0.23 0.93 24.06 
39 0.006 0.07 0.06 6.35 
40 0.000 0.01 0.00 1.46 
41 0.009 0.08 0.09 13.66 
42 0.034 0.13 0.47 17.30 
43 0.009 0.08 0.12 9.81 
44 0.016 0.10 0.22 12.65 
45 0.009 0.07 0.15 8.83 
46 0.007 0.07 0.11 8.87 
47 0.005 0.06 0.07 10.86 
48 0.016 0.10 0.16 10.55 
49 0.000 0.02 0.00 2.19 
50 0.014 0.10 0.14 17.84 
51 0.068 0.22 0.81 29.65 
52 0.003 0.04 0.04 5.49 
53 0.002 0.04 0.02 7.29 
54 0.019 0.10 0.25 10.03 
55 0.001 0.03 0.02 3.25 
56 0.001 0.03 0.02 4.83 
57 0.049 0.18 0.73 23.61 
58 0.004 0.05 0.05 6.46 
59 0.003 0.05 0.05 12.92 
60 0.014 0.10 0.14 10.69 
61 0.000 0.02 0.00 1.74 
62 0.025 0.13 0.25 17.06 
63 0.008 0.07 0.10 7.78 
64 0.009 0.08 0.10 9.96 
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65 0.002 0.04 0.02 8.25 
66 0.032 0.17 0.45 22.85 
67 0.004 0.05 0.05 6.19 
68 0.078 0.22 1.09 30.58 
69 0.057 0.20 0.69 25.57 
70 0.001 0.02 0.01 2.69 
71 0.005 0.06 0.06 15.09 
72 0.028 0.14 0.31 19.00 
73 0.001 0.02 0.01 2.76 
74 0.001 0.03 0.02 7.11 
Average 0.020 0.095 0.259 14.09 
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Appendix B 
A Sample of Collected Trajectory Data Sets  
During data collection experiment, OptiTrack system tracks the position of 
moving participant and records the position and orientation. Table B.1 indicate 
one set of recorded data set collected during position tracking experiment for 
one participant.      
Table B- 01: Raw dataset collected by OptiTrack system during position tracking of one 
participant in an experiment. 
X                 Y                    Z               Roll         Pitch          Yaw 
119.738724    152.550674    -105.799362    0.861144    1.384369    60.290848 
119.749962    152.553207    -105.802177    0.779629    1.251149    60.280376 
119.737396    152.587860    -105.792496    0.757252    1.312256    60.300739 
119.701935    152.586685    -105.777725    0.751269    1.290881    60.379368 
119.700157    152.611725    -105.789993    0.734246    1.332237    60.365017 
119.656929    152.685089    -105.835045    0.694040    1.470835    60.339008 
119.655823    152.685303    -105.834534    0.625056    1.444208    60.334316 
119.660309    152.685623    -105.836250    0.582331    1.392726    60.351509 
119.665787    152.689865    -105.839828    0.557205    1.361220    60.343399 
119.662025    152.689926    -105.838249    0.534949    1.244480    60.383335 
119.551956    152.727295    -105.962708    0.511158    1.397322    60.299927 
119.490662    152.752930    -106.083679    0.502709    1.449836    60.194523 
119.516586    152.753769    -106.094429    0.478330    1.396583    60.318321 
119.516441    152.753769    -106.094383    0.466713    1.403360    60.297161 
119.515419    152.749557    -106.090721    0.467865    1.393669    60.302502 
119.473198    152.699738    -106.116508    0.616170    1.241113    60.173244 
119.422997    152.697693    -106.095818    0.744277    1.376772    60.229889 
119.379738    152.714722    -106.130646    0.754962    1.407613    60.310883 
119.375778    152.696304    -106.133255    0.756611    1.378937    60.297897 
119.296646    152.644516    -106.166748    0.713554    1.189837    60.290596 
119.240936    152.616348    -106.156113    0.778273    1.188443    60.357845 
119.243912    152.588913    -106.130775    0.796722    1.143263    60.387466 
119.324806    152.591354    -106.163490    0.829282    1.226740    60.277763 
119.269272    152.581192    -106.143379    0.770534    1.138382    60.354313 
119.267204    152.581009    -106.142616    0.785295    1.163339    60.356617 
119.213509    152.575851    -106.118240    0.789124    1.159176    60.425518 
119.200394    152.593521    -106.153061    0.778181    1.226109    60.436298 
119.177887    152.530319    -106.147095    0.783819    1.190785    60.681030 
119.189743    152.435379    -106.258049    0.784264    0.913298    60.536789 
119.125488    152.443314    -106.332825    0.786907    0.940701    60.490078 
119.092926    152.341370    -106.300713    0.678135    0.826221    60.619141 
119.086716    152.341217    -106.298157    0.674061    0.819008    60.626797 
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119.071556    152.327866    -106.289909    0.671887    0.791544    60.678040 
119.063141    152.278610    -106.256149    0.690590    0.683814    60.726524 
119.067619    152.235977    -106.186745    0.699247    0.577510    60.810162 
119.033905    152.233002    -106.212570    0.658369    0.579519    60.828472 
119.019150    152.236649    -106.211136    0.649430    0.575106    60.840714 
119.019150    152.236649    -106.211136    0.649418    0.575106    60.840706 
119.005219    152.219849    -106.215523    0.652169    0.526094    60.833466 
118.945763    152.222092    -106.192253    0.716406    0.569441    60.884842 
118.820366    152.241653    -106.272598    0.723010    0.611941    60.885185 
118.800735    152.270584    -106.298851    0.714515    0.680758    60.866184 
118.781364    152.278595    -106.332756    0.725309    0.692432    60.827721 
118.763710    152.278900    -106.334663    0.688520    0.659843    60.847965 
118.732666    152.269638    -106.390572    0.718658    0.655846    60.790668 
118.693634    152.289108    -106.407715    0.753123    0.756256    60.768929 
118.672859    152.281403    -106.427826    0.765123    0.726164    60.770374 
118.659210    152.286606    -106.415871    0.764937    0.741751    60.794720 
118.646873    152.232208    -106.416763    0.780488    0.613571    60.803001 
118.676460    152.287231    -106.423569    0.807974    0.817702    60.772820 
118.635178    152.225952    -106.440819    0.833229    0.689151    60.746258 
118.677284    152.291412    -106.496178    0.795516    0.849947    60.672436 
118.662766    152.290421    -106.495308    0.818387    0.887736    60.683685 
118.592575    152.226440    -106.423233    0.940162    0.903292    60.851334 
118.599609    152.231171    -106.431564    0.998648    1.003365    60.821308 
118.574371    152.251602    -106.449982    1.012363    1.068867    60.755615 
118.564178    152.251175    -106.445251    1.002725    1.051643    60.768784 
118.495766    152.248627    -106.414703    1.006629    1.057057    61.011753 
118.500122    152.248901    -106.416656    1.075046    1.178182    61.005524 
118.498398    152.241882    -106.419373    1.091752    1.187339    61.003361 
118.508759    152.242355    -106.423973    1.121763    1.191255    60.939819 
118.505775    152.164017    -106.413269    1.147859    0.980886    60.947105 
118.519058    152.163116    -106.425385    1.149589    1.013395    60.962318 
118.519058    152.163116    -106.425385    1.149571    1.013371    60.962311 
118.500183    152.162384    -106.417015    1.143014    1.001358    60.986092 
118.492851    152.157303    -106.409859    1.238292    1.067252    60.949257 
118.480614    152.156830    -106.404449    1.165043    0.973814    60.928257 
118.477226    152.156708    -106.402969    1.158060    0.961495    60.932579 
118.482948    152.156921    -106.405472    1.167627    0.989882    60.952461 
118.499084    152.157562    -106.412613    1.134346    1.008458    60.955494 
118.506767    152.076385    -106.399086    1.131312    0.959391    60.950291 
118.491241    152.075836    -106.392242    1.063309    0.851801    60.944790 
118.488289    152.075714    -106.390930    1.062260    0.849781    60.948547 
118.479218    152.156860    -106.403824    0.960347    0.905345    60.937920 
118.492821    152.161484    -106.412247    0.921749    0.926041    60.941246 
118.499687    152.163956    -106.388382    0.983835    1.043164    60.965473 
118.486191    152.169418    -106.358932    1.015205    1.039895    60.988144 
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118.483688    152.169342    -106.357834    0.943508    0.913433    60.991817 
118.427277    152.256302    -106.388939    0.868091    1.034387    60.991688 
118.437149    152.244934    -106.442680    0.805380    0.997627    60.947208 
118.443718    152.245148    -106.445625    0.785994    0.983481    60.951252 
118.439339    152.249069    -106.446053    0.784782    0.992982    60.953758 
118.423149    152.248550    -106.438789    0.817687    0.974654    60.950752 
118.444908    152.245148    -106.446136    0.762365    0.941848    60.950001 
118.375412    152.242950    -106.415260    0.765440    0.779576    61.095177 
118.359283    152.273880    -106.531616    0.709299    0.811179    60.962391 
118.345772    152.273499    -106.525650    0.662483    0.728349    60.979507 
118.318115    152.313095    -106.630196    0.650501    0.819225    60.868984 
118.318115    152.313095    -106.630196    0.650517    0.819197    60.869011 
118.311348    152.304886    -106.662071    0.637719    0.772455    60.834526 
118.324677    152.305267    -106.667999    0.642985    0.782025    60.817707 
118.324677    152.305267    -106.667999    0.642982    0.782030    60.817764 
118.311378    152.312881    -106.627205    0.611481    0.750563    60.877617 
118.303383    152.304657    -106.658531    0.613832    0.730363    60.844612 
118.389107    152.316193    -106.659271    0.610564    0.754171    60.782986 
118.378998    152.320847    -106.745529    0.609021    0.762558    60.683521 
118.304428    152.288361    -106.740379    0.618381    0.689252    60.742985 
118.308998    152.290100    -106.736038    0.617897    0.693290    60.745071 
118.294525    152.314651    -106.755898    0.646936    0.814188    60.730385 
118.383789    152.322083    -106.742287    0.648459    0.834660    60.683933 
118.430801    152.294510    -106.753281    0.697339    0.838453    60.637104 
118.427895    152.319031    -106.766914    0.690227    0.895722    60.621967 
118.430588    152.319122    -106.768036    0.690554    0.896403    60.618656 
118.430603    152.319122    -106.768036    0.690573    0.896344    60.618664 
118.429207    152.348572    -106.786057    0.682025    0.964915    60.596958 
118.414673    152.363876    -106.804405    0.622728    0.905640    60.584805 
118.426689    152.398499    -106.775597    0.600686    0.961838    60.666878 
118.420319    152.364731    -106.801392    0.593205    0.900465    60.610527 
118.439278    152.399612    -106.775597    0.559002    0.940859    60.628551 
118.436340    152.399567    -106.774475    0.566687    0.910448    60.606190 
118.443558    152.350418    -106.786644    0.521868    0.690962    60.657867 
118.427872    152.342026    -106.774506    0.530555    0.604376    60.840137 
118.439613    152.342499    -106.779816    0.470005    0.622024    60.695194 
118.440201    152.334671    -106.774353    0.461547    0.462006    60.831753 
118.460938    152.321182    -106.775902    0.457074    0.414722    60.815250 
118.472084    152.306061    -106.777451    0.425713    0.315994    60.805420 
118.473412    152.275131    -106.760727    0.424382    0.224953    60.825127 
118.476311    152.274078    -106.755997    0.416428    0.207942    60.828876 
118.463806    152.274078    -106.750893    0.325702    0.248369    60.789471 
118.467880    152.274200    -106.752586    0.316175    0.231952    60.784424 
118.402908    152.141098    -106.770393    0.439241    -0.131448    60.862370 
118.404556    152.120712    -106.753418    0.356824    -0.135936    60.827606 
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118.455589    152.052917    -106.761444    0.369926    -0.304883    60.796146 
118.407700    152.120773    -106.754807    0.349956    -0.143709    60.838737 
118.449852    152.058060    -106.697975    0.376663    -0.364435    60.771797 
118.475273    151.995926    -106.704987    0.393526    -0.443789    60.754414 
118.502686    151.996368    -106.716324    0.365521    -0.416576    60.827850 
118.484184    151.939850    -106.722618    0.344727    -0.528343    60.838821 
118.493103    151.909714    -106.771759    0.353159    -0.598722    60.771313 
118.475914    151.850159    -106.746338    0.398340    -0.754166    60.710442 
118.527863    151.760529    -106.745361    0.395370    -1.018123    60.672375 
118.496658    151.726837    -106.729103    0.439717    -1.037503    60.714977 
118.532494    151.721817    -106.802429    0.413065    -1.032739    60.702278 
118.526352    151.727463    -106.769226    0.413231    -1.018016    60.747875 
118.498360    151.744080    -106.812790    0.435205    -0.991239    60.610516 
118.500793    151.793930    -106.877945    0.428186    -0.857749    60.529392 
118.547249    151.788269    -106.860962    0.460165    -0.820895    60.517830 
118.554642    151.779175    -106.862679    0.473807    -0.823418    60.510479 
118.586441    151.790970    -106.839561    0.508698    -0.754139    60.614872 
118.586876    151.816254    -106.840195    0.529891    -0.645159    60.614769 
118.587303    151.897339    -106.865250    0.566404    -0.425099    60.477688 
118.593254    151.895935    -106.846931    0.597361    -0.376367    60.496552 
118.557869    151.960068    -106.856712    0.545356    -0.205764    60.617146 
118.552711    151.974228    -106.849312    0.541297    -0.172254    60.630043 
118.575546    151.960266    -106.864105    0.630147    -0.254084    60.651031 
118.649437    151.907684    -106.823257    0.633168    -0.403193    60.648499 
118.658325    151.915924    -106.829834    0.637394    -0.387904    60.652924 
118.577660    152.024155    -106.815247    0.581353    -0.172813    60.728443 
118.674911    152.114334    -106.818703    0.529050    -0.009580    60.655170 
118.705109    152.098038    -106.813599    0.548531    -0.023509    60.640083 
118.755234    152.082092    -106.803253    0.511444    -0.109882    60.630703 
118.661118    152.067093    -106.806931    0.501563    -0.166574    60.692894 
118.655792    152.084274    -106.811714    0.494940    -0.128610    60.690796 
118.762291    152.114914    -106.799271    0.479043    -0.072425    60.630501 
118.804237    152.091858    -106.778000    0.462444    -0.119826    60.638496 
118.826088    152.161926    -106.795837    0.414387    -0.003143    60.600857 
118.828629    152.162018    -106.796883    0.410974    -0.027969    60.607121 
118.758049    152.175461    -106.778404    0.406889    0.005503    60.680313 
118.761337    152.175598    -106.779755    0.397412    -0.010755    60.676220 
118.794373    152.178528    -106.787956    0.367392    -0.055481    60.642330 
118.822098    152.183380    -106.802788    0.345183    -0.046081    60.604790 
118.817886    152.204514    -106.798645    0.332948    -0.006806    60.612911 
118.823715    152.214340    -106.795074    0.330105    0.016159    60.613228 
118.871964    152.254959    -106.740990    0.289478    0.060274    60.645733 
118.874619    152.255005    -106.742058    0.292342    0.065287    60.642555 
118.918930    152.276093    -106.735596    0.286596    0.101013    60.640713 
118.945297    152.286133    -106.748222    0.253876    0.072329    60.606102 
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118.945297    152.286133    -106.748222    0.253881    0.072320    60.606117 
118.950081    152.286285    -106.750191    0.244715    0.056725    60.600193 
118.906250    152.365570    -106.756500    0.265481    0.271800    60.742706 
118.979576    152.374695    -106.755257    0.168151    0.338605    60.510418 
119.003639    152.401352    -106.786896    0.170488    0.342958    60.568687 
119.009575    152.407211    -106.793640    0.114893    0.362858    60.455135 
119.027260    152.415329    -106.806229    0.108153    0.401311    60.416824 
119.013885    152.415253    -106.800606    0.069776    0.335214    60.433205 
119.019676    152.423187    -106.808136    0.069252    0.361644    60.431816 
119.019676    152.423187    -106.808136    0.069251    0.361614    60.431824 
119.023369    152.512970    -106.781853    0.032188    0.586963    60.456257 
119.030128    152.559418    -106.811989    0.061646    0.670322    60.514927 
119.082832    152.568985    -106.735352    0.000939    0.692623    60.471008 
119.040085    152.568604    -106.717133    -0.051492    0.502387    60.624939 
119.040085    152.568604    -106.717133    -0.051492    0.502392    60.624962 
119.067574    152.572189    -106.734039    -0.088299    0.517502    60.606022 
119.033722    152.655960    -106.787277    -0.116572    0.705887    60.564465 
119.070290    152.646011    -106.767509    -0.049999    0.793213    60.562561 
119.130775    152.652267    -106.789688    -0.239222    0.482856    60.492634 
119.119499    152.666229    -106.804802    -0.228934    0.540005    60.482052 
119.136856    152.619354    -106.780640    -0.198645    0.459550    60.499348 
119.136604    152.623306    -106.767212    -0.201376    0.469935    60.531300 
119.135307    152.639175    -106.789352    -0.229687    0.465815    60.504963 
119.154510    152.624557    -106.818130    -0.209807    0.420398    60.454792 
119.157005    152.628738    -106.821671    -0.211013    0.430102    60.448647 
119.163155    152.628281    -106.832016    -0.206441    0.436481    60.431572 
119.198463    152.672791    -106.770538    -0.255130    0.552131    60.506527 
119.192909    152.631882    -106.812981    -0.243634    0.455075    60.458057 
119.214249    152.672958    -106.777367    -0.243058    0.573441    60.486828 
119.229767    152.683670    -106.763161    -0.247537    0.596423    60.493259 
119.227852    152.694351    -106.755867    -0.252880    0.617692    60.503658 
119.235863    152.683395    -106.762573    -0.249806    0.591762    60.489605 
119.233749    152.702515    -106.813690    -0.202832    0.605405    60.484737 
119.256676    152.713379    -106.817368    -0.204015    0.634106    60.463856 
119.257286    152.733582    -106.810616    -0.209806    0.681739    60.471733 
119.269798    152.719971    -106.804153    -0.205598    0.650448    60.470791 
119.261063    152.716629    -106.800964    -0.152418    0.612795    60.608036 
119.268105    152.737976    -106.794823    -0.155543    0.668434    60.610603 
119.294403    152.738327    -106.805946    -0.150448    0.674645    60.613007 
119.307831    152.725723    -106.790138    -0.150632    0.638701    60.623009 
119.305550    152.725632    -106.789146    -0.131853    0.671080    60.625786 
119.315613    152.718781    -106.796707    -0.121770    0.650029    60.618561 
119.350647    152.719345    -106.811523    -0.166616    0.661377    60.612427 
119.320702    152.738510    -106.793465    -0.164628    0.720137    60.655914 
119.363167    152.718567    -106.798935    -0.170817    0.652208    60.619080 
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119.410118    152.719162    -106.818985    -0.145491    0.669344    60.582161 
119.420471    152.722488    -106.820007    -0.177322    0.623592    60.573624 
119.390419    152.742554    -106.798576    -0.182988    0.671657    60.621456 
119.402924    152.742737    -106.804039    -0.170012    0.709489    60.609669 
119.439445    152.724457    -106.727539    -0.164668    0.668565    60.678257 
119.439445    152.724457    -106.727539    -0.164668    0.668541    60.678268 
119.471870    152.705902    -106.763458    -0.178582    0.580713    60.657970 
119.471870    152.705902    -106.763443    -0.178596    0.580677    60.658020 
119.460045    152.690170    -106.741142    -0.178015    0.537243    60.693966 
119.449684    152.724625    -106.731972    -0.187842    0.619073    60.712681 
119.460045    152.690170    -106.741142    -0.178034    0.537220    60.693958 
119.475731    152.690384    -106.747940    -0.182336    0.539644    60.713535 
119.476486    152.702408    -106.732819    -0.248479    0.458954    60.731689 
119.484367    152.705627    -106.741188    -0.188571    0.572498    60.715740 
119.484367    152.705627    -106.741188    -0.188578    0.572511    60.715740 
119.482895    152.755157    -106.769707    -0.207144    0.681245    60.681618 
119.493462    152.765305    -106.749153    -0.287604    0.570630    60.699642 
119.479027    152.752487    -106.758057    -0.346682    0.430722    60.698837 
119.506767    152.752716    -106.770027    -0.357366    0.412843    60.664383 
119.525337    152.752853    -106.778099    -0.205432    0.674481    60.647137 
119.568130    152.734940    -106.780693    -0.207722    0.619155    60.613491 
119.568680    152.761932    -106.758430    -0.203676    0.703981    60.640621 
119.563698    152.754211    -106.759354    -0.264498    0.576117    60.643143 
119.530937    152.753860    -106.745056    -0.233845    0.536872    60.811440 
119.523911    152.754120    -106.779770    -0.150535    0.665199    60.726593 
119.503532    152.714066    -106.795433    -0.138999    0.570145    60.721634 
119.545349    152.645081    -106.736542    -0.117034    0.411102    60.764759 
119.526527    152.651398    -106.733498    -0.119889    0.426962    60.776009 
119.488670    152.683777    -106.730721    -0.169955    0.373674    60.798344 
119.500771    152.653625    -106.791893    -0.110130    0.417107    60.731449 
119.476685    152.657303    -106.830681    -0.102166    0.429551    60.657269 
119.461426    152.657074    -106.824280    -0.081782    0.417940    60.664440 
119.459846    152.666519    -106.823898    -0.084522    0.440367    60.666073 
119.371414    152.660400    -106.772469    -0.084710    0.433189    60.745575 
119.354340    152.660172    -106.765388    -0.070682    0.396843    60.756607 
119.347130    152.660019    -106.762405    -0.055296    0.394913    60.753773 
119.314278    152.689148    -106.783447    -0.038603    0.465340    60.725555 
119.287407    152.695038    -106.814384    -0.046750    0.491048    60.697216 
119.148636    152.704849    -106.778313    -0.001635    0.529413    60.780258 
119.092773    152.737885    -106.759285    -0.023383    0.580873    60.827625 
119.028702    152.746857    -106.749985    0.007500    0.782557    60.756878 
118.965889    152.685867    -106.718407    0.091845    0.749515    60.812840 
118.898308    152.680786    -106.712868    0.167817    0.750869    60.843754 
118.796249    152.646484    -106.672180    0.206505    0.798716    60.825741 
118.730309    152.622726    -106.612000    0.274646    0.781874    60.932819 
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118.644562    152.559250    -106.632187    0.420042    0.763094    60.941853 
118.566391    152.531998    -106.643524    0.397746    0.766047    60.720058 
118.501129    152.525650    -106.565132    0.436690    0.770766    60.849625 
118.339241    152.509766    -106.529930    0.589795    0.905836    60.799732 
118.263664    152.451797    -106.539711    0.667257    0.788143    60.798264 
118.182732    152.409073    -106.504868    0.741581    0.724874    60.765068 
118.067505    152.323196    -106.369522    0.813703    0.543120    61.009529 
117.969772    152.320129    -106.421326    0.881695    0.556013    60.960758 
117.709351    152.172394    -106.425896    0.970767    0.303707    61.083027 
117.703056    152.095062    -106.382133    1.070691    0.284182    60.923981 
117.631851    152.110107    -106.385254    1.137117    0.516849    60.927147 
117.492989    152.131470    -106.352066    1.320138    0.707814    60.781509 
117.375305    152.128387    -106.307175    1.353715    0.757177    60.857849 
117.110016    152.109558    -106.209900    1.378390    0.743096    60.888210 
116.983604    152.078323    -106.251755    1.364049    0.727197    60.846287 
116.853592    152.056885    -106.192184    1.459987    0.664194    60.979713 
116.710518    152.057297    -106.121353    1.485986    0.550687    60.856243 
116.741051    151.998779    -106.140877    1.529271    0.598693    60.412373 
116.444397    152.102737    -106.136940    1.258924    0.827594    60.350994 
116.327736    152.066177    -106.096779    1.327515    0.811170    60.485474 
116.205978    151.997177    -106.029213    1.438322    0.723846    60.635895 
116.116783    151.987625    -105.923294    1.390368    0.726671    60.567211 
115.895554    151.994278    -105.915047    1.533974    0.653069    60.622967 
115.559456    152.058441    -105.761612    1.580805    0.884562    60.595154 
115.496490    152.062698    -105.794647    1.609066    0.925400    60.446911 
115.356956    152.058395    -105.800018    1.644024    1.026067    60.340851 
115.239510    151.937515    -105.696442    1.572335    0.786744    60.302017 
115.115547    151.876434    -105.738022    1.540920    0.648789    59.996277 
114.837494    151.879822    -105.639824    1.707837    0.679409    59.956150 
114.838860    151.854752    -105.538467    1.740250    0.624259    59.869843 
114.749001    151.830750    -105.392967    1.695549    0.523515    60.055889 
114.535675    151.845581    -105.272606    1.698434    0.583537    60.067165 
114.373184    151.749237    -105.304314    1.712927    0.178286    59.801991 
114.149712    151.790909    -105.231285    1.535405    0.410423    59.495270 
113.978577    151.847076    -105.113640    1.606700    0.558926    59.637478 
113.804558    151.842209    -105.087639    1.697905    0.653327    59.687046 
113.522911    151.934860    -105.104950    1.618060    0.819384    59.647820 
113.337013    151.961334    -105.045845    1.672291    0.860526    59.643032 
112.928604    151.992554    -104.961815    1.503142    0.969530    59.654949 
112.785294    152.000992    -104.867325    1.601477    1.171817    59.803570 
112.772537    151.907349    -104.825592    1.518484    0.938619    59.712276 
112.636986    151.880997    -104.718307    1.544284    0.804310    59.654057 
112.469612    151.881165    -104.664650    1.389469    0.822260    59.652630 
112.107262    151.896835    -104.606438    1.396863    0.823574    59.640102 
111.953522    151.854828    -104.529747    1.417885    0.783860    59.631054 
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111.655663    151.856079    -104.465416    1.401673    0.801653    59.708370 
111.593102    151.709488    -104.424904    1.328287    0.480039    59.759972 
111.456108    151.757385    -104.467926    1.295404    0.760762    59.416386 
111.053131    151.650146    -104.353905    1.512468    0.610465    59.547764 
110.815765    151.638870    -104.331863    1.419957    0.565770    59.480602 
110.629021    151.516418    -104.310432    1.501421    0.270716    59.528122 
110.478767    151.473541    -104.287086    1.512863    0.150430    59.463959 
110.263763    151.472610    -104.354324    1.646384    0.290856    59.234852 
110.030029    151.377518    -104.256844    1.283163    0.361484    58.858864 
109.740829    151.346451    -104.186485    1.349893    0.278326    59.117168 
109.607742    151.358673    -104.181412    1.391399    0.372349    59.194950 
109.344170    151.341507    -104.173294    1.407760    0.308022    59.433735 
109.221558    151.297455    -104.162148    1.341737    0.266791    59.309200 
108.692337    151.320679    -104.328796    1.416870    0.327810    59.425503 
108.556000    151.257202    -104.408112    1.445165    0.201641    59.090355 
108.369995    151.212006    -104.385887    1.477394    0.249840    59.101746 
108.261681    151.011414    -104.404640    1.618426    -0.249081    59.153370 
107.979904    150.889343    -104.374870    1.615721    -0.403334    59.288185 
107.671844    150.832184    -104.372719    1.560221    -0.490469    59.317116 
107.480385    150.759766    -104.394440    1.792758    -0.736461    59.347694 
107.304657    150.772125    -104.353317    1.817405    -0.685502    59.441444 
107.012733    150.748001    -104.542625    1.707078    -0.663552    59.278568 
106.788704    150.759705    -104.522743    1.658837    -0.698689    59.431152 
106.236816    150.851181    -104.799362    1.794899    -0.315391    59.112434 
105.935097    150.716339    -105.002502    2.096025    -0.761674    58.906807 
105.683945    150.713959    -105.020233    2.060077    -0.680755    59.108257 
105.400757    150.708359    -105.058327    2.176822    -0.573845    59.127857 
105.207680    150.699310    -105.286575    2.277109    -0.363948    58.921532 
104.715538    150.644394    -105.415253    2.413628    -0.749058    58.817173 
104.495369    150.499985    -105.412125    2.383279    -1.037015    59.037319 
104.201317    150.506241    -105.505775    2.444249    -0.743544    59.091644 
103.866051    150.410980    -105.700493    2.429950    -0.929379    58.935963 
103.440033    150.514587    -105.960693    2.481966    -0.614434    58.952255 
102.856232    150.428253    -106.231758    2.447114    -0.619166    59.059448 
102.609947    150.414627    -106.182755    2.331478    -0.668047    59.110516 
102.203117    150.391983    -106.460205    2.334218    -0.641124    59.060894 
101.956024    150.343155    -106.547585    2.060641    -0.716916    59.218285 
101.551796    150.258011    -106.747246    2.436686    -0.606342    59.290630 
100.968018    150.163208    -107.044075    2.571568    -0.505407    59.238583 
100.514580    150.065063    -107.122040    2.533232    -0.655511    59.421337 
100.084435    150.027893    -107.187355    2.353290    -0.540942    59.735466 
99.794052    149.876877    -107.451042    2.402552    -0.882528    59.458202 
99.527252    149.739548    -107.581345    2.522414    -1.047971    59.421577 
98.916832    149.560806    -107.809067    2.533899    -1.223844    59.673153 
98.498932    149.637604    -108.274124    2.187067    -0.779640    59.601627 
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98.097061    149.506516    -108.341194    2.262290    -0.986701    59.823669 
97.614037    149.419785    -108.498573    2.667854    -1.184070    59.806580 
97.315338    149.271133    -108.570183    2.659264    -1.445724    59.928997 
96.582321    149.208115    -108.996727    2.403811    -1.099262    60.143234 
96.149101    149.101120    -109.208061    2.541501    -1.198297    59.962002 
95.813110    148.926773    -109.410751    2.568635    -1.356943    60.158501 
95.218597    148.902161    -109.725998    2.352475    -1.280902    60.386219 
94.884842    148.901199    -109.745255    2.463230    -1.076667    60.581089 
94.073273    148.621796    -110.259499    2.567261    -1.378201    60.377518 
93.541809    148.641418    -110.545822    2.373497    -1.286292    60.796589 
93.158165    148.620865    -110.728477    2.404911    -1.294423    60.875336 
92.815414    148.570847    -110.879517    2.432686    -1.265390    60.730480 
92.245499    148.519608    -111.279701    2.477442    -1.169852    60.698776 
91.423645    148.341400    -111.704872    2.530347    -1.218912    61.038349 
90.996513    148.371338    -111.996170    2.497761    -0.905498    60.965916 
90.625832    148.344116    -112.209404    2.393529    -0.769403    60.929634 
90.100166    148.347122    -112.469231    2.259925    -0.880027    61.195465 
89.695259    148.132553    -112.746025    2.320667    -1.297625    60.917812 
88.716164    148.117920    -113.346138    2.037241    -1.113369    61.291615 
88.257164    148.111374    -113.579269    2.280409    -0.879072    61.376133 
87.707924    148.032516    -113.984535    2.308697    -1.114048    61.313198 
87.196869    148.011963    -114.067627    2.282988    -1.128044    61.823044 
86.621849    147.979065    -114.543297    2.218294    -1.369876    61.663837 
85.634819    147.865723    -114.977631    2.248788    -1.484292    61.964321 
85.100815    148.036362    -115.472198    2.182458    -1.015801    61.936344 
84.701035    147.933655    -115.711067    2.144244    -1.334762    61.868736 
84.077850    147.932388    -116.092667    2.016594    -1.292640    62.121468 
83.620438    147.926300    -116.423332    2.051764    -1.387153    62.058372 
82.380951    148.104065    -117.208054    2.147038    -0.870968    62.240356 
82.040070    148.090866    -117.415329    2.045834    -0.947161    62.264542 
81.434433    148.129593    -117.853333    2.078373    -0.890684    62.134270 
80.830803    148.117767    -118.128113    2.101721    -1.039060    62.508213 
80.305283    148.180328    -118.501938    2.199130    -0.912374    62.504108 
79.282440    148.318130    -119.170380    2.131276    -0.809403    62.594570 
78.616669    148.414200    -119.546951    2.092100    -0.730267    62.777428 
78.174934    148.453598    -119.674385    2.164544    -0.921820    63.065094 
77.712891    148.491806    -119.988289    1.982501    -0.665102    63.029644 
77.264015    148.537720    -120.397758    1.912209    -0.854303    62.835354 
76.264145    148.828003    -120.907402    1.555584    -0.314560    63.280872 
75.699654    148.958618    -121.161057    1.598765    -0.199589    63.354870 
75.060310    149.059143    -121.500191    1.797439    -0.181259    63.617115 
74.694595    148.999115    -121.799889    1.514418    -0.331525    63.461666 
74.122559    149.083801    -122.010330    1.454000    -0.159688    63.606174 
73.075165    149.203857    -122.615135    1.444414    -0.484127    63.751759 
72.507904    149.334366    -122.810791    1.470951    -0.353407    64.070282 
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72.036469    149.516327    -123.219872    1.373990    -0.068294    63.813915 
71.442497    149.561676    -123.392509    1.310502    -0.096693    64.241554 
70.951859    149.599457    -123.581161    1.152818    -0.084257    64.319939 
69.842949    149.808594    -124.106911    1.082286    0.195637    64.385918 
69.369141    149.830582    -124.302269    1.123966    0.140217    64.541199 
68.792320    149.893265    -124.559212    1.022217    0.195363    64.667351 
68.343773    150.009567    -124.790367    0.951557    0.315599    64.481293 
67.805618    150.061493    -125.045586    0.911412    0.251838    64.529610 
66.767464    150.208801    -125.463280    0.848126    0.637323    64.773888 
66.277664    150.294312    -125.522064    0.952761    0.703013    65.172493 
65.728569    150.289795    -125.805328    0.886245    0.517371    64.987061 
65.210594    150.409164    -126.054092    0.804754    0.809881    65.016663 
64.733528    150.535889    -126.301895    0.761305    0.858950    64.884720 
63.565208    150.564560    -126.645233    1.048060    0.689933    65.059700 
63.091885    150.580856    -126.766335    1.100052    0.886660    65.023804 
62.629814    150.729736    -126.977829    0.961564    1.104299    65.050385 
62.042088    150.681335    -127.206505    0.852011    1.087531    64.956528 
61.599777    150.662399    -127.290199    0.884482    1.044280    65.082428 
60.459129    150.801163    -127.831696    0.823865    1.422358    64.897957 
59.956551    150.808029    -127.910172    0.818207    1.413973    65.075447 
59.457577    150.803696    -127.892937    0.760565    1.344577    65.344810 
58.903687    150.782150    -128.220535    0.640990    1.416885    65.101524 
58.290756    150.674530    -128.484497    0.704090    1.239057    65.084259 
57.310318    150.594467    -128.727814    0.817796    1.344420    65.099205 
56.712646    150.555847    -128.837677    0.704291    1.282274    65.267075 
56.111740    150.496918    -129.074280    0.693902    1.089457    65.116684 
55.595516    150.444397    -129.246033    0.685693    1.189602    65.101608 
55.136311    150.359772    -129.205612    0.791781    1.035610    65.205276 
53.840469    150.373596    -129.578857    0.602594    1.444661    65.275650 
53.303455    150.264267    -129.684402    0.479604    1.469161    65.157593 
52.742928    150.237869    -129.764297    0.589707    1.437627    65.309006 
52.157902    150.116058    -130.022949    0.464974    1.387151    64.909874 
51.546265    149.864914    -130.023651    0.473392    0.944259    65.144615 
50.348125    149.711792    -130.235092    0.572109    1.060710    65.255310 
49.802853    149.678680    -130.364182    0.415040    1.299289    65.209442 
49.115719    149.631104    -130.523987    0.385738    1.184299    65.265442 
48.527645    149.540710    -130.597443    0.476385    1.047665    65.185623 
48.038300    149.440094    -130.631546    0.426429    1.141725    65.088310 
46.759327    149.247391    -130.897308    0.398442    1.252446    64.849548 
46.150459    149.189301    -130.994110    0.274449    1.420723    64.889160 
45.525898    149.099197    -131.065399    0.189357    1.382336    65.038795 
44.869667    148.914413    -131.109726    0.265376    1.091858    64.838737 
44.214840    148.917999    -131.324738    0.151928    1.397751    64.633965 
42.979153    148.874420    -131.366196    -0.128119    1.648445    64.803612 
42.357979    148.625259    -131.504578    0.006126    1.328833    64.535011 
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41.689407    148.645493    -131.682465    0.000023    1.486182    64.267197 
40.945572    148.561768    -131.709930    -0.053953    1.452120    64.360916 
40.331409    148.501877    -131.724976    -0.268033    1.604287    64.301231 
38.876324    148.372940    -131.975128    -0.177345    1.613005    64.234764 
38.123833    148.280975    -132.080292    -0.164570    1.521364    64.165070 
37.485607    148.216125    -132.114532    -0.231518    1.586877    63.958313 
36.793171    148.171402    -132.151581    -0.082568    1.487043    64.052933 
36.064320    148.147568    -132.145096    -0.219506    1.394663    63.951427 
34.626625    148.052383    -132.228928    -0.200746    1.283530    64.171188 
33.861004    148.066620    -132.271606    -0.262344    1.075462    64.222382 
33.137413    148.117310    -132.345901    -0.194871    1.195421    64.230438 
32.434593    148.147034    -132.338852    -0.268063    1.175865    64.058357 
31.685457    148.177338    -132.514267    -0.184795    1.064434    63.872948 
30.256670    148.183273    -132.619507    -0.138301    0.915354    63.807472 
29.434242    148.295593    -132.630692    -0.036081    0.979117    64.060875 
28.551405    148.225098    -132.670410    0.079949    0.676765    64.121254 
27.901030    148.337906    -132.685394    0.072095    0.694165    64.020729 
27.216642    148.409073    -132.806961    -0.133471    0.742210    63.905685 
25.894112    148.578171    -133.042068    -0.132599    0.736374    63.620655 
25.287109    148.601608    -133.005432    -0.156153    0.564885    63.840263 
24.619085    148.635101    -133.029755    -0.138914    0.430687    63.781437 
23.924688    148.739868    -133.158142    -0.199837    0.265159    63.762997 
23.309589    148.798843    -133.189194    -0.403091    0.325832    63.726707 
22.055542    148.970032    -133.301041    -0.389212    0.278779    63.789860 
21.301172    148.995331    -133.439621    -0.513728    -0.020742    63.630737 
20.614555    149.056763    -133.387894    -0.559501    -0.166978    63.693867 
19.997740    149.203308    -133.540161    -0.749619    -0.032307    63.668652 
19.422678    149.208389    -133.526993    -0.842464    -0.110195    63.768589 
18.134445    149.382278    -133.621964    -0.908601    -0.278880    63.998249 
17.504274    149.310959    -133.659882    -0.891438    -0.585524    63.946934 
16.870922    149.446350    -133.853943    -0.887335    -0.470437    63.779026 
16.303799    149.445984    -133.942291    -0.890636    -0.596447    63.538410 
15.678329    149.514801    -133.969330    -1.033180    -0.409325    63.607101 
14.351535    149.580719    -134.111450    -0.862197    -0.601776    63.866650 
13.782477    149.486862    -134.130280    -0.818479    -0.861953    63.885735 
13.193837    149.590714    -134.190369    -0.809131    -0.660466    63.930389 
12.541917    149.652039    -134.505539    -0.762431    -0.518048    63.734882 
11.974429    149.678558    -134.583466    -0.659170    -0.597173    63.695118 
10.607212    149.676636    -134.699280    -0.648479    -0.456234    63.872490 
10.034399    149.683456    -134.783264    -0.613609    -0.504314    63.880558 
9.380335    149.720352    -134.838654    -0.611111    -0.554403    64.018242 
8.774942    149.773376    -134.903168    -0.536658    -0.126498    64.232895 
8.097975    149.723526    -135.084442    -0.504126    -0.202957    64.173210 
6.939681    149.668243    -135.301025    -0.264781    -0.234350    64.249092 
6.379776    149.670731    -135.415131    -0.271827    -0.161932    64.195717 
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5.757366    149.703598    -135.524506    -0.255874    -0.085477    64.139771 
5.044071    149.637451    -135.597885    -0.245826    -0.158323    64.465820 
4.479154    149.633606    -135.768845    -0.256545    -0.124854    64.427094 
3.153528    149.608948    -136.053497    -0.283875    0.043973    64.618408 
2.606094    149.557083    -136.279419    -0.208367    0.103033    64.358093 
1.971258    149.473389    -136.352570    -0.244196    0.089324    64.382866 
1.309278    149.473709    -136.524796    -0.196023    0.201262    64.440132 
0.703778    149.359650    -136.630890    -0.255754    -0.005394    64.612259 
-0.591181    149.239594    -136.965637    -0.183627    -0.006931    64.721199 
-1.282216    149.114365    -137.107513    -0.171177    -0.173405    64.918976 
-1.949594    149.072205    -137.202438    -0.225188    0.193280    64.985092 
-2.602114    148.950897    -137.460449    -0.193293    -0.065804    64.889610 
-3.320736    148.841049    -137.613647    -0.127581    -0.080017    65.089317 
-4.631729    148.621780    -137.913803    -0.120708    -0.160127    65.235634 
-5.289099    148.473053    -138.122467    0.063612    -0.201388    65.417419 
-5.957822    148.445450    -138.282471    -0.086976    -0.026454    65.540596 
-6.627645    148.269547    -138.443024    -0.112750    -0.250926    65.632538 
-7.356994    148.107361    -138.734680    -0.045019    -0.404389    65.664177 
-8.692008    147.905807    -139.090134    -0.126831    -0.287370    66.026245 
-9.394971    147.829666    -139.383575    -0.236915    -0.046118    66.138176 
-9.997516    147.719864    -139.521164    -0.135756    -0.171999    66.270714 
-10.767787    147.555069    -139.810150    -0.063167    -0.095418    66.300735 
-11.453622    147.458206    -139.948975    -0.163268    -0.087822    66.528793 
-12.963570    147.231812    -140.423050    0.013740    -0.179540    66.797142 
-13.708999    147.137253    -140.715256    -0.036354    -0.136131    66.738632 
-14.475825    147.045303    -140.932327    -0.048329    -0.049483    67.090279 
-15.231403    146.991547    -141.110489    -0.040171    0.104680    67.210037 
-15.986374    146.807175    -141.452606    0.002553    -0.175600    67.125565 
-17.495960    146.721512    -141.869949    -0.174461    0.093876    67.499008 
-18.241047    146.645142    -142.119522    -0.124188    0.177276    67.696739 
-19.082468    146.558670    -142.399811    -0.109380    0.153063    67.915436 
-19.733032    146.399338    -142.693207    -0.093209    -0.028504    67.890236 
-20.484280    146.398148    -143.025467    -0.053869    0.016929    67.932625 
-22.025562    146.280426    -143.500137    -0.244293    -0.054686    68.432175 
-22.749022    146.253342    -143.758057    -0.163160    -0.033634    68.457253 
-23.578930    146.186584    -144.080383    -0.298576    -0.159708    68.661720 
-24.232290    146.201141    -144.372101    -0.339149    -0.099351    68.660751 
-25.061167    146.237564    -144.672699    -0.379185    0.000017    68.788933 
-26.568073    146.259888    -145.286728    -0.443483    -0.019468    69.140800 
-27.321529    146.255905    -145.497589    -0.487811    -0.049170    69.378204 
-28.085205    146.279434    -145.884079    -0.521901    -0.045815    69.275742 
-28.832954    146.325211    -146.087921    -0.509962    -0.028163    69.721634 
-29.583010    146.366150    -146.455704    -0.585716    0.013759    69.504250 
-31.046003    146.550919    -147.077026    -0.650795    -0.046522    69.650757 
-31.754333    146.662170    -147.267410    -0.611798    0.138654    69.878952 
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-32.506516    146.737640    -147.548203    -0.714128    0.234153    69.953583 
-33.283459    146.842834    -147.840851    -0.628226    0.199980    70.095848 
-33.994198    146.934448    -148.114761    -0.634490    0.142469    70.161934 
-35.460014    147.136108    -148.621597    -0.668505    0.233723    70.409782 
-36.168407    147.262192    -148.951721    -0.672850    0.335694    70.273659 
-36.902069    147.390030    -149.153259    -0.649878    0.359603    70.611885 
-37.602180    147.449051    -149.456863    -0.622141    0.274275    70.581207 
-38.301273    147.553482    -149.705963    -0.745968    0.327141    70.608376 
-39.754128    147.714996    -150.061646    -0.622858    0.237855    71.089035 
-40.404686    147.789627    -150.269073    -0.617935    0.245861    71.151100 
-41.125565    147.908539    -150.549789    -0.738534    0.285103    71.141769 
-41.735386    148.053055    -150.705246    -0.707533    0.308862    71.272774 
-42.423256    148.114197    -150.915100    -0.596134    0.287995    71.355240 
-43.714302    148.246414    -151.223038    -0.577781    0.245205    71.579163 
-44.373028    148.381714    -151.528015    -0.715255    0.335666    71.515388 
-45.027805    148.408066    -151.701050    -0.653925    0.235230    71.609207 
-45.610397    148.436874    -151.793137    -0.624084    0.092003    71.815613 
-46.297318    148.529694    -152.031464    -0.621170    0.089991    71.824356 
-47.472698    148.725098    -152.335403    -0.725985    0.352301    71.881477 
-48.121803    148.815582    -152.583282    -0.712146    0.280574    72.053490 
-48.645885    148.837891    -152.730438    -0.749046    0.334178    72.013733 
-49.311714    148.848755    -152.942612    -0.699233    0.239607    72.086296 
-49.898888    148.910828    -153.082886    -0.766541    0.302680    72.235855 
-51.105446    148.943420    -153.467102    -0.668715    0.256323    72.163292 
-51.699352    148.966690    -153.636780    -0.712565    0.171341    72.175873 
-52.233433    149.036285    -153.729874    -0.770578    0.275860    72.238068 
-52.864952    149.031357    -153.961700    -0.867015    0.171981    72.242737 
-53.461838    149.002213    -154.136078    -0.751814    0.194589    72.232925 
-54.647591    148.997437    -154.445251    -0.809564    0.211933    72.138008 
-55.290836    148.989532    -154.579330    -0.870054    0.218204    72.264771 
-55.871861    148.962814    -154.773956    -0.830727    0.173363    72.216331 
-56.469673    148.983719    -154.875854    -0.861583    0.347759    72.293205 
-57.093765    148.897293    -155.113693    -0.917383    0.156905    72.100464 
-58.302967    148.896759    -155.431503    -0.961899    0.528090    72.221123 
-58.919819    148.783813    -155.482132    -0.842687    0.342889    72.389305 
-59.511112    148.696167    -155.665482    -0.921794    0.291158    72.193077 
-60.082672    148.689209    -155.731491    -0.989176    0.400824    72.267868 
-60.695255    148.574142    -155.984955    -0.875771    0.258618    72.112358 
-61.247742    148.499817    -156.006531    -0.950265    0.278634    72.187370 
-61.853504    148.419067    -156.167252    -0.949442    0.446498    72.074905 
-62.444885    148.404953    -156.301971    -0.986127    0.530876    71.946075 
-63.130657    148.283508    -156.331940    -0.972453    0.513117    72.177872 
-63.686825    148.214371    -156.438065    -1.066990    0.475980    72.111160 
-64.870781    147.997040    -156.725784    -1.006231    0.448746    71.918381 
-65.472427    147.904816    -156.685730    -0.990494    0.579087    72.180107 
177 
-66.139297    147.849960    -156.941086    -0.985292    0.654702    71.873390 
-66.752480    147.764877    -156.970398    -1.059727    0.732392    72.027138 
-67.370560    147.671890    -157.018784    -1.141763    0.753026    71.982773 
-68.635742    147.453720    -157.253250    -1.081537    0.745342    71.731239 
-69.249504    147.393723    -157.307999    -1.130481    0.861124    71.831985 
-69.950546    147.289032    -157.348984    -1.073982    0.864211    71.836975 
-70.634064    147.168381    -157.428314    -1.121942    0.853206    71.734962 
-71.297684    147.085648    -157.444748    -1.063929    0.808383    71.903107 
-72.640816    146.971832    -157.650970    -1.097657    0.940392    71.788940 
-73.328392    146.830887    -157.694427    -1.094131    0.935337    71.821045 
-73.980095    146.772430    -157.712402    -1.093548    0.879251    71.877792 
-74.672165    146.649963    -157.799072    -1.069296    0.842003    71.811768 
-75.421402    146.619110    -157.780365    -1.193041    0.919313    71.985840 
-76.766968    146.537476    -157.899658    -1.109075    0.974564    71.850639 
-77.527252    146.535965    -158.005234    -1.216051    1.067449    71.778831 
-78.257309    146.506729    -158.044952    -1.152441    1.049105    71.869934 
-78.975807    146.457260    -158.056778    -1.149214    0.994158    71.863373 
-79.690849    146.477692    -158.054489    -1.225764    1.130444    71.792313 
-81.240234    146.450699    -158.139877    -1.081062    1.114761    71.994797 
-81.908798    146.488846    -158.144226    -1.030699    1.110335    72.016838 
-82.752724    146.517792    -158.338516    -1.120902    1.204551    71.757072 
-83.487083    146.525146    -158.257584    -1.049143    1.059844    72.018318 
-84.211563    146.550491    -158.214981    -1.027696    1.149142    72.067360 
-85.717247    146.632523    -158.382553    -0.973453    1.048415    71.994934 
-86.514519    146.679016    -158.390564    -0.949924    1.040534    72.054062 
-87.263176    146.799316    -158.480347    -0.942826    1.179046    72.083916 
-87.973877    146.916229    -158.486465    -0.893927    1.266197    72.224205 
-88.792366    146.941025    -158.573471    -1.073986    1.248980    72.038422 
-90.258026    147.033997    -158.559509    -0.956728    1.049624    72.354706 
-91.038818    147.153015    -158.712997    -1.041643    1.087092    72.207550 
-91.778854    147.168289    -158.694366    -1.089985    1.079904    72.364670 
-92.498444    147.279739    -158.641556    -1.090647    1.115831    72.600044 
-93.206657    147.274017    -158.723328    -1.129111    0.738666    72.553314 
-94.593468    147.539413    -158.848709    -1.307156    1.014819    72.695953 
-95.255936    147.562149    -158.893143    -1.432963    0.923262    72.650299 
-95.948044    147.628479    -158.913391    -1.526516    0.884723    72.834953 
-96.621674    147.681564    -158.870209    -1.529272    0.830464    72.966606 
-97.272003    147.802399    -159.042404    -1.688830    0.790456    72.851341 
-98.543205    147.889206    -159.065887    -1.789180    0.650249    73.083878 
-99.231483    147.932358    -159.170288    -1.700923    0.719333    73.191513 
-99.841965    148.039536    -159.221405    -1.840461    0.789150    73.066719 
-100.494972    148.108841    -159.283630    -1.908366    0.832927    73.240845 
-101.150719    148.106567    -159.329987    -1.856501    0.548854    73.321533 
-102.506470    148.087723    -159.481033    -1.820926    0.381578    73.491325 
-103.224564    148.149460    -159.644730    -1.810740    0.458114    73.441734 
178 
-103.849998    148.145370    -159.611679    -1.694136    0.285094    73.694069 
-104.473236    148.131989    -159.681931    -1.756787    0.111985    73.633598 
-105.169998    148.155060    -159.871078    -1.634715    0.197192    73.668457 
-106.418266    148.210052    -160.028214    -1.587284    0.144764    73.775002 
-107.065430    148.223145    -160.136581    -1.568146    0.064032    73.875061 
-107.688522    148.239319    -160.266281    -1.540355    0.111953    73.840828 
-108.312500    148.267960    -160.286270    -1.583536    0.125630    74.074707 
-108.936623    148.243027    -160.395386    -1.516712    0.083562    74.089691 
-110.178223    148.296387    -160.574142    -1.548818    0.210170    74.265831 
-110.794106    148.320465    -160.698517    -1.606814    0.258972    74.409637 
-111.416939    148.291138    -160.726898    -1.590592    0.182293    74.504723 
-112.057205    148.205490    -160.858856    -1.562797    0.022443    74.522995 
-112.636902    148.242279    -160.933914    -1.670972    0.108485    74.566864 
-113.885757    148.197678    -161.173706    -1.718626    0.096264    74.754692 
-114.514587    148.137848    -161.203735    -1.721004    0.024016    74.857414 
-115.149963    148.102509    -161.412033    -1.732024    -0.004769    74.800049 
-115.763214    148.057495    -161.609909    -1.716094    -0.033186    74.808891 
-116.373184    147.974991    -161.554367    -1.679657    -0.108688    75.040062 
-117.663513    147.861282    -161.819748    -1.806912    -0.173860    75.279037 
-118.322083    147.777832    -162.001724    -1.817522    -0.249703    75.275726 
-118.963364    147.743179    -162.037018    -1.839042    -0.118685    75.499153 
-119.596031    147.568039    -162.249115    -1.699312    -0.461189    75.435783 
-120.292511    147.517822    -162.319824    -1.844537    -0.380171    75.670341 
-121.589783    147.328323    -162.653046    -1.872842    -0.525778    75.767006 
-122.229294    147.216919    -162.701874    -1.844684    -0.462746    75.986290 
-122.925354    147.100998    -162.895935    -1.789343    -0.534447    76.057678 
-123.563721    146.965240    -163.076355    -1.727281    -0.605642    76.080528 
-124.194244    146.791702    -163.158829    -1.677585    -0.814608    76.358368 
-125.594925    146.582169    -163.470596    -1.728345    -0.736633    76.552773 
-126.284477    146.463852    -163.644592    -1.696104    -0.777685    76.671143 
-126.994827    146.362885    -163.861404    -1.677835    -0.608558    76.633865 
-127.636269    146.266022    -163.975372    -1.691201    -0.609597    76.772919 
-128.338654    146.094223    -164.212219    -1.695566    -0.772458    76.856071 
-129.801437    145.878632    -164.722137    -1.669615    -0.629282    76.884102 
-130.579117    145.838043    -164.941010    -1.733774    -0.406707    76.948296 
-131.248184    145.673111    -165.120438    -1.644598    -0.410737    77.087227 
-132.061981    145.688171    -165.513840    -1.724648    -0.127726    77.021202 
-132.730225    145.539856    -165.751266    -1.726104    -0.136891    77.042480 
-134.216980    145.325729    -166.160843    -1.689680    -0.108654    77.229637 
-135.035355    145.198807    -166.424377    -1.726869    -0.112035    77.258385 
-135.804459    145.030945    -166.646759    -1.818665    -0.230717    77.355362 
-136.531342    144.978088    -166.786179    -1.839167    -0.102927    77.713783 
-137.259476    144.891266    -167.099472    -1.903247    -0.089335    77.640984 
-138.779343    144.702362    -167.491791    -1.846856    -0.172840    78.165581 
-139.565964    144.676880    -167.744797    -1.943739    0.019064    78.200020 
179 
-140.279861    144.575790    -167.975784    -2.024669    -0.031425    78.389313 
-141.027695    144.507599    -168.215363    -1.909456    -0.147904    78.520447 
-141.825348    144.504089    -168.459305    -1.974893    -0.090698    78.766106 
-143.347336    144.464294    -169.070084    -2.110238    -0.182364    78.854660 
-144.118347    144.445221    -169.306122    -2.135267    -0.178665    78.974007 
-144.910599    144.477982    -169.499847    -2.084712    -0.058790    79.340355 
-145.686661    144.514114    -169.823975    -2.161428    0.017057    79.349350 
-146.388123    144.541840    -170.078735    -2.115921    0.022093    79.542282 
-147.885162    144.684769    -170.537704    -2.085239    0.042324    79.913574 
-148.688828    144.793655    -170.846878    -2.168873    0.003546    80.093788 
-149.379440    144.853821    -171.109772    -2.189404    -0.052417    80.095360 
-150.145035    144.942001    -171.351700    -2.229621    -0.152659    80.324287 
-150.865829    145.023010    -171.588608    -2.189908    -0.046320    80.505150 
-152.377350    145.258148    -172.025330    -2.225980    -0.055266    80.904182 
-153.149933    145.348907    -172.243027    -2.253741    -0.076492    81.084938 
-153.930374    145.453064    -172.482468    -2.222019    -0.069954    81.474625 
-154.550903    145.596832    -172.634308    -2.377818    -0.101979    81.629509 
-155.328552    145.649475    -172.910019    -2.324577    -0.193163    81.752602 
-156.661407    145.875336    -173.296967    -2.577864    -0.167978    82.059715 
-157.333878    145.958282    -173.597473    -2.609272    -0.269456    82.129265 
-158.072525    146.020737    -173.721664    -2.557811    -0.338324    82.327660 
-158.733917    146.160095    -173.880630    -2.709729    -0.302534    82.478577 
-159.462997    146.191071    -174.107773    -2.690332    -0.399851    82.559189 
-160.733063    146.380890    -174.516144    -2.638921    -0.345077    82.665375 
-161.420944    146.466614    -174.670975    -2.595842    -0.214267    82.696335 
-162.086807    146.499298    -174.847153    -2.517748    -0.287870    82.847443 
-162.773590    146.565979    -174.996155    -2.517104    -0.292395    82.925453 
-163.429337    146.647400    -175.214706    -2.551067    -0.191580    82.978470 
-164.764679    146.726410    -175.585312    -2.432274    -0.146338    83.004959 
-165.393677    146.695358    -175.769989    -2.296452    -0.199693    82.976242 
-166.053085    146.751358    -175.950043    -2.236177    -0.175582    83.094032 
-166.635651    146.763901    -176.105347    -2.232668    -0.196654    83.066635 
-167.260712    146.805237    -176.316635    -2.169416    -0.053619    83.112427 
-168.560883    146.745010    -176.602264    -2.046698    -0.200530    83.192993 
-169.134308    146.732208    -176.675659    -1.968204    -0.135074    83.332718 
-169.758118    146.737854    -176.834732    -1.965705    -0.101755    83.331223 
-170.312195    146.709030    -176.838776    -1.899751    -0.196977    83.488304 
-170.938873    146.742584    -177.035446    -1.967728    0.064900    83.336456 
-172.119232    146.699036    -177.172363    -1.888887    0.118963    83.593605 
-172.663864    146.661514    -177.318146    -1.784137    0.114463    83.659897 
-173.145935    146.677216    -177.430145    -1.818859    0.204106    83.679291 
-173.744461    146.601868    -177.568649    -1.785015    0.147607    83.578484 
-174.325302    146.553207    -177.616760    -1.754259    0.281796    83.694328 
-175.658676    146.511292    -178.011627    -1.738016    0.400538    83.556610 
-176.262482    146.469772    -178.091660    -1.755966    0.530696    83.518600 
180 
-176.793747    146.409454    -178.236420    -1.722029    0.395851    83.485489 
-177.470306    146.385330    -178.372955    -1.636289    0.737882    83.356445 
-178.061722    146.298401    -178.442230    -1.696333    0.619135    83.367470 
-179.396805    146.183533    -178.803329    -1.694641    0.785205    83.169693 
-179.996490    146.150467    -178.942291    -1.634870    0.831576    83.031487 
-180.580261    146.063904    -179.080658    -1.718404    0.817211    82.951477 
-181.208710    145.994904    -179.083038    -1.612065    0.942395    83.083389 
-181.769501    145.965988    -179.284225    -1.736292    1.070234    82.705414 
-182.981628    145.829849    -179.421066    -1.718654    1.205147    82.611603 
-183.579285    145.717850    -179.539078    -1.689883    1.042864    82.529137 
-184.157410    145.644073    -179.596893    -1.660623    1.158045    82.527870 
-184.821777    145.582581    -179.651505    -1.727942    1.269797    82.476707 
-185.392517    145.519958    -179.777786    -1.719146    1.159167    82.334892 
-186.642334    145.344116    -179.939301    -1.677370    1.200834    82.298080 
-187.265564    145.303802    -179.964066    -1.753538    1.238724    82.154648 
-187.864212    145.218903    -180.017380    -1.689781    1.163309    82.114723 
-188.564545    145.139450    -180.073959    -1.657419    1.124970    82.092300 
-189.166245    145.123154    -180.155701    -1.672921    1.283247    82.052910 
-190.550690    144.987335    -180.206116    -1.677905    1.379465    81.976868 
-191.199249    144.857483    -180.279404    -1.585387    1.164338    81.933914 
-191.904099    144.809250    -180.331787    -1.557760    1.374443    81.774391 
-192.578705    144.731018    -180.315811    -1.632610    1.208232    81.911819 
-193.237671    144.713867    -180.413757    -1.673652    1.333021    81.746353 
-194.647476    144.499756    -180.474091    -1.601114    1.058200    81.696404 
-195.321243    144.494171    -180.516373    -1.642685    1.169550    81.678040 
-196.032089    144.401215    -180.506607    -1.657653    1.227221    81.664177 
-196.710342    144.395630    -180.571777    -1.670018    1.214602    81.553329 
-197.392532    144.369919    -180.612030    -1.611443    1.330410    81.506012 
-198.837860    144.315918    -180.611847    -1.711197    1.347443    81.474205 
-199.540970    144.249222    -180.656860    -1.739372    1.281554    81.403801 
-200.271225    144.272446    -180.675720    -1.671748    1.342570    81.401695 
-200.977753    144.273514    -180.712311    -1.634840    1.475756    81.308197 
-201.685471    144.241699    -180.767990    -1.651849    1.367090    81.278328 
-203.125092    144.242889    -180.748886    -1.634204    1.379413    81.239807 
-203.807968    144.327789    -180.828781    -1.757762    1.469242    81.228821 
-204.497711    144.312988    -180.792694    -1.719519    1.517219    81.142357 
-205.221741    144.363663    -180.907333    -1.747743    1.533693    81.026634 
-205.946594    144.373703    -180.859344    -1.778535    1.516898    81.140518 
-207.359787    144.462585    -180.953552    -1.864563    1.467452    80.962906 
-208.074692    144.460602    -180.987305    -1.853796    1.412266    81.012611 
-208.825348    144.508057    -181.092239    -1.902533    1.384149    80.770905 
-209.538452    144.590347    -181.085571    -1.869735    1.532106    80.890541 
-210.253494    144.550980    -181.179184    -1.791157    1.316033    80.873848 
-211.663849    144.699829    -181.264145    -1.860182    1.316166    80.823372 
-212.322311    144.782196    -181.323563    -1.924114    1.259887    80.860512 
181 
-212.981628    144.848526    -181.375839    -2.001953    1.194891    80.855095 
-213.682556    144.959305    -181.419174    -2.092018    1.380962    80.813522 
-214.366882    144.934082    -181.500183    -2.043266    1.087496    80.793610 
-215.692093    145.020874    -181.618088    -1.965158    0.853854    80.777718 
-216.363342    145.079010    -181.689529    -1.991132    0.907506    80.774231 
-217.023331    145.138245    -181.815948    -2.013099    0.760799    80.728088 
-217.643982    145.202240    -181.793930    -2.055118    0.593173    80.872932 
-218.310333    145.257980    -181.862381    -2.062216    0.655316    80.868874 
-219.658630    145.315475    -181.954193    -2.055321    0.456863    80.980804 
-220.257950    145.360092    -182.080261    -2.010937    0.408255    80.835442 
-220.986557    145.366180    -182.116638    -1.910745    0.215259    80.983528 
-221.666718    145.403961    -182.204803    -1.835950    0.167067    80.960838 
-222.282455    145.378143    -182.272034    -1.762073    0.002121    80.958893 
-223.579163    145.434982    -182.404785    -1.700161    -0.064746    81.055603 
-224.242218    145.478195    -182.497147    -1.657779    -0.025533    81.081123 
-224.901321    145.508286    -182.547638    -1.681895    0.084137    81.138275 
-225.544266    145.561737    -182.661377    -1.694989    0.000444    81.107506 
-226.229187    145.605255    -182.745239    -1.632743    0.156115    81.203217 
-227.518631    145.614319    -182.888779    -1.619054    0.175001    81.312897 
-228.145264    145.562210    -182.983826    -1.571227    0.056551    81.299576 
-228.784042    145.531601    -183.078049    -1.484216    0.048883    81.289093 
-229.497055    145.544510    -183.212601    -1.525852    0.003398    81.279625 
-230.087036    145.565933    -183.304016    -1.537733    0.197800    81.328964 
-231.439636    145.522385    -183.440613    -1.514234    0.277260    81.548393 
-232.136581    145.475433    -183.566788    -1.561593    0.373630    81.500549 
-232.803726    145.466400    -183.714050    -1.581398    0.358210    81.445374 
-233.491806    145.280869    -183.805969    -1.379421    0.200359    81.552155 
-234.098953    145.312027    -183.937973    -1.456861    0.297783    81.580254 
-235.492157    145.158936    -184.186249    -1.429695    0.377405    81.580734 
-236.149597    145.088806    -184.274979    -1.459809    0.341454    81.640137 
-236.880066    144.934265    -184.462357    -1.406353    0.203371    81.630211 
-237.519974    144.937607    -184.561676    -1.541867    0.392700    81.706406 
-238.254501    144.786209    -184.707092    -1.436387    0.356804    81.751396 
-239.640228    144.546204    -184.991730    -1.470299    0.228866    81.794006 
-240.312149    144.430710    -185.057098    -1.420268    0.368837    81.975975 
-240.995026    144.338196    -185.170715    -1.467342    0.349936    82.171745 
-241.713837    144.208832    -185.294571    -1.553198    0.389332    82.187622 
-242.464066    143.999619    -185.457779    -1.437351    0.239894    82.362099 
-243.835236    143.874207    -185.714081    -1.677470    0.442248    82.494873 
-244.560974    143.587418    -185.908920    -1.506118    0.011778    82.494469 
-245.314072    143.485184    -186.023132    -1.613078    0.089949    82.658676 
-246.043182    143.331985    -186.132980    -1.672493    0.029419    82.817627 
-246.838333    143.165543    -186.343079    -1.544019    0.011410    82.929237 
-248.263260    142.954666    -186.639969    -1.835286    0.094073    83.099823 
-248.991730    142.758041    -186.842438    -1.825856    -0.017585    83.120598 
182 
-249.729630    142.655487    -186.975006    -1.915747    -0.061196    83.391602 
-250.458389    142.466431    -187.147568    -1.900989    -0.055382    83.515976 
-251.215988    142.359421    -187.343597    -1.965762    -0.009516    83.522446 
-252.769348    142.058563    -187.699158    -2.056332    -0.237696    83.801544 
-253.480881    141.983109    -187.896988    -2.110097    -0.129863    83.959282 
-254.230759    141.855438    -188.091217    -2.154048    -0.222570    84.110336 
-255.018906    141.779465    -188.300919    -2.328939    -0.173182    84.157753 
-255.799271    141.734009    -188.523651    -2.370089    -0.050678    84.294617 
-257.367676    141.550156    -188.998291    -2.414808    -0.084231    84.455849 
-258.110229    141.493851    -189.141113    -2.396456    -0.102970    84.674019 
-258.818237    141.483109    -189.342773    -2.467091    -0.005601    84.806938 
-259.629639    141.438171    -189.587677    -2.418278    -0.039698    84.913094 
-260.401428    141.458160    -189.802643    -2.455610    0.122688    85.108688 
-261.986145    141.434326    -190.268524    -2.279360    0.088796    85.332718 
-262.756561    141.495773    -190.475937    -2.275953    0.192197    85.660736 
-263.494202    141.522629    -190.659790    -2.217537    0.192822    85.794144 
-264.244019    141.600586    -190.881287    -2.188966    0.271951    85.974525 
-265.089050    141.665909    -191.097870    -2.072846    0.442912    86.028786 
-266.566315    141.808838    -191.482773    -1.930477    0.460601    85.995308 
-267.368835    141.863388    -191.672073    -1.841317    0.459577    86.091339 
-268.102722    141.934875    -191.912003    -1.749866    0.441837    86.067711 
-268.869293    142.032623    -192.056351    -1.655508    0.605619    86.242706 
-269.645081    142.130630    -192.230392    -1.575084    0.700897    86.339508 
-271.095245    142.379578    -192.629654    -1.586692    0.904653    86.376091 
-271.828613    142.465500    -192.765167    -1.551087    0.867571    86.591927 
-272.501251    142.606384    -192.939026    -1.654126    1.075235    86.593956 
-273.194519    142.663986    -193.089264    -1.551714    1.026232    86.666664 
-273.887604    142.819382    -193.257111    -1.685012    1.132950    86.687592 
-275.172089    143.047623    -193.552155    -1.667857    1.203028    86.818199 
-275.863495    143.158386    -193.707687    -1.656673    1.325851    86.844246 
-276.500885    143.245682    -193.806030    -1.640074    1.292591    86.930305 
-277.129913    143.348389    -193.963623    -1.710264    1.236928    86.939995 
-277.786041    143.422516    -194.096558    -1.617309    1.369331    87.042099 
-279.064911    143.607361    -194.406647    -1.648059    1.384680    86.985771 
-279.725342    143.700714    -194.467422    -1.654192    1.376325    87.057922 
-280.322632    143.726776    -194.659500    -1.556608    1.357724    86.966057 
-280.957306    143.828918    -194.707001    -1.695467    1.532523    87.077431 
-281.627716    143.793518    -194.846481    -1.574419    1.387393    87.026466 
-282.931152    143.869278    -195.060699    -1.634288    1.359848    87.093933 
-283.559998    143.899857    -195.151093    -1.615067    1.432125    87.045135 
-284.219330    143.943054    -195.256775    -1.656661    1.477474    87.155792 
-284.842957    143.921738    -195.316696    -1.562877    1.376637    87.193550 
-285.474091    143.898254    -195.441315    -1.532539    1.266154    87.203491 
-286.737549    143.892990    -195.640839    -1.513137    1.322158    87.191925 
-287.401093    143.819183    -195.661057    -1.448974    1.158985    87.397614 
183 
-288.011658    143.829819    -195.771866    -1.485402    1.322297    87.163376 
-288.638672    143.763184    -195.790558    -1.486759    1.202572    87.248550 
-289.284119    143.711563    -195.930527    -1.338768    1.213876    87.140648 
-290.608582    143.607742    -196.067337    -1.337063    1.249657    87.127457 
-291.201385    143.547302    -196.133942    -1.301088    1.096026    87.132858 
-291.879089    143.428406    -196.186203    -1.206859    1.055528    87.042641 
-292.530121    143.384018    -196.243271    -1.206164    1.166318    86.972664 
-293.174683    143.280975    -196.292831    -1.080537    1.320322    86.875465 
-294.458496    143.083038    -196.361038    -0.987395    1.296769    86.847336 
-295.145386    142.995148    -196.375412    -0.920705    1.220878    86.820183 
-295.755341    142.862778    -196.422287    -0.900444    1.163395    86.737152 
-296.449158    142.704865    -196.422501    -0.788873    1.044206    86.696754 
-297.159088    142.618469    -196.463379    -0.804904    1.179544    86.630470 
-298.477234    142.425430    -196.537491    -0.679975    1.142868    86.433693 
-299.094666    142.226151    -196.572723    -0.538793    0.974729    86.296944 
-299.718140    142.132660    -196.517761    -0.488082    1.017342    86.318359 
-300.442474    142.027222    -196.550171    -0.544614    1.086670    86.215004 
-301.057251    141.858139    -196.527573    -0.463309    0.959323    86.190720 
-302.371582    141.668060    -196.549255    -0.468057    0.957116    85.935631 
-303.114410    141.551498    -196.578171    -0.342819    1.045911    85.916016 
-303.761047    141.413437    -196.571228    -0.324473    0.952992    85.778320 
-304.488861    141.292999    -196.578140    -0.346369    0.918720    85.663651 
-305.162598    141.176895    -196.507980    -0.247387    0.930031    85.636208 
-306.579742    141.010910    -196.510696    -0.290613    1.009313    85.373703 
-307.189941    140.860825    -196.414948    -0.249120    0.959853    85.386398 
-307.938324    140.771652    -196.452377    -0.302388    0.901799    85.214569 
-308.624420    140.668045    -196.394318    -0.224070    0.890764    85.177246 
-309.372864    140.565750    -196.309189    -0.274312    0.910197    85.185532 
-310.791931    140.417221    -196.149734    -0.367290    0.965325    85.152130 
-311.546570    140.342651    -196.186295    -0.435992    0.967669    84.947800 
-312.288239    140.241547    -196.111557    -0.368754    0.894472    84.876381 
-313.001221    140.208282    -196.025513    -0.516882    1.006881    84.886185 
-313.723602    140.118164    -195.894623    -0.530281    1.021605    84.871681 
-315.230713    140.067749    -195.780060    -0.566705    1.121912    84.751801 
-316.051941    140.037125    -195.779007    -0.713286    1.241319    84.536247 
-316.690826    140.008621    -195.647598    -0.712561    1.277340    84.569893 
-317.563446    140.010910    -195.631302    -0.763874    1.340732    84.479935 
-318.316589    140.011520    -195.507904    -0.794574    1.357342    84.504555 
-319.811493    140.030853    -195.299942    -0.832589    1.511541    84.546478 
-320.640381    139.967102    -195.237961    -0.670951    1.391871    84.374069 
-321.420166    140.056259    -195.178772    -0.709090    1.514784    84.386124 
-322.153961    139.998413    -195.060852    -0.555578    1.435973    84.305290 
-322.966919    140.099518    -194.974518    -0.589939    1.601011    84.389221 
-324.552551    140.097290    -194.876984    -0.366852    1.355654    84.221306 
-325.342834    140.202667    -194.770432    -0.397385    1.483605    84.224174 
184 
-326.154327    140.211853    -194.701309    -0.252874    1.362159    84.239525 
-326.907440    140.286819    -194.601486    -0.272543    1.504751    84.131851 
-327.741333    140.312805    -194.552032    -0.220822    1.390856    84.164604 
-329.289063    140.406265    -194.394089    -0.105902    1.446805    84.145996 
-330.022949    140.452362    -194.326340    -0.101026    1.296803    84.111656 
-330.693207    140.498047    -194.214386    -0.047029    1.414794    84.146393 
-331.473694    140.538727    -194.203445    -0.098913    1.375945    83.991417 
-332.147003    140.605209    -194.152451    -0.077099    1.375581    83.958405 
-333.516968    140.662415    -193.994385    -0.038693    1.095525    83.951675 
-334.265961    140.717926    -194.010071    -0.034608    0.976705    83.919693 
-334.917633    140.749527    -193.931000    -0.038237    0.967095    83.992065 
-335.619812    140.802948    -193.906998    -0.082474    1.012435    83.933952 
-336.302521    140.837448    -193.813614    -0.140653    0.941514    83.949417 
-337.623871    140.940079    -193.808624    -0.083854    0.730701    83.860542 
-338.257111    141.016525    -193.704102    -0.155279    0.709403    83.830208 
-338.936676    140.981232    -193.693008    -0.029627    0.511576    83.861916 
-339.605103    141.030731    -193.649002    0.028782    0.469595    83.745560 
-340.215912    141.082855    -193.595779    -0.027193    0.364735    83.808266 
-341.506531    141.164612    -193.487244    0.046101    0.372371    83.791954 
-342.182587    141.180450    -193.491119    0.007948    0.265107    83.740570 
-342.868317    141.234665    -193.419144    0.048762    0.166562    83.826141 
-343.479156    141.233139    -193.434555    0.077550    0.110600    83.769485 
-344.142395    141.288513    -193.362213    0.060755    0.030776    83.812485 
-345.413666    141.305756    -193.334808    0.036998    -0.098623    83.696289 
-346.055939    141.345734    -193.300491    0.104516    -0.163190    83.808823 
-346.702057    141.365326    -193.319611    0.078295    -0.091678    83.778496 
-347.334869    141.423874    -193.325226    -0.001381    -0.166693    83.659775 
-347.966736    141.399246    -193.293045    0.010648    -0.157116    83.741081 
-349.295227    141.440369    -193.203308    -0.001863    -0.124205    83.785759 
-349.805878    141.437881    -193.297394    -0.065054    -0.190584    83.631248 
-350.495697    141.460632    -193.203308    -0.014930    -0.050499    83.800201 
-351.132568    141.448303    -193.296188    -0.107089    -0.133670    83.593407 
-351.823181    141.494995    -193.250351    -0.126177    0.064319    83.734787 
-353.079498    141.413635    -193.305161    -0.105667    -0.021427    83.685524 
-353.725800    141.389740    -193.247253    -0.130263    0.067994    83.705643 
-354.415955    141.398117    -193.380432    -0.265034    0.126446    83.555962 
-355.025055    141.352386    -193.351120    -0.278230    0.171334    83.482552 
-355.727112    141.280182    -193.399368    -0.204866    0.192304    83.598877 
-356.976166    141.230255    -193.427399    -0.386210    0.267170    83.556541 
-357.688995    141.157944    -193.453217    -0.428860    0.289213    83.681145 
-358.345276    141.061142    -193.431030    -0.448245    0.360387    83.679085 
-359.019531    141.052109    -193.512421    -0.543087    0.476443    83.607712 
-359.718018    140.912537    -193.501617    -0.449304    0.307349    83.792526 
-361.060333    140.789963    -193.691727    -0.638018    0.230093    83.579567 
-361.754669    140.733856    -193.608658    -0.736150    0.246282    83.993881 
185 
-362.387573    140.583130    -193.693680    -0.623021    0.228250    83.961983 
-363.111816    140.548508    -193.770676    -0.834189    0.207098    83.825333 
-363.909119    140.471176    -193.763489    -0.830568    0.197142    84.044518 
-365.275085    140.225067    -193.862778    -0.938005    -0.115897    84.207703 
-365.952759    140.107819    -193.991425    -0.983468    -0.053260    84.150803 
-366.700836    140.033859    -194.016647    -1.032430    -0.160817    84.312515 
-367.406525    139.963089    -194.138885    -1.111437    -0.207945    84.367798 
-368.139252    139.903549    -194.183807    -1.215963    -0.212105    84.473282 
-369.575439    139.621857    -194.358276    -1.262335    -0.506379    84.626801 
-370.342834    139.576553    -194.478271    -1.393239    -0.411803    84.678177 
-371.106781    139.474304    -194.511490    -1.477198    -0.514483    84.791962 
-371.835083    139.391647    -194.581940    -1.596549    -0.662782    84.937508 
-372.584534    139.305420    -194.682785    -1.615293    -0.561570    85.145866 
-374.048370    139.161011    -194.902466    -1.683168    -0.711147    85.200478 
-374.787109    139.057587    -194.972015    -1.766016    -0.717308    85.344551 
-375.612457    139.020355    -195.063019    -1.786306    -0.688746    85.515877 
-376.290466    138.970886    -195.200699    -1.912930    -0.689789    85.631538 
-377.100647    138.895416    -195.310730    -1.886446    -0.743360    85.615166 
-378.566223    138.788437    -195.572830    -1.846771    -0.792046    85.805702 
-379.303802    138.774582    -195.648926    -1.772376    -0.769970    85.937622 
-380.052643    138.739441    -195.729248    -1.800580    -0.868786    85.967293 
-380.858551    138.801224    -195.937988    -1.831892    -0.504541    85.982063 
-381.552704    138.782471    -196.102600    -1.806854    -0.670454    86.053360 
-383.116486    138.800629    -196.338303    -1.766057    -0.652296    86.276886 
-383.908997    138.884598    -196.528107    -1.790610    -0.701217    86.084167 
-384.619873    138.966949    -196.525360    -1.772122    -0.473353    86.357628 
-385.411530    138.927719    -196.682144    -1.713815    -0.759572    86.453873 
-386.125885    138.933701    -196.768143    -1.611886    -0.832782    86.524651 
-387.615845    139.062485    -196.995590    -1.561182    -0.686746    86.639931 
-388.337982    139.055603    -197.100327    -1.498434    -0.862278    86.633934 
-389.059265    139.199905    -197.199188    -1.579618    -0.811378    86.811440 
-389.765808    139.212555    -197.274689    -1.524002    -0.789152    86.853615 
-390.487946    139.347153    -197.323257    -1.492964    -0.737517    87.006241 
-391.826141    139.538177    -197.539703    -1.641764    -0.633961    86.901772 
-392.555969    139.579681    -197.614319    -1.625213    -0.691402    87.048347 
-393.223450    139.729065    -197.615295    -1.676292    -0.516217    87.235069 
-393.974060    139.795380    -197.745987    -1.674089    -0.496674    87.080635 
-394.572784    139.902435    -197.788376    -1.747377    -0.573051    87.210335 
-395.943695    140.083160    -197.897980    -1.751167    -0.360647    87.288300 
-396.586945    140.141113    -197.912079    -1.712838    -0.392417    87.293808 
-397.253387    140.152390    -198.023849    -1.607901    -0.358892    87.188774 
-397.895966    140.203094    -198.052628    -1.528815    -0.501605    87.331352 
-398.525330    140.283997    -198.068054    -1.493525    -0.348829    87.396248 
-399.742859    140.374924    -198.149826    -1.486833    -0.472741    87.432922 
-400.477356    140.453522    -198.250198    -1.532825    -0.365230    87.364899 
186 
-401.169525    140.499588    -198.292084    -1.481897    -0.277817    87.436897 
-401.757538    140.559509    -198.333267    -1.506588    -0.264368    87.339684 
-402.441681    140.513321    -198.277802    -1.457547    -0.386327    87.460182 
-403.585724    140.612320    -198.348831    -1.510486    -0.376872    87.495270 
-404.277802    140.637024    -198.478104    -1.574981    -0.397260    87.418106 
-404.885345    140.679443    -198.522766    -1.609535    -0.197095    87.294662 
-405.531799    140.625458    -198.469086    -1.502815    -0.296198    87.429848 
-406.147003    140.649292    -198.499710    -1.480300    -0.224839    87.387665 
-407.429077    140.581604    -198.539200    -1.487863    -0.277156    87.348457 
-408.058350    140.601959    -198.565323    -1.480596    -0.141716    87.418205 
-408.618744    140.487137    -198.543304    -1.376573    -0.307331    87.443855 
-409.288025    140.475052    -198.565292    -1.438939    -0.244544    87.295021 
-409.915649    140.466202    -198.587387    -1.537981    -0.152673    87.252663 
-411.186829    140.353867    -198.634201    -1.568450    -0.181883    87.090912 
-411.865051    140.303696    -198.593491    -1.473787    -0.035702    87.120636 
-412.479309    140.194244    -198.622116    -1.539934    -0.142489    87.081619 
-413.044983    140.284805    -198.638733    -1.674982    0.233649    86.935493 
-413.744415    140.162872    -198.642059    -1.640862    0.159039    86.888374 
-414.888763    139.947815    -198.581665    -1.540320    0.025918    86.804176 
-415.596710    139.844803    -198.631317    -1.545644    0.030725    86.701492 
-416.276550    139.772705    -198.692352    -1.544278    0.101234    86.538857 
-416.896637    139.728302    -198.624451    -1.592620    0.177196    86.486183 
-417.637817    139.622070    -198.549347    -1.573719    0.170512    86.793259 
-418.896912    139.444138    -198.615677    -1.555993    0.405255    86.149017 
-419.516235    139.315445    -198.594803    -1.551851    0.362536    86.184959 
-420.153961    139.158768    -198.543427    -1.444856    0.289438    86.022362 
-420.892914    139.059402    -198.480484    -1.420884    0.365615    86.100235 
-421.541870    138.912521    -198.494690    -1.337352    0.385046    85.937515 
-422.886383    138.649368    -198.380112    -1.216139    0.308826    85.817970 
-423.625946    138.537827    -198.368317    -1.238528    0.239973    85.697815 
-424.345459    138.438644    -198.417786    -1.283995    0.252732    85.506165 
-425.087830    138.278290    -198.217743    -1.228898    0.290452    85.587875 
-425.688080    138.155243    -198.233688    -1.157289    0.080602    85.487473 
-427.197357    137.923935    -198.149948    -1.217093    0.180808    85.287292 
-427.854553    137.816925    -198.029175    -1.082373    0.218858    85.364044 
-428.678467    137.712616    -197.971100    -1.160885    0.277976    85.315849 
-429.400146    137.600021    -197.932693    -1.115740    0.294077    85.202629 
-430.094330    137.405685    -197.855331    -0.935133    0.030763    85.166580 
-431.542023    137.311905    -197.743744    -0.959619    0.510842    85.007401 
-432.309662    137.234146    -197.611069    -1.013378    0.372933    85.087425 
-433.049774    137.185028    -197.591766    -0.977976    0.540563    84.937157 
-433.830444    137.080963    -197.472794    -1.054260    0.507289    84.933784 
-434.599213    136.990479    -197.364044    -0.885877    0.369518    84.989113 
-436.049927    136.902145    -197.073181    -1.013132    0.346231    85.030182 
-436.885437    136.864853    -196.999329    -0.896982    0.409787    85.033081 
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-437.527557    136.879807    -196.859024    -0.864638    0.393079    85.074432 
-438.317352    136.868759    -196.866318    -0.855046    0.379188    84.861725 
-439.087952    136.861450    -196.769135    -0.829055    0.399280    84.853073 
-440.552704    136.900208    -196.572189    -0.824516    0.309746    84.919846 
-441.329102    136.911255    -196.425659    -0.785475    0.191759    84.871872 
-442.069153    136.892700    -196.360855    -0.618047    0.121804    84.935410 
-442.802795    136.917526    -196.197815    -0.689126    0.100817    85.039474 
-443.566406    136.991211    -196.234406    -0.553227    0.109715    84.863815 
-444.837006    137.001221    -196.045273    -0.640486    -0.883365    84.750687 
-445.742035    137.183289    -195.930618    -0.703076    -0.414410    84.881172 
-446.327820    137.192139    -195.948776    -0.652133    -0.486697    84.780411 
-447.051514    137.284637    -195.851700    -0.832468    -0.592512    84.733856 
-447.766632    137.352509    -195.782288    -0.943549    -0.950983    84.712547 
-449.156891    137.419373    -195.698105    -0.830607    -1.159732    84.778152 
-449.885193    137.628174    -195.637894    -0.920677    -0.739390    84.735153 
-450.517365    137.632217    -195.663361    -0.934038    -1.139391    84.716797 
-451.323029    137.680954    -195.503113    -0.849136    -0.904447    84.756950 
-451.917755    137.793488    -195.610168    -0.992748    -0.868634    84.539490 
-453.383545    137.835281    -195.462982    -0.738016    -1.545950    84.812874 
-454.019531    137.960510    -195.379898    -0.709830    -1.204487    84.790871 
-454.663025    138.026642    -195.526154    -0.786051    -1.358839    84.501801 
-455.322083    138.162109    -195.389343    -0.759872    -1.339821    84.709541 
-456.068848    138.114243    -195.487961    -0.619707    -1.348063    84.534843 
-457.397736    138.291855    -195.475952    -0.634852    -1.406343    84.499313 
-458.067688    138.406311    -195.359344    -0.687503    -1.157330    84.562553 
-458.686157    138.400787    -195.419876    -0.661965    -1.640422    84.474922 
-459.409607    138.442490    -195.362183    -0.638981    -1.442745    84.586670 
-460.020538    138.465057    -195.404572    -0.708170    -1.707373    84.386101 
-461.284363    138.602371    -195.434311    -0.716024    -1.573229    84.519325 
-462.016968    138.686829    -195.306656    -0.626279    -0.843471    84.637901 
-462.608429    138.657227    -195.371567    -0.651170    -0.963346    84.477921 
-463.369568    138.738144    -195.316940    -0.766858    -0.883542    84.526741 
-463.980042    138.705795    -195.419861    -0.766673    -1.402475    84.424797 
-465.250977    138.757629    -195.430756    -0.748075    -1.072500    84.416351 
-465.913971    138.807251    -195.416397    -0.785663    -0.766922    84.366806 
-466.688904    138.705582    -195.423843    -0.724771    -1.543450    84.535019 
-467.353546    138.754303    -195.406052    -0.750697    -0.786284    84.574799 
-467.949615    138.742203    -195.373672    -0.753359    -0.668249    84.485634 
-469.402069    138.709015    -195.571777    -0.805003    -0.634033    84.440155 
-470.105652    138.602036    -195.461151    -0.765478    -0.517715    84.602615 
-470.780579    138.537964    -195.550079    -0.740368    -0.638904    84.402740 
-471.532349    138.557144    -195.654480    -0.749111    -0.416225    84.478279 
-472.284088    138.380569    -195.649948    -0.587028    -0.573536    84.497139 
-473.750122    138.280472    -195.707169    -0.634899    -0.237255    84.646698 
-474.411255    138.209671    -195.706589    -0.736084    -0.282568    84.616112 
188 
-475.090973    138.108795    -195.764999    -0.762878    -0.271758    84.768845 
-475.933594    138.058929    -195.902954    -0.886410    -0.187228    84.675766 
-476.576996    137.891617    -195.839951    -0.763069    -0.280051    84.837463 
-478.157959    137.663605    -196.002625    -0.825658    -0.333466    84.927711 
-478.969849    137.515350    -195.992142    -0.759357    -0.273490    85.089355 
-479.697937    137.489746    -196.098145    -0.848619    -0.048831    84.989944 
-480.444855    137.320221    -196.245667    -0.903633    -0.239557    84.884880 
-481.185913    137.202927    -196.308167    -1.033810    -0.194863    84.917969 
-482.743134    136.950439    -196.401489    -0.996077    -0.164672    85.211411 
-483.504486    136.758133    -196.498428    -1.072625    -0.459218    85.180008 
-484.290894    136.703445    -196.522842    -1.155285    -0.244643    85.340538 
-485.067505    136.535828    -196.585159    -1.112807    -0.414525    85.541916 
-485.850861    136.400635    -196.631805    -1.105093    -0.282963    85.745735 
-487.510101    136.148285    -196.893234    -1.220574    -0.488569    85.677719 
-488.273346    136.114761    -197.038025    -1.425093    -0.350360    85.616318 
-488.978394    136.125031    -197.120316    -1.490518    -0.276303    85.746712 
-489.909210    135.977905    -197.033691    -1.540685    -0.254645    86.091782 
-490.702332    135.846329    -197.276581    -1.390884    -0.324643    86.101646 
-492.359772    135.620697    -197.561890    -1.409050    -0.663526    86.056007 
-493.158234    135.502075    -197.693985    -1.160867    -0.723840    86.301514 
-494.023041    135.430420    -197.761703    -1.307856    -0.650926    86.400337 
-494.836151    135.510941    -197.947998    -1.551506    -0.540080    86.334274 
-495.611633    135.475815    -198.085190    -1.561499    -0.468372    86.381325 
-497.209747    135.326843    -198.446075    -1.257175    -1.438408    86.540527 
-498.056305    135.381943    -198.556519    -1.368899    -1.043559    86.572838 
-498.854431    135.421310    -198.626740    -1.248774    -0.725028    86.603989 
-499.535217    135.538467    -198.775421    -1.332337    -0.614907    86.658363 
-500.331604    135.485550    -198.865677    -1.357671    -0.698143    86.946968 
-501.741028    135.656357    -198.885529    -1.066215    -0.476092    87.135139 
-502.526031    135.702423    -198.894318    -1.045672    -0.370779    87.257492 
-503.233521    135.930679    -199.142700    -1.309385    0.042233    86.965057 
-504.064697    135.817795    -198.999023    -0.859358    -0.512043    87.585953 
-504.848053    136.017685    -199.185272    -1.078403    -0.163007    87.549828 
-506.274170    136.132385    -199.390015    -1.054981    -0.218508    87.592209 
-506.963776    136.258667    -199.385590    -0.881594    0.080011    87.928955 
-507.794769    136.383179    -199.425812    -1.004483    0.155556    87.921715 
-508.513794    136.478653    -199.493301    -1.068287    0.271582    87.920998 
-509.231659    136.618454    -199.621490    -1.069055    0.516792    88.027977 
-510.548676    136.845520    -199.570770    -1.122634    0.594140    88.368874 
-511.299072    136.966217    -199.666245    -1.223519    0.820013    88.420403 
-511.973389    137.125305    -199.715561    -1.302744    1.022404    88.448318 
-512.737732    137.207062    -199.712128    -1.275831    1.006891    88.438431 
-513.347595    137.258789    -199.663544    -1.076257    1.030631    88.589363 
-514.778625    137.475616    -199.732422    -1.094082    1.001037    88.839493 
-515.436646    137.509338    -199.785034    -1.076417    1.180406    88.604515 
189 
-516.201904    137.551407    -199.777954    -0.984212    1.169616    88.834930 
-516.811157    137.642944    -199.782532    -0.880414    0.982014    89.148781 
-517.467224    137.683746    -199.914215    -0.739952    0.991102    88.872635 
-518.923340    137.775894    -199.856216    -0.793160    1.124783    89.070313 
-519.551270    137.806015    -199.876862    -0.842531    1.154052    89.118179 
-520.284302    137.874557    -199.833908    -0.720485    1.275110    89.305542 
-520.954102    137.885315    -199.985580    -0.635027    1.008459    89.174515 
-521.629456    137.863297    -199.918152    -0.589782    1.085626    89.277954 
-523.013428    137.897034    -200.015137    -0.641861    1.259420    89.242233 
-523.589233    137.824615    -200.114914    -0.488105    1.060838    89.026459 
-524.242126    137.767654    -199.993698    -0.376827    1.109771    89.331093 
-524.903748    137.791763    -199.988022    -0.412919    1.274946    89.366867 
-525.646606    137.730270    -200.047226    -0.391774    1.261550    89.384041 
-526.896118    137.597870    -200.127701    -0.173676    1.063199    89.327377 
-527.519104    137.512436    -200.087265    -0.252135    1.136473    89.224281 
-528.250610    137.527817    -200.074341    -0.392172    1.236403    89.253319 
-528.858459    137.412811    -200.099823    -0.252124    1.123159    89.279533 
-529.550720    137.390213    -200.150772    -0.297757    1.176558    89.166595 
-530.756165    137.175507    -200.242477    -0.329119    1.164860    88.895653 
-531.399902    137.020691    -200.115021    -0.148880    0.936392    89.200912 
-532.090332    136.949280    -200.136047    -0.095988    1.079851    88.879677 
-532.607422    136.869522    -200.164108    -0.266694    1.183263    88.714584 
-533.320923    136.818253    -200.243332    -0.103446    1.242212    88.676674 
-534.488464    136.576385    -200.070663    -0.138242    1.092468    88.613800 
-535.128540    136.499359    -200.176407    -0.112925    1.289393    88.399643 
-535.737061    136.388107    -200.086731    -0.085863    1.184067    88.587212 
-536.405762    136.321762    -200.091415    -0.211548    1.264692    88.206055 
-537.018738    136.173233    -200.068146    -0.260720    1.105667    88.129791 
-538.277222    135.952560    -199.949387    -0.332500    1.165243    88.112015 
-539.027222    135.862289    -200.011063    -0.172912    1.224992    87.958595 
-539.645081    135.753998    -199.990265    -0.171657    1.133141    87.761009 
-540.190674    135.656982    -199.936676    -0.209130    1.103899    87.583572 
-540.807129    135.615845    -199.913925    -0.360804    1.215921    87.443008 
-542.328186    135.366745    -199.741394    -0.367902    1.155418    87.395325 
-543.046326    135.320160    -199.666962    -0.344477    1.421993    87.350815 
-543.615601    135.197006    -199.658020    -0.241875    1.220397    87.183823 
-544.199768    135.053665    -199.602051    -0.385897    1.000481    86.962196 
-544.845459    135.009171    -199.479996    -0.353241    1.184512    86.905434 
-546.326416    134.824829    -199.323181    -0.432831    0.845166    86.696533 
-546.986023    134.748688    -199.162506    -0.493592    1.020979    86.689957 
-547.630493    134.674393    -199.148407    -0.603609    1.092539    86.526001 
-548.339355    134.599686    -199.095276    -0.456868    1.244802    86.254036 
-549.025757    134.492813    -199.096100    -0.346371    0.846525    86.244858 
-550.516052    134.382797    -198.910660    -0.375360    0.991545    85.773392 
-551.120300    134.401245    -198.718597    -0.322255    1.230590    86.051819 
190 
-551.873474    134.346619    -198.564377    -0.459700    0.957387    85.955322 
-552.445374    134.347046    -198.525558    -0.355004    1.376493    85.767456 
-553.357422    134.348145    -198.364136    -0.534239    1.244898    85.580322 
-554.597107    134.264969    -198.164597    -0.166130    1.020581    85.536308 
-555.397217    134.222549    -197.948425    -0.165627    0.935959    85.599037 
-556.080627    134.352249    -197.954102    -0.270553    0.988887    85.344460 
-556.689575    134.416138    -197.961716    -0.168798    0.853065    85.101196 
-557.568909    134.492233    -197.751068    -0.296470    1.237650    85.061081 
-558.875916    134.488434    -197.616531    -0.034576    0.985746    84.983131 
-559.708496    134.588486    -197.373016    -0.121013    1.030137    85.068817 
-560.342712    134.664536    -197.276291    -0.052553    1.062399    85.179932 
-560.909973    134.769730    -197.107788    -0.118845    1.144823    85.102318 
-561.869507    134.772491    -197.164749    -0.023874    1.043262    84.853035 
-563.003113    134.875031    -196.963150    0.144556    0.774075    84.831848 
-563.735535    135.047821    -196.877655    -0.115084    0.893594    84.765945 
-564.406982    135.202820    -196.823059    -0.090538    1.238861    84.744698 
-565.057922    135.156143    -196.647430    -0.169023    0.825074    84.893761 
-565.794495    135.351303    -196.647263    -0.460942    0.857714    84.610695 
-566.781921    135.398148    -196.682816    -0.201278    0.235231    84.205788 
-567.565430    135.498566    -196.573395    -0.175315    0.589543    84.475647 
-568.164612    135.634979    -196.674240    -0.266706    0.530269    84.098091 
-568.762878    135.598129    -196.459488    -0.286100    0.197002    84.116302 
-569.430237    135.840927    -196.401566    -0.480274    0.650511    84.191803 
-570.759766    135.783127    -196.318909    -0.145617    0.125653    84.168182 
-571.368286    135.843689    -196.274506    -0.310248    0.116984    84.181183 
-572.020874    135.909607    -196.175293    -0.192770    -0.046463    84.412590 
-572.746826    136.041382    -196.150543    -0.224278    0.347659    84.259155 
-573.304871    136.124176    -196.125031    -0.211030    0.393779    84.348923 
-574.557373    136.107224    -196.002670    -0.084007    0.161059    84.203987 
-575.350464    136.044861    -195.999374    0.007335    0.022508    84.428474 
-575.816895    136.076019    -196.071121    0.213235    0.182540    84.260742 
-576.485962    136.160751    -195.958328    0.080652    0.128061    84.387321 
-577.076904    136.173279    -195.765091    -0.010430    0.076691    84.437828 
-578.463440    136.179001    -195.937271    -0.033306    0.160010    84.084007 
-578.934753    136.267563    -195.848114    0.112400    0.543960    84.406921 
-579.633911    136.275940    -195.768723    0.037862    0.461120    84.433357 
-580.298767    136.139862    -195.944138    0.190318    0.140207    84.156357 
-580.859131    136.185883    -195.775360    0.266781    0.164024    84.503822 
-582.122681    136.143341    -195.799347    0.168963    0.332110    84.422882 
-582.723022    136.172104    -195.960236    0.070326    0.704459    84.161919 
-583.394409    136.123306    -195.979126    0.051662    0.681273    84.108116 
-584.055115    136.064957    -195.881790    0.069861    0.476765    84.308044 
-584.667725    136.057526    -195.872833    0.235692    0.674222    84.298859 
-586.252563    135.870575    -195.930328    0.314762    0.777766    84.417397 
-586.790771    135.838776    -195.808029    0.393090    0.759447    84.585373 
191 
-587.394104    135.733551    -196.075348    0.519829    0.608107    84.263054 
-587.997314    135.678452    -196.143707    0.403990    0.553518    84.277672 
-588.736267    135.629990    -196.093506    0.340366    0.867766    84.251648 
-590.034119    135.552505    -196.146896    0.188778    1.133933    84.378517 
-590.612122    135.406570    -196.181824    0.297626    0.799411    84.361206 
-591.349365    135.355408    -196.292435    0.228342    0.885823    84.247589 
-592.012573    135.219376    -196.230545    -0.044935    0.857629    84.265503 
-592.743591    135.056976    -196.298462    0.250360    0.814764    84.440231 
-594.150513    134.881073    -196.331375    0.235104    1.027725    84.761696 
-594.844910    134.787781    -196.358627    0.220653    0.803766    84.867668 
-595.564758    134.597961    -196.436279    0.133067    0.699966    84.867935 
-596.242920    134.514404    -196.493713    -0.064744    0.880452    84.952171 
-597.009949    134.423355    -196.509903    -0.115742    1.071579    85.167068 
-598.398315    134.134979    -196.664276    -0.139261    0.576404    85.115189 
-599.051941    134.053833    -196.763824    -0.195982    0.624892    85.193741 
-599.722656    133.867966    -196.776047    -0.244460    0.512103    85.110023 
-600.378235    133.774124    -196.882874    -0.348828    0.537654    85.209862 
-601.329895    133.663254    -196.936127    -0.256833    0.771523    85.514839 
-602.618530    133.403397    -197.104340    -0.182808    0.757516    85.586426 
-603.204712    133.257263    -197.182877    -0.263652    0.631967    85.745392 
-604.077515    133.401733    -196.955963    -0.807725    1.117712    86.137726 
-604.790405    133.236908    -197.326324    -0.486657    0.920193    86.212799 
-605.521362    133.119781    -197.212173    -0.608230    0.976438    86.416481 
-607.073608    132.934662    -197.346436    -0.863019    0.465456    86.430954 
-607.659546    133.099655    -197.332413    -1.004840    1.432121    86.993431 
-608.345154    132.889755    -197.565628    -0.780233    1.049078    86.796707 
-608.973022    132.837143    -197.769104    -0.874549    1.042398    86.855324 
-609.897400    132.795319    -197.638062    -0.979185    1.118954    87.309013 
-611.888245    132.718094    -198.019363    -0.871940    1.087074    87.291145 
-612.181030    132.746857    -197.975113    -1.045603    1.527214    87.472458 
-613.504150    132.689880    -198.210495    -0.706396    1.060971    87.545303 
-613.673279    132.658417    -198.390335    -0.700636    0.925035    87.553680 
-614.861206    132.831070    -198.589035    -0.856735    1.257046    87.568855 
-616.309265    132.878754    -198.844284    -0.764633    1.386884    87.874405 
-616.774292    132.825058    -198.948517    -0.724723    1.339513    87.671188 
-617.986511    132.819580    -198.944931    -0.300878    0.758923    88.158936 
-618.274475    132.923157    -199.037582    -0.543704    1.088944    88.303635 
-619.390137    133.090286    -199.268051    -0.752073    1.164216    88.156281 
-620.893311    133.175232    -199.333923    -0.457346    1.259035    88.637711 
-621.822144    132.946228    -199.702545    -0.056892    0.435927    88.094055 
-622.578186    133.086182    -199.741501    0.132924    0.807925    88.501038 
-623.231873    133.346100    -200.050705    -0.238462    1.060611    88.170853 
-624.006958    133.347214    -199.978485    -0.074702    1.128586    88.383598 
-625.262573    133.475571    -200.472992    0.011755    1.087118    88.106644 
-626.094360    133.499771    -200.178223    -0.156747    1.191073    88.596657 
192 
-626.385803    133.644775    -200.167923    -0.090457    1.530363    88.910164 
-627.455261    133.807678    -200.327774    -0.297503    1.642615    88.886635 
-627.390015    133.886795    -200.429062    -0.258910    1.609769    88.739090 
-628.725647    133.934875    -200.546646    0.134240    1.120409    89.046913 
-629.889587    133.965881    -200.701019    0.055253    1.063302    88.840645 
-629.950073    134.071106    -200.521439    -0.045134    1.113328    89.093109 
-631.301819    134.168411    -200.674576    -0.137316    1.413735    88.900391 
-631.051025    134.311920    -200.576660    -0.131259    1.753363    89.166786 
-632.634766    134.278290    -201.047775    0.136114    1.459312    88.879143 
-632.960815    134.356308    -200.994019    0.116763    1.645640    88.967125 
-633.848877    134.353256    -201.078613    0.147318    1.186763    88.867744 
-633.392456    134.661270    -201.173355    -0.065104    1.741126    88.792625 
-635.144775    134.599686    -201.033310    -0.136993    1.784602    89.148384 
-636.087402    134.633728    -201.257111    -0.147528    1.586579    89.091011 
-635.810303    134.653503    -201.324036    -0.077770    1.675369    89.042732 
-637.340332    134.708389    -201.282257    -0.065083    1.604584    89.323105 
-637.197144    134.851715    -201.461365    -0.157391    1.303620    89.168091 
-638.307129    134.849976    -201.371719    -0.179141    1.364759    89.322144 
-639.413208    134.945557    -201.489609    -0.473048    1.586484    88.904686 
-639.216980    134.948059    -201.301239    -0.545660    1.639882    89.292381 
-639.897644    134.919556    -201.627014    -0.376224    1.743597    88.932266 
-640.998047    134.838959    -201.698303    -0.400075    1.441331    88.765602 
-640.787659    134.879013    -201.525497    -0.534861    1.974632    88.961746 
-642.429565    134.798309    -201.569153    -0.751596    1.600168    88.795334 
-643.000916    134.799042    -201.896713    -0.646916    1.039523    88.370018 
-643.357300    134.825485    -201.276535    -0.622841    1.711221    89.419716 
-643.477539    134.794098    -201.626465    -0.471583    1.675219    88.753929 
-644.952148    134.705429    -201.565598    -0.345371    1.733921    89.008453 
-646.178589    134.590759    -201.394608    -0.391218    1.746150    88.769623 
-645.799927    134.625504    -201.822632    -0.298839    1.529338    88.301025 
-647.154236    134.517426    -201.547577    -0.091579    1.772004    88.622849 
-646.696228    134.455231    -201.763275    -0.134411    1.806352    88.191368 
-648.182556    134.469864    -201.617950    -0.303090    1.945836    88.198105 
-648.918274    134.253510    -201.506714    -0.250488    1.715999    87.875137 
-649.492859    134.234619    -202.048416    -0.153584    1.590984    87.225060 
-649.729736    134.193741    -201.276260    -0.129592    1.873468    88.273224 
-650.826660    134.016342    -201.752762    -0.075470    1.528560    87.378090 
-651.258667    133.679611    -201.470474    0.371183    1.158879    87.744293 
-652.353271    133.703110    -201.404480    0.143043    1.596689    87.428177 
-653.041626    133.725555    -201.532288    -0.164539    1.531726    87.187668 
-653.416321    133.577057    -201.199097    0.033635    1.698117    87.641556 
-654.292786    133.539520    -201.266525    0.129201    1.564918    87.575607 
-654.045898    133.518204    -201.501053    0.177805    1.400453    87.164032 
-655.892578    133.194595    -201.211029    0.314482    1.530884    86.823997 
-656.132446    133.189743    -201.437546    0.256126    1.172595    86.116364 
193 
-657.336609    133.263977    -200.780136    -0.028208    1.865395    87.061836 
-657.773132    133.213715    -200.881439    -0.134451    1.739259    86.884293 
-657.817627    133.249603    -200.460770    -0.172756    1.984288    87.220184 
-659.208435    132.996216    -200.557632    -0.154805    1.521204    86.538246 
-659.757202    133.261124    -200.869034    -0.560872    2.199551    86.057777 
-660.009888    133.026840    -200.262314    -0.147148    1.669683    86.889137 
-660.776306    133.170883    -200.705200    -0.307748    1.656658    85.836441 
-661.173584    132.967972    -200.139740    -0.129128    1.772950    86.089508 
-662.660156    132.787415    -200.094391    -0.109466    1.282270    86.198250 
-663.349304    132.904083    -200.132278    -0.403204    1.517222    85.864662 
-664.081665    132.801529    -199.793182    -0.191525    1.459372    86.138466 
-664.670532    132.992416    -200.018311    -0.583376    1.772127    85.563980 
-664.949341    132.855530    -200.077103    -0.492727    1.719055    85.129547 
-666.569824    133.133789    -199.517639    -0.587544    2.349224    85.562195 
-666.877258    132.998596    -198.921967    -0.498910    1.890938    86.309113 
-667.336243    133.123474    -199.312241    -0.682591    1.912989    85.388962 
-668.673828    133.297012    -198.859634    -0.659927    2.282889    85.875778 
-668.880920    133.250412    -199.267807    0.220323    2.018075    84.954536 
-670.447632    133.326538    -198.723572    -0.772616    1.732565    85.588211 
-670.933105    133.183426    -198.572510    -0.195484    1.664977    85.109558 
-671.398560    133.406143    -198.776794    0.042502    2.038829    84.765686 
-671.906677    133.461716    -198.451065    0.286274    1.868174    85.133362 
-672.827332    133.624481    -198.414200    -0.177461    2.010391    84.744911 
-674.003052    133.788971    -198.247604    -0.117273    1.931898    84.693008 
-674.337036    133.728485    -197.581573    -0.423798    1.749505    85.246307 
-675.103638    133.866638    -198.026459    -0.456095    1.493704    84.661255 
-675.591187    133.862152    -197.717636    -0.396037    1.718895    85.139755 
-676.398071    133.999252    -197.746735    -0.617543    1.716605    84.863098 
-677.397095    133.781021    -197.507935    -0.113458    1.127790    84.557861 
-678.179871    134.063751    -197.123993    -0.486189    1.272522    85.127876 
-677.918030    134.109848    -197.714279    -0.495312    1.034008    83.940491 
-679.169922    134.425095    -197.039368    -1.588252    1.582617    85.027214 
-679.553955    134.288269    -196.891251    -0.962490    1.264366    84.432762 
-680.594604    134.318024    -197.020905    -0.510803    0.943443    84.306831 
-680.440430    134.709900    -196.163254    -1.006948    1.594486    85.246483 
-681.138062    134.273712    -196.723969    -1.171803    0.079764    84.779350 
-681.667908    134.962158    -196.045181    -1.904150    2.334196    85.570541 
-682.277588    134.661377    -196.218719    -1.613923    0.872777    85.164917 
-682.810120    134.766800    -195.824570    -1.836306    1.036402    85.409485 
-683.511353    135.127075    -195.562912    -1.323475    1.283140    85.018051 
-684.706909    134.388687    -195.855682    -0.879386    0.051031    84.947517 
-684.266296    135.055328    -195.692474    -0.979716    1.134886    84.787834 
-685.374207    134.396393    -196.368881    -0.007075    -0.063058    83.703667 
-686.082275    135.378021    -194.670624    -2.160219    1.778647    85.977020 
-686.348511    134.801956    -195.914154    -0.772406    0.519159    83.577705 
194 
-686.868164    135.196274    -195.076126    -1.030250    1.315936    85.024597 
-687.565125    134.466812    -196.496674    -0.029821    -0.364943    83.045067 
-687.923035    135.056976    -194.916626    -0.693638    0.784774    85.250969 
-689.099121    134.841187    -195.066757    -0.455889    0.405488    84.370956 
-688.957947    135.388763    -194.721252    -0.946417    1.798370    84.710930 
-689.569641    135.190277    -195.071930    -0.717252    0.977112    84.311546 
-689.744751    135.320938    -194.868561    -0.977850    0.544000    84.411110 
-690.338684    135.087616    -194.748016    -0.236910    1.076559    84.084534 
-691.596741    135.561371    -194.257217    -1.189663    1.757469    84.588478 
-692.009521    134.968185    -195.101303    -0.454461    0.512836    83.469620 
-692.129150    135.656158    -194.311310    -1.200763    1.957358    84.749512 
-692.685913    134.959793    -195.189041    -0.599039    0.449179    83.271614 
-693.507935    135.638306    -194.168655    -1.652715    1.969318    84.335106 
-694.178223    135.614471    -193.745499    -1.337912    1.913858    84.895348 
-694.201782    135.134689    -194.641144    -0.701691    1.240232    83.647392 
-695.015076    135.450714    -193.661057    -1.320765    1.848310    84.810501 
-695.495789    135.085678    -194.616684    -1.037400    1.068532    83.425041 
-695.954895    135.313385    -193.706924    -1.525306    1.607420    84.437996 
-697.062866    135.585403    -193.448303    -2.123721    2.949575    85.433159 
-696.889526    135.228607    -193.910980    -1.786687    2.243207    84.619469 
-697.799255    135.391815    -193.843216    -1.413880    2.595032    84.291595 
-698.273987    134.590881    -194.512634    -0.634263    0.509660    83.321373 
-698.806152    135.281616    -193.603302    -1.939923    2.678334    84.961411 
-699.793152    135.076263    -193.493744    -1.631248    2.413513    85.128365 
-700.196838    134.436768    -194.286423    -0.817420    1.106323    84.061302 
-700.467651    134.980865    -193.846924    -1.540766    2.447503    84.672165 
-700.571167    134.318069    -194.421570    -0.359365    0.896316    83.474777 
-701.266113    134.785217    -194.183273    -0.974924    1.890976    83.861977 
-702.147949    134.644623    -193.769974    -1.130710    1.925995    84.147369 
-703.972168    133.715958    -194.279175    -0.279784    -0.282220    83.581291 
-703.296204    134.591675    -193.495148    -1.004535    2.689012    84.796593 
-704.490295    133.595947    -194.264587    -0.061980    -0.096728    83.823540 
-704.373047    134.453934    -193.447525    -1.291666    1.816596    84.887497 
-704.961853    134.547943    -193.701935    -1.432678    2.984330    84.671753 
-705.779968    134.400696    -193.371872    -1.804197    1.559089    85.080589 
-706.200562    134.280045    -193.571426    -1.543510    2.494249    84.861916 
-707.362305    133.687286    -194.006378    -0.870614    0.483243    84.411674 
-707.427856    134.209152    -193.180359    -1.448904    2.788987    85.526756 
-708.085388    133.974625    -193.550140    -1.332702    2.399641    85.177086 
-708.643738    133.596451    -193.777115    -1.117871    0.898655    85.064072 
-709.090698    133.783508    -193.854645    -1.289758    2.000894    85.033524 
-709.845276    133.612473    -193.676926    -1.212584    1.286093    85.336533 
-711.069214    132.789093    -194.886917    -0.285873    0.469981    83.670807 
-711.868225    132.682266    -194.548492    -0.415163    0.673220    84.217522 
-712.374390    133.401337    -193.228058    -1.673823    0.623414    86.344627 
195 
-712.622192    132.487411    -194.369507    -0.564423    0.155992    84.944435 
-713.414673    133.264725    -193.402008    -1.717539    0.790117    86.626007 
-714.027588    132.635483    -195.010880    -0.725401    0.706141    84.125481 
-714.871582    133.226425    -193.750839    -1.876719    2.212921    86.107979 
-715.627319    132.736023    -194.009476    -0.981192    0.005328    86.109535 
-716.112244    133.172043    -194.001724    -1.290359    1.867113    85.985229 
-716.736511    132.785263    -194.258209    -1.152106    0.481563    85.584778 
-717.304993    132.832199    -194.763031    -0.900236    2.376244    84.972313 
-717.635864    133.117996    -194.368927    -1.618186    1.583900    85.464966 
-718.929932    133.341446    -193.934570    -1.648013    1.140732    86.459061 
-718.476501    132.977600    -194.510025    -1.220304    1.215241    85.560196 
-720.770996    132.514282    -194.802475    -0.669387    -0.924101    85.348137 
-720.611389    132.522568    -195.274780    -0.917103    0.704951    84.586723 
-720.765869    132.768433    -194.981522    -1.108101    0.744950    85.175156 
-721.838135    133.352692    -194.326691    -1.868082    1.249655    86.217278 
-722.174561    134.075958    -193.908493    -2.679760    4.061152    86.816048 
-723.435181    132.861710    -194.641251    -1.047425    0.383949    85.989334 
-723.031128    133.151657    -194.697647    -1.324146    2.263234    85.708641 
-724.391296    133.637375    -193.628693    -1.619198    1.274606    87.446014 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
196 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
197 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-724.495850    133.169800    -194.667191    -0.826054    1.147072    86.287315 
-708.874268    133.157150    -186.370926    176.385925    19.347481    64.202446 
-708.603638    133.504654    -186.214005    176.525574    18.731562    64.725426 
-708.420532    133.493164    -186.299728    176.504303    18.717125    65.111542 
-708.286926    133.472534    -186.420151    176.487579    18.688162    65.281548 
-708.153320    133.451935    -186.540588    176.470993    18.659101    65.451584 
-708.019714    133.431320    -186.661026    176.454514    18.630053    65.621429 
-707.886047    133.410721    -186.781479    176.438126    18.600889    65.791359 
-707.618835    133.369522    -187.022324    176.405579    18.542509    66.131020 
-707.485229    133.348923    -187.142761    176.389496    18.513245    66.300781 
198 
-707.351624    133.328278    -187.263199    176.373444    18.483971    66.470589 
-707.217957    133.307678    -187.383621    176.357529    18.454599    66.640320 
-707.084351    133.287079    -187.504074    176.341675    18.425243    66.809883 
-706.817139    133.245850    -187.744934    176.310318    18.366259    67.149170 
-706.683472    133.225250    -187.865372    176.294724    18.336779    67.318733 
-706.549805    133.204636    -187.985794    176.279251    18.307196    67.488350 
-706.416199    133.184021    -188.106232    176.263885    18.277615    67.657661 
-706.416199    133.184021    -188.106232    176.263885    18.277615    67.657661 
-706.416199    133.184021    -188.106232    176.263885    18.277615    67.657661 
-706.416199    133.184021    -188.106232    176.263885    18.277615    67.657661 
-706.416199    133.184021    -188.106232    176.263885    18.277615    67.657661 
-706.416199    133.184021    -188.106232    176.263885    18.277615    67.657661 
-706.416199    133.184021    -188.106232    176.263885    18.277615    67.657661 
-707.649597    133.126251    -186.954025    175.955093    19.440565    68.487907 
-707.639465    133.128357    -186.945084    175.960510    19.454397    68.503738 
-707.655640    133.147842    -187.250397    176.075806    19.192221    67.616447 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194012    67.680740 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
199 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
200 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
201 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
202 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
203 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
204 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
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-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
-707.642334    133.150452    -187.241547    176.065842    19.194017    67.680672 
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8. Appendix C 
Trademarks 
 
Matlab®  is a registered trademark of the Mathworks. 
Simulink® is a registered trademark of the Mathworks. 
Fuzzy logic toolbox™ is a trademark sign in Matlab® and Simulink®. 
OptiTrack™ is a registered trademark of NaturalPoint. 
AnyLogic® is a registered trademark of The AnyLogic Company. 
VISSIM® is a registered trademark of Visual Solutions. 
Paramics ® is a registered trademark of Quadstone Limited. 
Legion™ is a registered trademark of VWSP. 
Microsoft Excel® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Coporation. 
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